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ABSTRACT

FACTORS IMPACTING ON READING DIFFICULTIES
OF THE STUDENTS AT THE COLLEGE OF MICRONESIA

FEBRUARY
MARISA ESTRADA SUHM,

J.D.,

L.L.M.,

Ed. D.,
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Directed by: Professor Robert

“Why

J.

Miltz

are the students at the College of Micronesia having problems

understanding their academic texts and materials?” That

is

the question that this study

explores through extensive interviews with professors and students, and more than 400

reading proficiency

tests.

This study finds that Micronesian students have difficulties with several aspects of
reading, and that there are a multitude of factors that contribute to the problem. Those

factors

fall

into the following areas:

language, educational background, culture,

motivation, learning and reading strategies of the students; and the teaching

methodologies, institutional policies and sociopolitical conditions of the school.

The study concludes by recommending
metacognitive reading strategies

in all areas

to the faculty to directly teach

of instruction, to adapt the content, language

of the materials to the educational and cultural characteristics of the students,

and

level

and

to adapt

methodologies

to the

Micronesian learning

vi

style.

The new

role

of college instructors should not be

to

impart a

list

of foreign

facts,

but to serve as a bridge between the culture and academic background of
the students and
the culture and content ot their textbooks. Seen from this perspective reading
for

Micronesians will become an active interaction between
writer,

their

world and the world of the

and no longer an oppressive memorization of meaningless

facts.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem

The College of Micronesia (COM-FSM)

is

the country of the Federated States of Micronesia.

the only institution of higher learning in

The College of Micronesia

Associate Degrees and Third- Year Certificates in several disciplines.

offers

COM-FSM is

accredited by the Western Board of Colleges and Universities and has articulation and

exchange programs with several colleges and
articulation

and accreditation

universities in the United States.

status, as well as

Due

to its

requirements imposed by funding sources,

the academic programs’ content, texts, and standards must be equivalent to those in colleges

accredited in the United States (College of Micronesia-FSM: Self-Study Report, 1997).

Most of the professors
all -

at the

whether Micronesian or not

-

COM-FSM

were educated

are either

in

American or

Western or American Universities. In

contrast, all the students are Micronesian nationals raised in

The language of instruction
students at

Up

home

is

until the

literate society

at the college is English,

usually one of the

foreign, and almost

one of the Micronesian

islands.

although the language spoken by the

many Micronesian

island languages

and

dialects.

middle of the twentieth century, Micronesians were basically a pre-

who had

a subsistence

economy based on

fishing and agriculture (Colletta,

1980). After the arrival of the Americans, and particularly after the 1960's, a rapid

proliferation of American-style schools began. Although in the past

ways of life have been undergoing
1995), there

is still

a rapid process of change (Asian

few years

traditional

Development Bank,

a very strong and distinct influence of traditional Micronesian culture on

the perspectives, the language, the home, and the social lives of Micronesians.

It

could be

said that the

home and

the school are

two

distinct

worlds for

many of the

students at the

College of Micronesia.

As

the politics and

international

economy of Micronesia depends

community. Western education

-

greatly

college in particular

on
-

participating in the

increasingly plays a

bigger role in determining socioeconomic status, privilege, and employment
(Asian

Development Bank,

1

A major factor in academic success is the mastery of the

995).

English language and the comprehension of academic

texts.

stumbling block for Micronesian college students today

Reading, however,

(COM-FSM:

is

a major

English Department

Report, 1995).

A systematic study of the students' difficulties with reading and writing from their
own

cultural perspective could give professors,

educated,

some

most of whom

are

American or Western

insight into the students' minds, their world, and their

meaning. This understanding might,
appropriate to Micronesia.

It is

in turn, create

ways of constructing

a more positive climate for instruction

believed that by trying to validate and understand the

Micronesian perspective and the students’ specific needs,

their

academic performance as

well as professors’ teaching effectiveness will improve.

Current research

the reader not as a

mere

an interaction with the

in cognitive

recipient

text

psychology (Heilman, Blair and Rupley, 1994) views

and decoder of information but as an active participant

and the author

to construct

in

meaning. In the process of

constructing meaning from the text the reader's previous experiences and his cultural

perspective play a vital

role.

Reading instruction research and studies of teacher

effectiveness have also documented the tremendous influence on reading improvement that

appropriate and sympathetic instruction can have on helping the students successfully

2

meaning across

negotiate

cultural lines (Dickinson,

& Raphael,

and McCarthy

of Languages and Literature

at the

this researcher

their lives

College of Micronesia in the Caroline Islands. During

by obtaining a degree. To the

not succeed; in

Lewin. 1992;

has been teaching in the Department

hundreds of Micronesian students have come

this time,

Strotski, 1993;

1992).

for the past six-and-a-half years

many do

Wolf &

fact,

many do

to the

College to try to improve

frustration of professors

and students, however,

not advance beyond developmental English courses

(Suhm, 1996).
Currently,

(Suhm,

G., 1996).

complete or

test

section of the

more than 65% of the
To be allowed

test

students either spend a

fact that large

is

taking remedial English courses

to take 100-level content courses, a student

must

out of developmental reading courses and score above 500 in the reading

TOEFL

give-up trying.

student body

(COM-FSM:

number of years

Student Handbook 1996-1997).

Many

trying to exit basic reading and writing courses or

Content programs typically have a small number of students

numbers have not passed

Micronesian

their required reading course.

Even

-

due

to the

after placing in

the regular college courses, students continue to have a hard time with their reading loads.

It is

not

uncommon

to hear professors

complain

that students are "lazy"

and

"unprepared,” that they lack "discipline," and they lack the "logic" and "vocabulary" to

understand the textbooks and

reading

is

articles.

A common complaint of students is that college

"boring," "difficult," "complicated," "irrelevant," and the professors are

"impractical" or "confusing."

Typically,

new

instructors

come with

a series of assumptions that they acquired in

the States or other countries about teaching techniques, English as a

3

Second Language

instruction, or about college studies

and students. Typically professors become

disenchanted, and even angry

their

when

methods

fail

and

their

assumptions do not work.

Meanwhile, the College of Micronesia continues expanding
English courses.

It is

hoped

that

it

frustrated,

their

developmental

the students complete these courses (remedial reading,

writing and listening and speaking), the problems of comprehending college
materials

would be solved (COM-FSM: Curriculum Committee Minutes,

1995).

The English

Department also continues experimenting with new textbooks, proficiency
professors (at the rate of 10-1 5

new

instructors every

"appropriate" developmental program for Micronesia

two years)

in the quest for

(COM-FSM:

and

tests,

an

English Department

Report, 1995).

It is

interesting,

difficulties with

Such a study

is

however, that a formal assessment of the Micronesian students'

academic reading
long overdue, and

well as point toward

some

at the

College of Micronesia has never been conducted.

might shed some

it

light

on the sources of the problem

as

creative teaching responses.

Purpose of the Study

The main

objectives of this research project are to identify

surveys and reading proficiency

tests

-

difficulties,

through interviews,

the type of difficulties that the students at the

College of Micronesia have with reading academic texts

impacting on these

-

in English,

and some of the implications

some of the

for teaching

factors

and advising.

order to address these objectives, the following questions must be answered:

1

.

What

is

the

view

that professors at the College

students' difficulties with
2.

What

is

the students’

of Micronesia have of the

academic reading?

view of their own

4

difficulties

with reading?

In

3.

What does
language

4.

the literature say in regard to reading
difficulties in a second
at the college level?

What does

a study of students'

TOEFL exams

and

GATES

tests reveal

about their difficulties with reading?
5.

What

are

some

trom these

implications for teaching and advising that can be drawn
seen from the various perspectives?

difficulties, as

1

Novel Features of this Research
This research project

is

different

from most available

literature in three

although there has been resurgence in reading research in the
reading studies have been conducted with children.

literacy."

But tew approach the problem of reading

Second,

many

who

working alongside and

are

A

white students.

few

last

ways.

First,

decade, for the most part,

studies have explored adult

difficulties at the college level.

studies have taken into consideration the difficulties of minority students

in "competition"

with mainstream English middle-class

1

In the case covered by this research project the entire student body

of Micronesians, they function within
their daily lives;

however, they pursue

the faculty (mostly

their

academic education

composed of English-speaking

power". Finally, though

it

is

common

and communicate in

their culture,

expatriates)

that researchers

their

in English.

who

of reading

is

made

is

language

in

In this case

it is

the "minority with

difficulties to focus

on the

interference of first language text features and discourse patterns into second language

reading, the fact that Micronesian languages are oral languages which are just being written

for the first time

makes

this

problem unique. Of course, Micronesian discourse patterns

distinctive. Their distinctive characteristics

1

2

Anderson,

et al,

may

or

may

not interfere with English patterns

1985; Sulzby, 1991; Norton, 1991; Juel, 1991

Chall, 1983; Stanovich, 1986; Stahl, 1992; Juel, 1987

5

are

of discourse; however, there are no Micronesian

texts in the traditional sense

therefore, studies of interference of reading in the first
language

of the word;

do not completely apply

to

this study.

Clarifications and Delimitations

Assumptions

The following

are a series of assumptions

on which

this research is built:

•

People from different cultures and social groups have different academic
difficulties and educational needs.

•

Instruction (whether in the area of English as a

other academic content areas) can improve

Second Language or

if tailored to

in

the specific

needs ot a population of students. (For example: teaching Japanese
students
•

•

different

is

from teaching South American students)

Micronesian students

at the

College of Micronesia have a distinct

cultural, linguistic,

and social background.

The

of the student population makes

distinct nature

their

academic

difficulties unique.
•

It is

possible to derive a certain level of cohesive perspective on the

students'
•

academic

difficulties

by talking

to students

and

The study of their specific problems will indicate some
approaches more adapted to Micronesian students.

their professors.

specific teaching

Definition of Terms

The following
These terms are used
•

is

a

list

in the

of operational definitions of terms used throughout

denotation here specified:

Micronesian Students Students enrolled
:

on one of the many
Islands,

3

who

Freeman

at the

College of Micronesia,

who were bom

islands of the Federated States of Micronesia in the Caroline

speak a Micronesian language as

&

this study.

first

language (Pohnpeian, Chuukese,

Freeman, 1993; Martin Castaneda, 1991; Weber, 1991

6

Yapese, Kosraean, Pingalapese, Mortlokese,

•

•

group, and

who were

Reading.

The

etc.),

who

belong to a Micronesian ethnic

raised in a Micronesian culture.

act ol decoding print

and constructing meaning from a written

Academic College materials Textbooks,
:

and other printed materials

articles, papers,

text.

exams, documents, reports,

that college students are required to read,

work

with, and

understand as part of their academic work.
•

Western:

Refers to things originating in Europe, North America, and Australia which

reflect the beliefs, technology, point

of view, and discourse of the cultures and traditions

of their peoples.
•

Difficulties

to do,

:

make

The Webster's

Collegiate Dictionary defines "difficult" as something hard

or carry out, arduous, hard to deal with,

understand or which

is

manage

or overcome, hard to

puzzling; and difficulty as the quality or state of being difficult,

an impediment, embarrassment, trouble or disagreement. In the context of this research
project

most of these

implied to

mean

all

definitions of the

word

By

apply.

“reading difficulties”

disability, in the sense that difficult

text.

means just hard

the inability to perform a task, usually

due

to

Difficulty

is

to a physical or

mental impairment.

This research will not elaborate on the following topics:
In-depth psycho-linguistic analysis of Micronesian languages
disabilities or learning disorders

2.

Learning

3

Study of Micronesian learning styles

.

7

different

from

overcome, and disability implies

Exclusions

.

is

those particularly difficult, confusing, embarrassing, puzzling, and

hard to overcome aspects of making sense out of a

1

it

Limitations and Advantages of this Study

Due

to

its

anthropological methodology, this research project has the
limitation of

being circumscribed to a very specific population.
controlled nature, which does not

hand, the advantage of this study

It

make many of the
is

also has the

It

problem of a

results general izable.

that the results are both locally

On

less than

the other

and immediately

useful.

could be said that one could never truly understand a group as an outsider or
under

laboratory conditions

-

that in order to understand a group’s behavior

Ethnographic research can gain validity

combined with other more

in the

one must be part of it.

eyes of traditional researchers

when

quantitative research techniques such as tests, questionnaires,

literature investigation, as is the case in this particular study.

The
This study takes place

at the

Setting

College of Micronesia-

FSM (COM-FSM),

which

is

located on the island of Pohnpei in the recently formed country of the Federated States of

Micronesia

in the Equatorial

study are enrolled

at

Eastern Pacific Ocean. The students

COM-FSM

in either the remedial

their first

participated in this

English or Math courses or any of

the various degree programs as freshmen and sophomores.

Micronesian sub-cultures and have as

who

They

all

language one of the

belong to various

many Micronesian

languages or dialects.
Since the history of the country of the Federated States of Micronesia, of

its

educational system, and of the College of Micronesia are relevant to the current state ot

8

education, and since this part of the world

devote the entire next chapter

to the

is little

background

9

known

in

which

to outsiders,

this study

it

seems proper

took place.

to

CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This study took place at the College of Micronesia,
F.S.M.,

Federated States of Micronesia. Since
history of education of the F. S.

this part

M. and

of

of the world

COM-FSM

is

which

relatively

is

located in the

unknown and

the

are important to understand

current conditions, this chapter will present a brief synopsis of the country,
the

educational system, and the institution in which the study took place.

The Federated

The Federated

States of Micronesia

States of Micronesia

(FSM)

is

a new, independent, democratic

country located in the Equatorial Western Pacific Ocean. The islands of the

FSM

extend

over an area of approximately 3,000,000 square km. (about half the size of the continental

United States), though the dry land area of its 634 islands amounts
(an area smaller than the State of

of the Equator, but

N

latitude

and 135

its

0

E

Rhode

to only 270.8 sq. mi.

All of the islands of the

Island).

FSM

are north

Exclusive Economic Zone ranges from approximately 1° S

to

archipelago. This nation

166

is

0

E

longitude.

The

islands of the

FSM

to

form the Caroline

bordered to the west by the Republic of Palau and the

Philippine Sea, to the north by the American territory of

Republic of the Marshall Islands, and
distantly Indonesia (Irian Jaya),

to the south

Solomon

Islands,

10

Guam,

by Papua

to the east

by the

New Guinea and more

Nauru and
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Kiribati (Gawel,1993).

0

On May
the people

in July

10,

1979 the history

FSM

ot the

as a self-governing nation

implemented a constitution which they had written and approved
by

trust”

of 1982, the

FSM

infrastructure

November

and government

1986, gave the

In

December

In

II.

October

billion

US

15 years to build

independence. The

dollars in aid to the task

1990, the United Nations Security Council declared the

UN trusteeship officially ended.
on September

FSM

in preparation for total

United States government allocated more than one
(Stanley, 1992).

World War

signed a treaty with the United States called the Compact of Free

Association. This pact, effective from

economy,

FSM

of the United Nations Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands under the protection of the United States shortly after

its

plebiscite

of 1978. Together with Palau and the Mariana and Marshall
Islands, the

had formed part of a "strategic

up

began when

The

FSM

became

a full

member of the United Nations

17, 1991.

Geography

The Federated

States of Micronesia

(FSM)

is

made up of four

states:

Kosrae,

Pohnpei, Chuuk, and Yap. The nation's 1995 resident population was found to be

approximately

1

10,000, with about half living in the

Chuuk

archipelago, about

living in the islands of Pohnpei State, and the rest being divided between the

Kosrae

states.

About 48% of the population

are

below the age of

1

5

(FSM

30%

Yap and

Census,

1995).

Only a small

The land area
Kosrae, and

is

fraction of the

634 islands have

significant year-round populations.

unequally distributed between the high volcanic islands of Pohnpei, Yap,

Chuuk lagoons and

the narrow,

flat,

ring shaped "outer" atolls.

A disparity

of wealth has evolved between the landed high
islanders and the relatively landless outer
islanders creating an underclass throughout the
region.

Demographics

The

unification of the four island groups into a single nation

imposed by foreign governments (Ashby
history.

,

1993). Each area has

its

is artificial

own

Prior to the last century, inhabitants of the different areas had

culture

little

and

and

contact with

each other, although most of the native population of Kosrae, Pohnpei, and Chuuk

descended from the Micronesian voyagers who
at different

sailed into the area

from Southeast Asia

times during the past 5000 years. The people of Yap are most likely of Indo-

Filipino origin. Considerable

amount of ethic mixtures has occurred over

Micronesians have golden brown

skin,

medium

the years.

build and height, and long black hair.

(Trust Territory, 1979)

Eight major local languages are spoken

in the

FSM:

Pohpeian, Pingalapese,

Chuukese, Kosraen, Yapese proper (Micronesian), Outer Island Yapese (Indo-Filipino

Kapingamarangi (Polynesian), and Nukuoro (Polynesian).

origin),

languages have dialectical variations. Today, English

is

in

Most of these

both the official and second

language throughout the region (Trust Territory, 1979).
Considerable numbers of foreigners currently reside within the

to

FSM. They

tend

be American, Pacific Rim, and European professionals; managers; missionaries;

tourism employees; development volunteers; government workers; world travelers; and

retirees;

and

Filipino, Japanese, Chinese,

and other Asian blue collar workers,

entrepreneurs, and fishermen. They probably represent less than three percent of the total
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population, but their impact on the

numbers (Sulim,

1

economy and

culture

is

out of proportion to their

996).

Government
Through

their several millennia ot history,

sophisticated torms ot government.

or kings based

Most

Micronesian cultures developed highly

cultures elected or appointed their

on not only family background but

also personal merit.

chiefs

A complex

of reciprocal duties and rights was clearly prescribed depending on rank.
rank were also regimented.

own

Ways

system

to acquire

Chiefs had control over the use of collectively held

resources and land, presided over religious and cultural ceremonies, distributed goods,

granted

titles,

of belonging

and

to a

settled disputes. Their presence inspired divine reverence

and a sense

cohesive unit (Colletta, 1980).

Despite nearly 100 years of occupation by foreign powers, traditional forms of
leadership have remained unchanged to a great extent in

Kosrae, where the Church of Christ replaced

it.

all

Today, the

areas of the

political

established along the lines of the American model, coexists with a

traditional

FSM

-

except

government,

still

powerful

government.

Modern government

in the Federated States

of Micronesia

is

a representative

democracy consisting of legislative, executive, and judicial branches. The Congress of
fourteen senators

state.

These

is

a unicameral legislative.

senator

legislators serve a four-year term. Elected

ten serve a two-year term.

by

One

The

by

is

elected at large from each

their constituencies, the other

president and vice president of the country are not elected

direct popular vote. Instead, they are selected
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from the four at-large senators by

their

peers in the National Legislature. The two
vacant seats are filled in special elections.

The judiciary branch of the

F. S.

M.

is

currently formed by a

Supreme Court with

judges, a chief justice, and two associate justices. They
are appointed for

Supreme Court hears matters of federal nature
state courts;

or

what

are

three

The

life.

beyond the scope of the four

however, most legal matters are resolved by either the individual

state

judiciaries or settled by the traditional local leaders (Ashby,
1993).

At the

state level,

modern government

consists ot a governor, lieutenant governor,

a legislature and a judiciary. There are also municipal forms of government
consisting of

an executive and a council.

Economy
The majority of the population of the Federated
engaged

in subsistence fishing

and farming which

States of Micronesia

results in

60%

is still

of all food consumed

(Gawel, 1993). The Compact of Free Association with the United States provides the

major source of funding
local

for all levels

of government operations. The national,

governments are the major employers

income

in the cash

state

and

economy. Other major sources of

are coconut oil, copra productions, and concessions of fishing rights.

Minor

private sector industries are retailing of imported goods, garment production, pepper,

handicrafts, and tourism (Asian

Domestic Product per capita

Development Bank, 1995). The estimated Gross

for the F. S.

M.

for

1990 was $1,447.00, and the Gross

National Product per capita for the same year was $1,564.00 (Asian Development Bank,

1990).
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History of the Federated States of Micronesia

The

history oi the inhabitants of the

FSM

goes back 4,000

Micronesian navigators sailing canoes migrated from island

to island

Successive waves of immigrants established dominance over local
the Yapese,

islands.

most

likely

to

6,000 years

when

throughout the area.

territories.

Eventually

of Indo-Filipino origin, established control over Yap and

its

Polynesians settled in Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi atolls near Pohnpei.

Different Micronesian groups gained control over Pohnpei, Kosrae, and the
islands of

Chuuk

(Stanley, 1992).

Pre-Contact

Between one and two thousand years ago two magnificent

cities,

Lelu and

Nan

Madol, made of basalt columns were erected on the islands of Kosrae and Pohnpei,
respectively.

The extensive

ruins attest to the existence of a great civilization.

Archeological data supports local legends that this

the Pacific,

was

built

by the Saudeleurs

-

a people

city, truly

who

one of the great wonders of

ruled Pohnpei with a cruel and

iron will. Tradition tells of a group of warriors led by Isokelel

who

sailed

from Kosrae

with 333 brave warriors. After a long series of battles, the tyrannical rulers were

overthrown and succeeded

in defeating this great culture.

Isokelel then established a

and more egalitarian order consisting of hierarchical leadership
(king) and the Nankin (intermediary).

dominant feature of Pohnpean

yam

competitions,

first

He

lines, the

Nanmwarki

new
line

also initiated a series ot rituals that are the

traditional life today

(i.e.,

the sakau ritual, funeral feasts,

harvest, and first birthday ceremonies). (Hanlon, 1991)
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Over

time, diiterent major

ot great rivalries

kingdoms emerged on

between these kingdoms. Prior

were attained through, among other

trade, warfare,

in the 16th

Contact

and other interactions occurred among the islands of

Micronesia and perhaps with Asian

European explorers

Western contact, position and prestige

things, one’s valor in combat. (Hanlon, 1991).

First

Although

to

the islands. Oral tradition tells

sailors,

recorded history began with the contact with

Century (Peoples, 1978). Because the Caroline Islands

were not within early colonial trade

routes, they

had only occasional contact with

European and American whalers, missionaries, and

sailors before the 19th Century.

Spanish came to enforce colonial claims, establish missions, and convert natives

The

to

Catholicism. American and other whalers came for fresh water, food, services, and

women.

British and

American missionaries established Protestant missions, and European

and American traders came

to

promote the coconut, copra,

shell,

and sea products

trade.

Protestant missionaries succeeded in altering traditional Micronesian behavior, dress,

dance, and custom in substantial ways that have endured to the present. The church and

related trades

became

the

first to

successfully compete with the

power of the Nanmwarkis

(Hanlon, 1991). At the same time, a series of devastating epidemics swept through the

islands.

1

824

For example, Kosrae’s native population plummeted from an estimated 6,000

to little over

200

in the 1870’s;

Pohnpei’s population

fell to

in

perhaps 2,000 during

the 1870s. This accelerated decrease in population fundamentally altered traditional

patterns and customs.

ownership. In

many

One of these changes was

cases, there

the granting of leadership titles and land

were no longer enough people around
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to

manage

farming lands or to

fill title

positions. In Kosrae, the Protestant

Church administrative

structure completely usurped the traditional social
structure (Hanlon, 1991).

Spanish and German Administrations

From 1886

to 1889,

Pohnpei and Yap were under Spanish resident administration,

while other islands were only nominally Spanish. After defeat

in the

War, Spain sold the Caroline, Marshall, Mariana, and Palau Islands
interested in the islands for

its

to

Germany who was

copra trade and colonial expansion. The German

administration had a greater role

in

transforming the

than the Spanish. They transformed land on

established

Spanish-American

new systems of land

many

life

and environment on the islands

islands into coconut plantations,

ownership, and registered land under a colonial system

allowing ownership by the government and colonial

settlers.

It

also introduced

infrastructures such as transoceanic telegraph links, small boat canals, docks, harbor and

road improvement, and limited education and health programs. Another lasting feature

was

the practice of resettling large populations from island to island to meet

manpower

needs. Also significant

was

the continuation of

German

German

Protestant and

Catholic missions in the work, which had been begun by the Spanish and Americans.

final highlight

German

was

the

Sohkes revolution, which resulted

in the assassination

A

of one

governor, the execution of 21 local instigators, and the exile of the entire male

population of the Pohnpean island of Sohkes

to Saipan.

This was the

last

time Pohnpeans

openly resisted colonial rule (Hezel, 1995). During the 19th Century, rapid decreases
the indigenous population were caused by disease and warfare related to foreign
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in

power

On

struggles.

killed

by a

Sapwuafic Island

pirate group.

in (he State

of Pohnpei, (he entire male population was

At the beginning of World War

I

in 1914,

Japan’s military force

invaded Micronesia, and Germany withdrew.

Japanese Rule
In 1921 the

League of Nations mandated the islands

to the

occupying power of

Japan. Japan developed the Micronesian islands for commercial gain and
military

defense as part of

its

expanding empire. By the end of World War

Japanese on Pohnpei compared

to

only 5,600 Pohnpeians.

residents in Micronesia at the end of

third

(Thomas, 1989). Fishing

Japanese.

1

945 surpassed the

industries

II,

there

were 14,330

The 80,000 Japanese

local population

by about one

and agriculture were developed by and for the

The development of infrastructure was

extensive. Japanese colonial settlement

created roads, harbors, docks, power plants, water and sewage systems, schools,

hospitals, factories,

communication

and other

facilities. Later, military installations, fortifications,

stations, airstrips, seaplane

ramps, gun emplacements, and housing were

extensively fortified. The military build-up in the Truk lagoon alone housed a mighty

Japanese

fleet

and more than 30,000 military personnel.

At the end of World War
islands.

The Carolines (today

American

military forces defeated the Japanese in the

FSM) were

integrated with the Northern Marianas, the

II

the

Marshalls, and Palau by United Nations mandate to form the United Nations Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands administered as a strategic trust by the United States.

After 1945, the Japanese were repatriated during the American administration

ending their commercial enterprises and developments
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in agriculture

and

fisheries.

-

During the

air raids

most Japanese

installations

were bombed. The Americans

erasing any sign ot Japanese culture and progress.

emerged during
1988).

set

about

The prosperity and dependency

that

the Japanese period was, for better or worst, abruptly
curtailed (Peattie.

The remaining Japanese possessions

in the

region

fell

into the

hands of the United

Japanese colonization was replaced by the American postwar policy of

States.

trusteeship.

The American Administration
Having both military and humanitarian
took

it

upon

itself to

United States

govern, educate, and feed the people in preparation for eventual

government (Codding, 1955). Governors of the
to appointed

interests in the area, the

American

civil servants

islands progressed

under the Department of the

from military

Interior, to

self-

officers,

appointed

Micronesians, and finally to popularly elected leaders (Gawel, 1993).

With American funding, programs

and

infrastructure

in health, education,

economic development,

were launched. Foreign administrators, professionals, and experts

arrived in Micronesia to provide services while locals were trained to take their place.

Land and resources claimed by previous

colonial regimes were returned to local

authorities or individuals.

The Americans administered
Yap, the Marshall
under a

territorial

until 1952, the

Islands, Palau

the region

by grouping Pohnpei, Kosrae, Chuuk,

and the Northern Marianas Islands (Saipan and Rota)

government called the Trust Territory Government of Micronesia.

United States Department of the Navy ran the

the administration changed hands from the

Navy
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to the

districts.

During

Up

that year

United States State Department

which, through an appointed High Commissioner
and

district

governors, maintained a

policy of minimal cultural disruption and a return to
self-government with a subsistence

economy.

The compounded

effect of the pre-war military build-up, the

and shortages, the post-war banishment of the Japanese, and the
1950s Micronesia was kept off limits

economy.
in

The small amounts allocated

what was necessary

throughout the

fact that

had a devastating effect on the

Micronesian earnings decreased dramatically compared

pre-war years.

less than

to outsiders

wartime bombings

to

what they had been

to rebuild infrastructure

to get through the post

were considerably

war years (Hezel, 1995).

The anticommunist climate of the 1960’s and pressure from

the

UN to

increase

aid to Micronesia created an atmosphere conducive to a shift in United States policy

toward the rapid development of the region. The ultimate goal of the Kennedy
administration was to establish conditions whereby local people would freely choose an

association that

many

would ensure

types, including Peace

a United States military presence in the region. Experts of

Corps volunteers and teachers, brought

to the area

many

aspects of American technology and culture. American aid increased ten times over ten

years, and Micronesia

was abruptly converted from

modern dependence

had experienced before World War

it

self subsistence

The Emergence of the

II

back

to the

semi-

(Hezel, 1995).

FSM

In July of 1978, the United States and the United Nations, took a plebiscite to the

people of the Trust Territory

to vote

on whether they wanted

to

become

part of their

own

sovereign nation. The districts of Pohnpei (which included Kosrae), Yap, and Chuuk
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(formerly

known

as Truk) voted for independence, while both
the Marshalls and Palau

rejected independence.

uneasy union

that

I

hose

became

districts

approving the plebiscite were forced into an

the Federated States of Micronesia

(Stanley, 1992).

The

United States Constitution was used as a model for National and
State governments. In

May

1979 the FSM’s constitution was

ratified,

and the nation's

first

president

was

inaugurated.

History of Education in

Though

traditional

FSM

Micronesian cultures had sophisticated educational practices

before contact with the West, formal education came mainly from three foreign groups:
Christian missionaries, the Japanese government, and the American government. Each

group had

by the

its

own

goals, structure, and culture.

local people.

To

Schooling, the major industry

a certain degree, each

FSM

in the

those experiences, modified through the Micronesian cultural

Pre-Contact Period (prior to

Prior to Westerner contact, each of the

many

1

today,

is

was embraced

the result of all

filter.

850)

cultures of the area had developed

elaborate systems for educating the young, though formal instruction was non-existent.

Important

skills

were learned by working under a form of apprenticeship. Youth would

attach themselves to adults

survival skills

was

who knew

a skill they wanted to learn.

Knowledge of

freely given to all observers, while highly valued information such as

medicine, magic, legend,

ritual,

and prestige farming and fishing techniques would only

be disclosed by the elders to the selected

initiates.
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This type of knowledge was guarded

until the

other

aging elder

felt

ways of acquiring

the need to pass

certain types of

it

Dreams

on.

or spiritual inspiration were yet

knowledge. Feasts, funerals, and sakau

ceremonies were important mechanisms for the transmission of values,
structure,

that will

and reward. Youth were

for the

most

culture, social

part spectators longing to be of an age

allow them to take part (Colleta, 1980).

Missionary Education (1850-1914)

The American

Protestants were the

first to

introduce Western-style education into

the islands as part of a process aimed at Christianizing the peoples of the Pacific. In
the

schools, they were able to teach reading and writing and

some

vocations. Reading

was

necessary to understand the Bible, but there were also economic rewards for individuals

who were

able to

communicate

in

English or to act as intermediaries between the two

trading cultures.

Protestant missions and schools spread throughout the region during the latter half

of the nineteenth century. During the

1

890s, the Protestants established 67 stations in the

eastern half of Micronesia, with a staff of 24 missionaries and 166 helpers.

established 92 schools and were teaching 3,500 students (Bliss, 1906).

Protestant schools

was slowed, however, by

Germans (Smith,

1968).

and culture

FSM.

in the

Yap

The spread of

the occupations of the Spanish and the

Nevertheless, they had a powerful influence on both education

During the Spanish occupation
education. Only in

They had

(1

886-1 899) few efforts were

made

to

provide

did the Capuchin Catholics, with the aid of the government,

provide schooling. They succeeded

in enrolling
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542 children

in the

church school.

Catholic education would gain

of excellence

in the

momentum

during the

German

German language and

in the area (Smith, 1968).

instruction in

culture and to limit the

Yap where

in

it

was claimed
It is

that there

the

Germans used school

to

for

young

children, and provided

ot Catholic schools increased considerably in the

1912 and 1913 where there were 10 schools with a

enrollment ol 321 boys and 152

1914,

a standard

American and Spanish influence

They made school mandatory

German. The number

region, especially in

total

became

second half of the twentieth century (Smith, 1968).

Throughout the German administration (1899-1914),
teach the

era and

At the time of the

girls.

arrival

of the Japanese

in

were 100 mission schools (Smith, 1968).

difficult to evaluate the effect

of missionary education on the region.

On

the

one hand, missionary schools separated education from the community and changed
emphasis of learning from the concrete and necessary

to the abstract

Mission schools also stressed the importance of allegiance
attempted

to

governments. They

promote abstinence from dancing, sexual promiscuity, and certain other

elements of culture. Each missionary group taught
for foreign articles.

powers

to far-off

and non-essential.

They deconstructed

their

own

language and created a need

the social order by teaching that

attributed to the local kings, chiefs,

shamans and

spirits

some of the

belonged

to Jesus Christ

and his disciples (Thomas, 1989).

On

the other hand, missionaries offered an alternative to people

who wished

to get

out from under the control of traditional leaders. They encouraged individual expression

and actualization of potential. They counteracted

the often

more negative influences

ot

outside governments and traders. Missionaries prepared local people for the inevitable

cultural clashes

which were

to

come (Suhm,

1996).
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Perhaps most importantly, mission schools
created a market for foreign schooling

and were successful
they liked

without

it

it.

at

weaving

it

into local culture.

Micronesians went

to school,

and

Sizable proportions of various island populations
have been unwilling to do

since.

Notwithstanding their previous success, mission schools
floundered during the
Japanese period (Peattie, 1988). T his

may have been

partly

Japanese schools and partly because Christian culture

lost

due

to

competition from

some of its appeal once

longer represented the dominant outside culture (Suhm, 1996).

By

1922,

it

it

no

was reported

Protestants were running only three schools with four teachers and the
Catholics were

running only three schools with 280 pupils (Smith, 1968).

Japanese Period (1914-1945)

Japanese education served the goals of the Japanese presence

These goals were: economic development by and

in

Micronesia.

for Japan, a place for surplus

population to be sent, and "Japanizing” the local population through appropriate

education (Smith, 1968).

The education system

offered one type of schooling for Japanese children and

another exclusively for Micronesians.

The schools

for Micronesians consisted of three

years of instruction with an additional two years available to exceptional students.

Japanese language and rudimentary math were the core of the curriculum.

was devoted
agriculture,

to other courses

Little

time

such as drawing, singing, physical exercise, manual work,

and housekeeping (Smith, 1968).
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I

he method of instruction was based on

choral repetition

was used

drill

to teach reading. Classes

punishment and public shaming of the parents were
(Ramarui, 1976).

A

and rote learning. In addition,

were very

common

large.

Corporal

forms of discipline

hand-lull ol advanced graduates were sent overseas
for two years of

specialized education in agriculture, carpentry, medical
instruction, and other trades

(Smith, 1968). Most Japanese schools were closed during the war
years. Most mission

schools had been closed as a result ol Japanese policies.

By end

ol the war, there

were no

educational institutions ottering instruction in local languages or courses
relevant to local

needs (Thomas, 1989).

Some

older Micronesians

still

miss the discipline the Japanese

youth or the economic prosperity their period brought

to

some; however, the system was

primarily intended to create Japanese domination (Peacock, 1990).
intent can be seen in the fact that

though they taught enough

communicate and work, few students learned

instilled in the

An example

of this

oral Japanese to

to read or write (Peattie, 1984).

American Education (1945-1986)

When

the

Americans took control of the

things that the United States

using either

no

Navy personnel

set policy

Navy

first

did was to promote education for children and adults

or local instructors teaching in the vernacular.

on education, educational

places. (United States

islands after the war, one of the

activities took

on different forms

Navy, 1951). The type and extent of educational

As

there

was

in different

facilities

would

vary in different localities according to local needs. Schooling expanded rapidly under

the Navy.

By

the beginning of 1950 Micronesia, with a population of only 54,299, had
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130 elementary schools, six intermediate schools
(one for each
education center (Pacific Island Territory Trust School).

district)

The Navy

and a teacher

also sponsored

informal educational activities, vernacular newspapers,
a basic public library system, and
local language educational radio

To
was

their credit,

programs (United States Navy, 1951).

and despite the many obstacles, the Navy provided education

that

culturally sensitive, free, universal, voluntary, in local languages,
taught by local

instructors,

and supported by

local

communities. This type of education attempted to

prepare the region for democratic self-government and self-sufficiency (Smith,
1968).
In 1951,

when

responsibility for the region

Department of the Defense

to the to the

was

transferred from the United States

Department of the

Interior, schools

under the Trust Territory Government Education Division. For the most
Territory

government continued and expanded upon the foundation

Navy. Rapid expansion,

insufficient levels of funding,

were perceived by many

to

laid

were placed

part, the

down by

Trust

the

and the poor quality of teachers

be the most important problems of the period (Thomas, 1989).

Between 1951 and 1966, public school enrollments almost

tripled.

This expansion

created the need for higher forms of education. Throughout the 1950s each district had

least

one intermediate school (7

during

this period.

During the

lh

and 8

late

lh

grades). Missionary schools

at

were also expanding

1950s, there were over 100 missionaries in Micronesia

(Thomas, 1989). The majority of mission schools

in the

1950s were run by Catholics,

although other denominations were quick to follow their lead (Smith, 1968).

In 1962, a

major change developed

The American government, soon
Micronesia, changed

its

in

American educational policy

in the region.

after receiving a Presidential task force report

overall policy

on

from “appropriate culturally-sensitive education
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to

-growth and modernization”

(Colletta, 1980).

The new program

called for massive

construction of both middle and high schools
and hundreds of houses for American
teachers. 1 he responsibility for the

management of the schools was taken from

the local

municipalities and placed directly in the hands of the
Trust Territory. English became the

language ot instruction
ot the

main

at all levels ot the

islands with a

Increased funds were

full

made

system. High schools were constructed on each

range of vocational, academic, and business programs.

available for scholarships for higher education overseas,
and

unlimited access to college was planned for

all

interested and capable Micronesian

students (Smith, 1968).

Trying

to find a rationale for the shift in policy

toward the Trust Territory,

historians often cite fear of communist expansion, reports from the United Nations

accusing the United States of neglecting education

in its protectorate,

Micronesia was not being prepared quickly enough
in the

for

and fear

that

independence and self sufficiency

modern world.
During the period of educational buildup the emphasis of education shifted from

community based education

that attempted to create

government controlled system

that attempted to copy, as best

America. Vocational education and preparation

government

felt that

something truly Micronesian

for

it

to a

could, systems in

American Colleges was what

Micronesia needed. To succeed was to

rise to

American

the

US

standards.

This required American style high schools that were no longer within the reach of

communities

to support.

To make

the system work, great

numbers of American teachers

and money were required. By 1966, there were public high schools
each high school offered a range of vocational programs.
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By

in all six districts

1968, the Peace Corps

and

alone had 700 volunteers in the region,

Corps Volunteers

to islanders

many of them

of more than

1

:

1

teachers, creating a ratio of Peace

00. During this time Xavier

Pohnpei Agriculture Trade School (PATS), both run
by

Jesuits,

High and

became known

the

for their

superior academic instruction and for their
excellence in carpentry, construction, and
agriculture, respectively.

Education became Micronesia’s biggest industry with about
half of the entire
population either as a student or as a worker. The enormous
privileges given to graduates
-

namely jobs,

demand

position,

for education

money, and

trips

-

in the

then expanding government, increased

expansion (Sachuo, 1992).

There were characteristics of western formal education
Micronesian values: the hierarchy ot a grade-level system

that

that

appealed to

was so

similar to various

Micronesian caste systems, the unquestioned chief-like authority of the teacher, the

ceremony

ot graduations and sameness of uniforms, the large open classrooms so similar

to local ceremonial houses, the prestige of title-giving that

was accomplished through

the

granting ot diplomas, and the school meetings and events that could be conducted like
local feasts.

In traditional culture,

form and structure were highly valued, perhaps more

so than efficiency. These points of intersection between cultures contributed to the rapid

expansion of the American-type school

According

to

some

in

Micronesia (Colleta, 1989).

researchers (Sachuo, 1992 and Colleta, 1980), the explosion of

American schools, coupled with enormous amounts of funding and
early graduates in positions in the

culture,

American government

the

employment of

structure, altered

Micronesian

and social patterns forever. Children were taken from the sphere of influence of

the parents,

where they previously learned about work,
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ethics, culture, respect,

and

traditional

knowledge and put them

American teachers

to learn

in

an American classroom under the
authority of

about bodies of knowledge and values
often contrary or

incompatible with Micronesian

beliefs.

subsistence economic practices, and the

The money economy

altered traditional

new system of beliefs and

undermined the Micronesian way of looking

at the

political structures

world and the authority of the

chiefs.

Other researchers take a more benevolent view of this
period. They believe that some of
the major promoters of educational reform

people themselves

who embraced

the

were Americans, and

many

ritualistic features

it

was

the Micronesian

of school that they liked so

much, opposing any attempts of school reform. (Suhm, 1996) Whichever
the
interpretation, the

American model of school continues

independence from The United

Education

after

After independence

-

to proliferate

1994 showed

major

Independence: The F.S.M. (1986-Present)

when American

the 1995 Asian

runs

that overall the education

structural changes.

its

own

after

States.

influence, interest, and funds declined

on education became sketchy and fragmented; however,
in

even

The present

of the

FSM

data

the education survey conducted

system has continued

status

-

to

grow but not without

education system, according to

Development Bank Report, has the following

characteristics:

each

state

education system resulting in inconsistent curriculum and policies; mission

schools continue to offer relatively higher quality education, though they rely on foreign

volunteers

who

often have

little

teaching experience; there

is

a small

numbers of

foreigners working in the public education system, but the administration and teaching

overwhelmingly

in the

hands of Micronesians.
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is

In 1993 there

were 36,097 students

in school representing

36%

of the

total

population. Elementary schools accounted
for 29,703 of those students
(27.162 public,

and 2,541
private).

private).

Secondary schools had enrollments of
6,384 (5,087 public, 1,297

In 1993 there

were over 185 schools and 2,500 teachers
representing

public sector employment, making education
the biggest industry in the

41%

of

FSM. The

average student-teacher ratios in elementary and secondary
schools were 13 and 15
respectively, although

some high school

classes have as

many

as

60 students (Asian

Development Bank, 1995).
In 1993 the total expenditures for education represented

expenditure lor the year. In millions ol

government
2.8.

Of the

0.7,

dollars, the expenditures were: National

State 12.0, Pohnpei State 7.5, Kosrae State 2.4, and

entire educational expenditure, about

education and

is

Chuuk

US

21%

secondary education. At

to

16.6% of the government

65%

least

is

Yap

State

allocated to elementary

93%

of the educational expenditure

allocated to salaries, leaving a very small balance for support services, school facilities,

or teaching materials. Schools are usually in poor condition and educational materials in
short supply. Overall teacher preparation and motivation

is

high. There

is

no

local

system of teacher

no college education, 44.7% had

certification.

associate’s degrees,

is

generally low. Absenteeism

In 1992,

34.9% of teachers had

18.8% had bachelor’s degrees, and

only 1.6% had advanced degrees (Asian Development Bank, 1995; and Suhm, 1996).

Education funding

due

to

be severely

cut.

block grants from the

is still

almost completely dependent on Compact funds that are

States pay for public elementary and secondary education through

FSM National

Government. They also provide student

scholarships for higher education.
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Theoretically English

is

the national language and

grade. This does not always happen in
reality, as

Although many attempts have been made
textbooks and curricula are

still

to

many

is

taught in schools after the

teachers' English

is

3' d

quite poor.

develop local alternatives, American

used.

At a glance one might think

that

Micronesian schools are exact clones of

American schools; however, Micronesian

cultural attitudes permeate schools in

many

ways. Cultural characteristics shape classroom student
interaction often resulting

in

gender-based seating arrangements, indifferent attitudes toward time
and attendance,
cooperation that takes on the appearance of cheating, unwillingness
to verbalize

knowledge, fear of offending other students, and learning based primarily on
observation
and imitation as well as conforming. Listening and memorization are emphasized
over
critical thinking, reading,

and discussion (Asian Development Bank, 1995).

Today, Micronesians are beginning

As

the

American tunds dwindle and

to question the role

of education

in the

FSM.

as job opportunities decrease, the people of the

are faced with a surplus of graduates and a generation of Micronesians

who

FSM

are caught

between worlds. Having a formal education no longer guarantees a government job.
Educational reform, once the subject of radicals and outsiders has become the topic of
increasingly large and inclusive forums (Suhm, 1996). The most recent statements and

thoughts on educational direction, purpose, and reform come from the First Economic

Development Forum (1994). At

this

forum, a

list

of goals and strategies for educational

reform were adopted and signed by more than 300 leaders
leaders produced a

document

that

commits

the
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in attendance.

government

to

The

national

do the following:

•

Ensure

that language, history,

and cultural issues are fundamental
elements

in all

education, social, and economic planning.

Plan for economic, social and political
development, which benefits
the Nation.
•

all

segments of

Develop operational definitions for quality of life
and standard of living in the Nation
which reflect Micronesian cultures, traditions, and
a realistic view of the economic
and political future of the Nation.
Support programs that provide educational opportunities
areas that have an under-representation of FSM
citizens

in required

(First

Development Forum, Pohnpei, November,
If the

be used to

FSM

employment
Economic

1995).

experiences of the past 150 years of foreign influence
in Micronesia were to

foretell the future of the

Micronesian educational system,

it

would be

safe to

say that education will be closely tied to the political influences
on the region. The era of

American funding

is

ending. Micronesian leaders are looking into forging

allegiances elsewhere.

Where

these

new

influences will

come from

however, whatever the new influencing forces may be, the

Micronesian

result will

not certain;

have quite a

distinct

flavor.

The College of Micronesia
Funded and accredited by

(COM-FSM)

is

is

make up

-

FSM

the United States, the College of Micronesia

a three year post-secondary institution,

Pacific islands that

COM-FSM

is

new

-

FSM

which serves over one thousand

the Federated States of Micronesia. At 25 years of age,

the highest educational institution of a continually expanding

American-

designed educational system (Suhm, 1996).

Today

the College of Micronesia

-

FSM

serves roughly 1,600 students from

throughout Micronesia (estimated population 120,000

in

1995) with majors

in liberal arts,

education (special education, health, general education, teaching, and "head-start").
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business, accounting, marine science, and
agriculture.

also has concentrations in

It

science, math, English, sociology, and
four continuing education centers
located in each

of the four states (Ashby, 1993).

Based on entrance exams, admission
only

1

in 10 applicants is

to the

tests will also

competitive

is

-

admitted (Suhm, 1996). The entrance exam results
depend on

the students’ performance on two basic tests: the

These

College of Micronesia

TOEFL

and an in-house math

test.

determine placement within either the remedial classes or
regular

academic programs.

History of the College of Micronesia

The College of Micronesia

FSM

can trace

its

FSM

origins to 1963,

when

the School of

Education of the University of Hawaii under contract with the Government of the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands, started to teach at the

Teacher Education Center (MTEC). The
teachers began on February 11. In 1969,

service institution. In

May

the Trust Territory changed

first

newly founded Micronesian

class of 25 Micronesian in-service training

MTEC

changed from an in-service

to a pre-

1970 an administrative directive of the High Commissioner of

MTEC to the

Community College of Micronesia (CCM)

(Accreditation Report, 1993).

The college of Micronesia (CCM) remained

basically a two-year elementary

teacher education institution until 1973. Responding to public request and technical

recommendations, the college (CCM)

management.

initiated a

two-year degree program

In 1973, the Trust Territory School of

part of the College of Micronesia. Students

business

Nursing located on Saipan was made

would spend
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in

their first year

of general studies

in

Pohnpei and then conduct

their specialized studies at the
school

In early 1975, the college initiated a

new two-year program

of nursing

in Saipan.

in general studies/liberal arts

designed to allow more opportunity for students
to transfer to four-year colleges
overseas

(Suhm, 1996).
In 1978 the College of Micronesia joined
the Micronesian Occupational College
in

Palau and the School ol Nursing in Saipan to form
the mega-system of the College of

Micronesia. This system was governed by a Board of
Regents with representatives of the
three nations involved: the

FSM,

the Marshall Islands,

and Palau. In 1978 the College of

Micronesia gained accreditation from the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges

of the United

States.

In 1983, a year

of studies was added

Program. That same year, an associate degree

to the

in Agriculture

Teacher Training

was created with

the

support ot the Land Grant Program. The Board approved the creation of Associate

Degree Programs
1989, the

New

in

Marine Science

in

1984 and

in

Mass Communications

in 1986.

In

School of Nursing was placed under the College of Micronesia

(Accreditation Report, 1993).

In 1991 an agreement

was signed between governments of the FSM,

of the Marshall Islands, and the Republic of Palau restructuring
local

autonomy. The following

year, the

FSM

public corporation. Finally in April 1993, the

created.

The

creation of the

new

COM to allow more for

government established

new and independent

COM-FSM

as a

national college

was

national college for the Federated States of Micronesia

heralded the beginning of a period of unprecedented growth

and scope of the College.

the Republic

COM-FSM

five representatives appointed by the

in

both student enrollment

was governed by a board of regents composed of

FSM

president. Just prior to the creation of the
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new

College of Micronesia

fiscal integrity

by balancing the books. With

came through with
In 1996, a

there are state

counting

the College under

government of the

regents, the

1992 and

FSM,

Fall

FSM

full

to

leadership rap.dly sought to establish

representation in the College board of

assume responsibility

new

multi-million dollar

campuses

campus was inaugurated

is

1995 from about 400

COM-FSM.

totally

committed

In the past

in Palikir.

in all four states. Student full-time enrollments
rose

to nearly 800.

in state

Today

the total

two

to the financial stability

Currently

between

is

new

administration of

and academic excellence of

years, international grants, college faculty

exchange

raisers,

and national

political support

demands

expansion and for more relevant education have encouraged changes

have been actively pursued. Community and government

direction and the goals of the College of Micronesia. Today,

certificates with

majors

in

programs for

programs such as

GRE

education programs

It

also has a

local businesses

in the

Associate

liberal arts, education,

wide array of short-term training and

and industries as well as remedial education

(or high school equivalency courses) as part of their continuing

(COM

Student Handbook, 1997).

All this expansion, however,

Free Association with the

period of recession.

COM-FSM offers

marine science, accounting, agriculture,

business, pre-nursing, and health.

certificate

Fall

approximately

programs, staff and faculty development policies, community involvement, fund

for

and

number of students,

and national campuses,

1,600 (unofficial data from Admissions Office, Fall, 1996). The
the college

for the institution

additional funding (Suhm, 1996).

and part-time students

lull

began

new

US

comes

at a

are dwindling and

time

when

when

the

the funds from the

FSM economy

is

Compact of

entering a

COM graduates no longer have guaranteed employment or a secured
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place in Micronesian society (Asian
Development Bank, 1995). These factors
future of the College of Micronesian
uncertain.

on securing

stable funding, but also

Much

of

its

survival will

on how well the College can adapt

socioeconomic conditions of the country.
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make

the

depend not only

to the

changing

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
Research Desip n
This study uses a combination of qualitative
(ethnographic) and quantitative
(statistical)

research methods. Twenty-two in-depth
ethnographic interviews with

students at the C ollege of Micronesia and their
professors were used to determine their

perspectives on the types of difficulties that the students
have, and on the kinds of factors
that

impact on those

difficulties.

These interviews form the core of this research project

and serve as the basis for hypothesis formation.

TOEFL

Two

and Gates McGinitie’s) were administered

to

standardized reading tests

434 students

to

the

(

determine the level

ol proficiency ot the students. These tests give support to the
ethnographic data.

The

overall scores indicate the reading proficiency of students tested,
and an item analysis of

the

most incorrectly answered questions

of material

that

indicate areas of reading difficulty and the type

most students have problems

with.

Secondary sources of data

-

such as

student questionnaires, classroom observations, field notes, and research of the literature
-

were used

to

supplement and enhance the validity of this research. These findings are

reported in both statistical charts and an analytical narrative, which synthesizes

all

the

data collected.

Qualitative Techniques

The

principal research technique used in this study

extensive interviews with 22 individuals

College of Micronesia

FSM

-

is

a series of open-ended

twelve professors and ten students

on the subject of reading
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difficulties

of academic

-

at the

texts

and

materials in English. These interviews were
taped, and the tapes were transcribed.
Each
participating individual

was given

a

month

to prepare for his/her interview.

They were

given, in advance, a series of topics to consider;
and they were asked to support their claims

with as

many examples

as possible.

These interviews were used as the basis

for identifying

the types of student difficulties with college reading
as perceived by professors and
students,

some elements impacting on

these problems, and

some

possible suggestions for

teaching and advising.

This type of interview forms part of the ethnographic research
methodology of data
collection. Ethnographic research involves the use of techniques
developed by

who want

anthropologists

their

members

to study single

(Barr, Kamil, Mosenthal,

observer, the researcher

communities

& Pearson,

to unravel the relationships

1991). Far from being a detached

usually part of the group in question. Unlike natural science

is

research where the researcher begins by fonnulating a hypothesis that

controlled experiment, in ethnographic research the researcher

subject without a preconceived hypothesis. In

this qualitative

approach

between

is

fact,

is

expected

is

by a

tested

to

approach the

one of the most important features of

the ability of the researcher to use his/her intuition

and

perception to gradually develop a general theory which can explain the actions of the group

under a specific

set

of conditions

(Taft, 1987).

Unlike non-obtrusive anthropological

approaches, the researcher using an ethnographic methodology

is

expected

to interact

with

the group by asking questions, taking notes, and carrying-on whatever social responsibilities

he/she might have.

Because of its
about

its

less than controlled nature,

generalizability.

ethnographic research has been criticized

The opposing argument contends
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that

one can never

truly

understand a

principal

human group

as an outsider or under laboratory
conditions. Furthermore, the

aim of ethnographic research

immediately useful

is

in a specific context.

to provide

knowledge

When combined

that

is

both locally and

with other research techniques,

ethnographic research can gain validity in terms of
traditional research.

Quantitative Techniques

To enhance

the validity ot the data collected by ethnographic

a statistical study of 434 reading tests was undertaken

TOEFL

and the GATES-MacGinitie’s Reading Test

sample of COM-FSM

and

students.

These

Two well-known

were administered

were used

in this study,

standard tests

-

the

to a representative

to identify students’ reading levels

to analyze the areas to greater difficulty.

The

TOEFL

(Test of English as a Foreign Language)

student requirement for admission into

It is

tests

-

.

methods

many

is

used as a foreign

colleges and universities in the United States.

also a test used to exit the remedial level courses at the College of Micronesia.

Gates (Gates-McGinitie’s Test)

individual.

is

used to determine the reading

The scores can be converted

ability

and

level

The

of an

into the equivalent grade proficiency required

of

school children in the United States. Because of their worldwide use and acceptance as well
as their availability to the College of Micronesia, these two test were used for this study.

It

was assumed

that those questions that

number of students were
answered by

the greatest

were inaccurately answered by the greatest

the hardest questions; while those questions that were accurately

number of students were

the easiest. After the tests

and tabulated, an item analysis of the 20 most-missed questions and

were scored

the 20 least-missed

questions was made. The item analysis was based on the following parameters: language
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complexity (vocabulary, syntax, length), question
taxonomy

(literal, inferential,

evaluative,

application), content (scientific, literary, cultural),
complexity of the mental task required

(synthesis, deduction, induction, inference,
application), and readability (the educational
level,

according to U.S. standards, required to understand the
passage).

Selection of Study Population and Samples
Special attention

was given

protessors interviewed and tested to

to the selection of the population

make

it

as representative as possible of the

group. Different factors were taken into consideration

-

is

reflective

whole

such as gender, proficiency

ethnic origin, age, field of study, previous experience, et cetera

possible that the sampling

of students and

-

of the college-population

to try to insure as

level,

much

as

at large.

Selection of Professors Interviewed

Twelve professors
were interviewed. Trying

made according

currently teaching at the College of Micronesia-FSM in Pohnpei

to

achieve a broad perspective, the selection of professors was

to the following criteria: gender, experience, ethnic origin, discipline

instructional level.

The group of professors interviewed has

the following characteristics:

•

Gender:

6 male, 6 female

•

Experience:

10 with

•

Ethnic origin:

9 American, 2 Micronesian and

•

Discipline:

6 from the Language and Literature Department

more than

5 years at

and

COM,
1

and 2 with

less than 5

other

6 from Science, Education, Math, Social Studies,
Agriculture, Health
•

Instructional level:

6
6

who
who

are teaching developmental courses
are teaching 100 to 300-level courses.

This sample of 12 participants represents approximately

40

40%

of the total full-time faculty.

Selection ot Students Interviewed

Ten extensive interviews were conducted with a

representative sample of the

student body. Considerations of gender, ethnic
and linguistic origin, proficiency, academic
level,

major, exposure to Western culture, and age were
made. The group of students

interviewed has the following characteristics:
•

Gender:

5 male, 5

•

Linguistic origin:

Pohnpeians, 2 Kosraeans, 3 Chuukese, 2 Yapese
(from all the major island groups)

•

Proficiency/Academic Level:

•

developmental courses, 3 freshmen and 4 sophomores
4 from liberal arts, and 1 from each of the other majors
Exposure to Western culture:

female

3

3 enrolled in

•

Majors.

5

from urban centers (where they have American television,
and a large expatriate population), and 5 from rural

electricity,

communities. Special efforts were made to include some students
who have spent time overseas
•

Age

group:

8 students

between the ages

1

8 to

25

2 of more than 30

Selection of Students

Who Took

The researcher arranged

the

TOEFL

for the

and

TOEFL

group of 434 students. Approximately one

third

GATES

and

Tests

GATES

tests to

be administered

of them were beginners enrolled

to a

in

developmental English classes, another third of them were intermediate, and the other

were advanced students enrolled

made

and 200

level courses.

No

for gender, age, ethnic, or linguistic factors since the tests

Only

the students

way,

it

large.

in 100

can be

who

fairly

The sample of 434

were given

was

to entire classes.

did not consent to participate in the study were excluded. In this

assumed

The number of

special screening

third

that the

sample was representative of the student population

full-time students at the time of this study

students represents 58.4

was 750 (Suhm,

% of the total student population.
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1996).

at

Sel ection of Students

More

Who

Responded

to

Surveys

than 200 students responded to written
surveys for this study. These students

were chosen from intermediate and advanced English

classes.

conducted tor gender, origin, age or other factors since

Only students who declined
28

^

to participate

No

special screening

entire classes

were asked

was

to respond.

were excluded. This sampling constitutes close

to

ot the full-time student population at the time the
surveys were conducted.

Procedures of Data Collection
Since two basic methodologies (qualitative and quantitative) were employed,
two
basic procedures were used: one for the interviews and one for the standard

GATES

TOEFL

and

tests.

Interviews

Once

the participants in the study were selected according to the guidelines of the

representative sampling and consent forms were secured, the participants were given a

written form with questions and considerations of the study. Participants were given about

a

month

to consider their responses,

and a time was

formal interview. The

set for a

interviews took an average of four hours and were taped and

later transcribed.

The

interviews took place in a private, quiet place at the choosing of the participants.

guarantee privacy and freedom of expression, only

in the

room during

the interview. Respondents

this researcher

were asked

To

and the respondent were

to think

about the topics

contained in the form as well as any other issues that came to their minds concerning

difficulties that students at

COM-FSM encounter with academic reading.
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They were asked

to try to support their

opinion with specific examples

open-ended and the participants were encouraged

if possible.

to discuss

The interviews were

any aspect of the topic of study

without reservations.

The

The

data

transcripts

was

later

were read several times and annotations were
made

in the

margins.

organized into categories that seemed to emerge
logically from the

responses. T hese categories were analyzed and compared
against the existing literature.

The report ot the data and of the categories was written

in a narrative fonn.

Administration of TOEFL and Gates Tests

Two
students.

standardized

tests: the

TOEFL and GATES

The administration of the

tests

tests

were given

to a total

of 434

was conducted by groups of approximately 20

students at a time in an air-conditioned, well-lit, spacious classroom with standard college

one-arm

chairs.

Students were given number a #2 lead pencil. The guidelines for the

administration of the test provided by the respective

test

manuals were followed. The

services of official proctors were procured.

The manufacturer’s keys were used
answer was.

In addition, three professors

to determine

what a “wrong” or “correct”

of the English Department were asked to verify

the accuracy of the answer keys. Three English professors graded the

tests,

and the researcher verified

all

TOEFL

and

GATES

answers.

The Instruments
This section will describe the content, format, and characteristics of the instruments

used to collect data

for this research project.

The instruments used were taped interviews
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with prolessors and students

at the

MacGinitie's language proficiency

College of Micronesia, the

tests,

TOEFL

and a series of surveys given

and Gates-

to students at

COM-

FSM.

Ethnographic Interviews with Professors

Taped open-ended interviews were conducted with
12 professors
Micronesia. Professors

who

at the

College of

agreed to participate were issued a written form
containing the

following basic questions of this research:

1

What

your personal view, the major obstacles that your students have
with reading, comprehension, analysis, and application of information
contained

.

in

college textbooks, articles, and other printed materials?

What
What

2.
3.

are, in

are
are

some of the sources or reasons for these difficulties?
some specific examples of such difficulties?

4.

With which type(s) of material do Micronesian students
the most problem?

5.

What

are

some examples of typical

material with

at the

college level have

which students have

problems?

What
What
What

6.
7.
8.

is

a typical reading load for your course?

other assignments do you give your students?
are

some examples of assignments,

have to complete

What

9.

are

some

in

tests,

and exams

that students will

your course?

strategies, techniques, or teaching aids that

you use

to help

your

students understand their printed materials?
10.
1

1

.

12.

Which of these techniques or approaches are particularly helpful and why?
Which teaching methods, techniques, or aids have you used in other settings do
you recommend using for the setting of COM-FSM and why?
What is your ideal student; and how does the average Micronesian student at

COM-FSM

compare

to this ideal?

Ethnographic Interviews with Students

Interviews were conducted with 10 students

at the

College of Micronesia. The

interviews were open-ended, and the participants were encouraged to discuss any aspect of
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the topic of study without reservations.

The

students

who

agreed to participate were given a

written form with the major topics and issues
to consider.

The form given

to the students

contained the following topics:

1

What

are, in

What
What

are

your personal view, the major obstacles that you
personally and other
students have with reading college textbooks,
articles, and other

.

printed materials?

2.
3.

are

some of the sources or reasons for these difficulties?
some specific examples of such difficulties?

With which type(s)
the most problem?

4.

5.

What

6.

Comment on your

are

of material

do Micronesian students

some examples of typical
reading habits:

Do you go

which students have problems.
much reading do you do for pleasure,

How

Do you buy

or borrow reading

What kinds of things do you like to read?
Where do you look for information when you

to the library?

7.

Comment on finding infonnation:
do not know something?

8.

What

some things that help you figure out your college readings and
assignments? What do you do when you have a hard time understanding
are

something you have

Who

9.

to read for

are the people that are the

college reading, and in which
1

have

materials with

business, or information outside of the college?

material?

at the college level

0.

What

your college work?

most helpful

way

in assisting

you understand your

are they helpful ?

are things that your professors

do

that help

you understand your reading of

academic material?
1

1

.

What

are things that professors

do which are confusing or not helpful with your

reading of academic material?
12.
13.

What kinds of help with your academic reading would you like to have?
What is your ideal of a teacher, and how do the professors at COM-FSM compare
to that ideal?

Student Surveys

Close

to

200 students responded

to

two written surveys. The

first

one concerns

reading habits and reading difficulties. The second survey constructed student profiles.

The questionnaires given

to the students contained the following questions:

Survey One: Reading Habits and
1

.

What

in

Difficulties:

your opinion are the major

difficulties

of obstacles that you have with

reading college textbooks and materials.?
2.

Name

3.

What

factors that

subject

is

make reading

college-level textbooks difficult for

the hardest to read?
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you?

What is your opinion of the textbooks you have
used?
What do you do when you do not understand college
readings?
What are some ot the things that your teachers do to
help

4.
5.

6

.

you

to

understand the

materials you read?

What

7.

are

some

things your teachers could improve
understand the readings and assignments?

Survey Two: Student
1

Where

.

are

4.

better

Profile:

you from?

8.

What is your major?
Where do you live?
What level of chores do you do at homes?
How many languages do you speak?

9.

Do

5.

6.
7.

0.

1

you

you?
Did you attend a public or private school?
How many semesters have you been at COM?

3.

1

to help

How old are

2.

1

upon

.

your parents speak English?

Did you
have?

father finish high school? If so,

Did you mother

finish high school? If so,

what other education did your father

what other education did your mother

have?
12.
1

3.

14.

15.
16.
1

7.

1

8.

Have you been

outside of

FSM?

If so,

where and

Do you read outside of school? If so, what
How many hours per day do you study?
Do you have a quiet place to study?
Do you watch TV in English?

for

how

long?

material and for

how

long?

What is the hardest thing about reading college level textbooks?
What can your teachers do to help you better understand your college
texts/materials?

The Gates-McGinitie’s Reading Test

One of the two

English proficiency tests used

MacGinitie's Reading Test, form

designed

to

K

-

in this

level 10/12.

study

was

the 3rd Gates-

The Gates-MacGintie’s

provide a general assessment of reading proficiency.
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tests

were

Test Description

1 he Gates-MacGinitie’s

is

a reading proficiency test that

ability to read to the reading ability

is

given

in

of students

in schools in the

United States. The score

terms of grade equivalency.

The Gates-MacGinitie’s
Comprehension

Test.

test

has two components: the Vocabulary Test and
the

The Vocabulary Test measures

This test contains 45 questions, each consisting of a
five other

compares an individual’s

words or phrases. The student’s task

has the closest meaning as that of the

test

the student’s reading vocabulary.

word

is to

in a brief

context followed by

choose the one word or phrase

that

word. The questions increase in difficulty as

the test progresses.

The Vocabulary Test
meaning from

is

a

measure of word knowledge, not of the

context. Thus, the short context

meaning of the word being

tested;

however,

The Comprehension Test measures
passages of prose and simple verse. This

different lengths.

Some of the

it

is

ability to derive

not designed to supply clues to the

hints the part of speech of the test word.

the student’s ability to read and understand

test

has 48 questions based on 14 passages of

questions have answers that are found literally in the text;

others have answers that are only implied by the text of the passage.

Standardization

The standardization of the Gates Test

-

form K,

ld

3

.

edition-

was conducted by

the manufacturer in October 1987, January 1988, and April 1988. Sixty-seven public

and parochial school systems and a

total

of 42,000 students participated
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in the

standardization testing.

same students

The

tested in the

longitudinal design of the standardization
studies had the

fall

and spring

grades

in

1

“.through

12"’.

Validity and Reliability

According
the

to the

manufacturer (MacGinitie, 1989), a number of steps were
taken during

development ot the

third edition

measure the knowledge and

would require

lists:

levels,

most school reading programs

skills that

their students to

For the lower

of the Gates Test to guarantee that the

in the

tests

would

United States

know.

vocabulary

test

words were selected from three vocabulary

Basic Reading Vocabularies by Harris and Jacobson, The Living

by Dale and O’Rourke, and The

List

Word Vocabulary

of 3000 Words Known by Students

in

Grade 4 by

Dale and Chalk Unusual or specialized words were avoided, and only words that were

judged

to

be of general usefulness were used.

The proportion of the
vocabulary

test

parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective,

was determined by

Kucera (1982) and Dale and Chall
in the

the studies of frequency of words

(in progress).

vocabulary section are presented

derive meaning from the context, but

Passages contained

from published sources

in the

and other)

Francis and

In addition, the vocabulary test

in a brief sentence.

it

made by

in the

This sentence

is

words

not enough to

can suggest the part of speech.

comprehension portion of the Gates

test

that represent, according to the manufacturer, the

were selected

wide range of

materials that students in the United States are likely to read for assigned or pleasure

reading.

The

test includes

passages

in a variety

science, social science, arts, and fiction.

The

of content areas such as poetry, natural

test also includes a variety
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of narrative and

non-narrative forms such as exposition, description,
persuasion, cause and effect, and
process.

The

readability of the passages

was assessed according

readability indices or formulas: Dale-Chall

,

manufacturer used two reading supervisors

to

to three different

Fry, and Harns-Jacobson.

judge the level

at

The

which a certain passage

would be appropriate. The comprehension questions were designed

to test the

kind of

information that teachers in the United States generally expect students to
learn from a
passage.

The questions were a combination of literal and inferential questions. The 3rd

Edition Gates-MacGinitie’s Reading Tests have high coefficients of reliability (the
likelihood that students

take

it

who have

taken the

test

would

get the

same scores

if

they were to

again).

Minority Considerations

According

to the

manufacturer of the Gates

comprehension section of the

test

test,

the passages chosen for the

include male and female writers of varying ethnic

backgrounds. Both males and females of various ethnic groups were represented

texts.

in the

Asian, African-American, Hispanic, and Native American consultants examined

the texts for apparent biases and for elements that minority groups might find offensive.

These elements were re-written or discarded. The responses of males and females,
African-American and Hispanics were
groups found particularly

difficult

field-tested nationwide.

Items that any of these

were re-examined for bias (MacGinitie’s, 1989).
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The

The
proficiency

TOEFL
exam

test (Test

Test

of English as a Foreign Language)

that is administered

New Jersey. The

Princeton,

TOEFL

TOEFL

proficiency of foreign, nonnative speakers of English

The

an English

worldwide by the Educational Testing Service
of

primary purpose of the

universities in the United States.

is

TOEFL

requirement for foreign students whose

is

who want

determine the English

to study at colleges

and

usually used as an admission

language

first

is to

is

not English, and are seeking a

college or advanced degree in a college or university in the United
States. However,

many

educational institutions in other countries (such as College of Micronesia),

agencies, organizations, and government institutions use the

TOEFL

as well.

Test Description

Since 1976 the

TOEFL

test

contains three sections: Listening Comprehension,

Structure and Written Expression, and Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary. In July,

1995 the

test

was somewhat modified, but

version of the

TOEFL

The questions

in

it

used in this study has the three-part format, but

each section are

in a multiple-choice

answers are written on a grid on an answer
total test

Section

time

is

sheet.

it

is

before 1995.

format with four options. All

Each segment

is

timed separately. The

approximately two-and-a-half hours. The time allotted

to the

Reading

usually 45 minutes. There are usually twelve to fifteen passages and a total of

50 questions

680

is

maintained the three-part structure. The

in this

segment of the

test.

The maximum score possible

points.
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in a

TOEFL

test is

Section 3 of the

TOEFL

(Reading Comprehension) measures the

ability to read,

understand, and answer questions to short passages
that are similar in content and style to
those in North American colleges and universities.
The

test offers a variety

of short

passages on academic subjects, followed by a series of
questions about each passage. The
questions might ask for factual or implied information as well
as knowledge of

vocabulary contained

in the passage.

Examinees might also be asked

or recognize analogies connected to the piece.

that all the information required to

and

that

no previous knowledge of the topic

However, they warn

The manufacturers of the

answer the questions

is

The ETS has

TOEFL

and

claim

contained within the passage,

that a person with less than a high school education

internal procedures

inferences

required to answer the questions.

very difficult to correctly answer questions on the
1996).

is

make

to

test

(TOEFL

test

would

find

it

and score manual,

criteria to try to eliminate cultural

and

racial

bias and inappropriateness of material and questions. All questions are pre-tested on

representative samples of international students

analysis of responses

(TOEFL

discarded

is

used to determine

if

who

are nonnative speakers.

a question remains on the test or

A statistical
if

it is

Test and Score Manual, 1996).

Reliability

No
due

test

score

is

to various factors.

entirely without error. Students’ scores are not perfectly consistent

Reliability describes the extent to

which individual

students’

scores tend to have the same relative position in the group, regardless of the form of the

test taken.

variables.

Reliability coefficients are a statistical formula that takes into account these

The numerical value of the

reliability coefficient
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ranges from .00

to. 99,

where

the higher the

TOEFL

tests

number

.90 tor the reading section

SEM

same proficiency

measure can be given

this statistical

28.2 in the total

approximately

test score.

68%

scores, and about

is

in test points.

This means that

tests

given in the United States
1996).

an index of how

much

it

The

SEM

to 4.6 in the

It is

TOEFL

for

the scores of

useful

when

tests

reading section; and 14.1 t0

can be estimated that for Section

3

of the examinees have true scores within 2.3 points of their reported

95%

have true scores within 4.6 of their reported score. For the

can be assumed that

their reported scores,

(TOEFL Manual,

reliability coefficient for the

level are expected to vary.

administered between 1992 and 1994 were 2.3

it

The

(TOEFL Manual,

(Standard Error Measurement)

individuals that have the

score,

is.

between July 1992 and July 1994 based on

and Canada was

The

the freer from errors the test

and

68%

95%

total

of the examinees have true scores within 14.1 points of

have true scores within 28.2 of their reported scores

1996).

Validity

Validity of a test indicates that a test actually measures what

measure. To establish the validity of a
well as

how

proficiency

test,

one must analyze

its

it

is

intended to

content and construct as

well the test parallels the results of other tests (in this case language

tests).

A test can be assumed to have content-related

validity if the content

presented and the behavior solicited are an adequate sample of the subjects and behaviors

of the subject

field-tested.

Studies by Liskin-Gasparro (1985) and

Vanniarajan, and Lynch (1988)

who analyzed

the grammatical, sociolinguistic, and

discourse competencies required to answer the
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Bachman, Kunnan,

TOEFL

questions correctly, concluded

that a successful

performance

though the competencies required
suggest that the passages

academic

in focus.

The

the

TOEFL

speakers.

test

a

to

TOEFL

greatly. Their studies also

tend to be entirely

have a marked American cultural content,

knowledge of that content

that

(TOEFL Manual,

There have been

wide range of competencies,

answer each section vary

was found

though manufacturers claim
items correctly

to

requires a

reading section of the

in the

test

TOEFL

in the

is

not required to answer

1996).

few studies conducted

to

show evidence of construct

validity of

by comparing the performance of native speakers versus nonnative

Angoff and Sharon (1970), and Clark (1977) found

that the scores

of native

speakers were homogeneously higher than the scores of the nonnative speakers;
and that
the

TOEFL

scores of native speakers were near

maximum

score levels. Nevertheless, the

study showed that native speakers did not perform equally well on

These differences might have

to

all

sections of the

test.

do with factors other than language proficiency (TOEFL

Manual, 1996).
Other studies that have

tried to

focused on the relationship of the

the

SAT,

the

on the reading section of the
score and the

TOEFL

GMAT and the GRE.

correlation of .623 between the

same

TOEFL

TOEFL

some

(structure

have

other aptitude tests in wide use such as

verbal score of nonnative speakers and their scores

and a correlation of

TOEFL. They found

scores of nonnative speakers in the

Section 2 of the

to

validity

Angelis, Swinton, and Cowell (1979) found a

GRE

section of the

show evidence of the TOEFL’s

TSWE

.68

1

between

their

SAT

verbal

a correlation of .708 between the

(Test of Standard Written English) and the

and written expression). These studies found

that the

average verbal aptitude scores of nonnative speakers was significantly lower than that of
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native speakers, but the quantitative
aptitude scores were not greatly affected
by a lack of

language proficiency. These studies also suggest
that the verbal aptitude scores of
nonnative speakers are likely

to

be depressed even when their

Only when the scores

in the

distribution ot scores

on a verbal aptitude

TOEFL

TOEFL

scores are high.

approach native proficiency (625 or above) does the
test

become

similar to the distribution of native

speakers. Studies suggest that differences in education
across countries and other
cultural factors

may

play affect verbal aptitude scores

(TOEFL

test

& score manual,

1996).

Level of Difficulty

An
mean

indicator of test difficulty

percent correct for 24

TOEFL

1992 and 1994 ranged from 56.6%
reading segment of the

TOEFL,

percent correct of 68.7.

test

is

provided by the percentage of correct items. The

tests

to

worldwide administered by the ETS between

82.6% of the maximum

the values

According

to the

possible score. For the

spanned from 60.3

TOEFL

Test

to

79.0

%, with

ways

test is

this

depends upon the
people taking

when

it.

level of difficulty of a test

is

the test

important to determine

properly matched to the ability level of the people being tested.

difficulty

problems with

mean

difficulty.

The measurement of the
whether a

a

& Score Manual, the TOEFL

renders the most accurate measures in the critical score rage of 450-600

of moderate

the

is

is

measured

measure

is

is

by the percentage of correct answers. One of the

that the percent correct, as a

intrinsic difficulty

To

One of

of the

test

and on the

measure of difficulty,

level

of proficiency of the

try to counteract these differences in difficulty
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between various

forms of the

TOEFL

test,

the manufacturers adjusted the
different versions by a statistical

process called equating. The process of equating
ensures that scores from different
1

OEFL

forms are on a

common

differences in difficulty

the

TOEFL

is

among

scale so that they are

different

TOEFL

comparable and adjusts minor

forms.

The method of equating used by

based on the item response theory of Cook and Eignor,
1991 and

Hambleton and Swaminathan, 1985. The

part used in this study

was

the

segment on

Reading Comprehension exclusively.

Treatment of Data
Since

this

study uses qualitative and quantitative research techniques, the

treatment of data differs depending on the source. In either case, safeguards were taken
to

ensure the anonymity of human subjects.

Human
The names and
names

identities

Subject Anonymity

of all the participants

in the study

were concealed. Code

or numbers were used, and other obvious identifiers were omitted; however, due to

the relative small size of the College of Micronesia, there has always been a chance that a

clever person might discover the identity of one respondent. Participants were

of this

possibility,

and had the

liberty to

withdraw

their responses

from the study

before publication. In that event, close-fit substitutes were interviewed

were given and explained

participate in the research

were required

to participants. Individuals

to sign these forms.
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at

any time

in their place.

Human-Subject-Consent Forms approved by the University of Massachusetts
particular research

made aware

The

for this

who agreed

to

Treatment of Qualitative Data
1 aped and transcribed interviews were
approached without a preconceived

hypothesis

-

themes

emerge from

to

allowing categories, connections, similarities,
differences, and

verbatim into

print.

Once

the data

and notes were written on the margins.
began

to

The tapes with each interview were transcribed

itself.

interviews were transcribed, they were read a

all

common

It is

at this

number of times

point that interviews and field records

be organized and grouped together in a logical manner (either by
progressive

reduction or indexing) to begin to find commonalities and relationships between
responses.

Hypothesis formation appeared occurred

at this point.

Finally, the data

was reported

in a

written analytical narrative that both explains the research and summarizes the findings.

The hypotheses iormed

TOEFL

and

GATES

at this stage

English

of the research were examined against the

results

of the

tests.

Treatment of Quantitative Data

The

TOEFL

and

GATES

tests

were treated by a

answers. Four hundred and thirty four students

at the

statistical analysis

of questions and

College of Micronesia

at different

reading levels, according to their placement in different reading courses, were given either

the

TOEFL

or

The questions

GATES
that

test.

The

results

of these

tests

were answered incorrectly by the

were scored, tabulated and, analyzed.

largest

number of

students were considered the most difficult for Micronesians.

participating

The 20 most

difficult

questions, according to this criterion, were analyzed for the types of difficulties contained

in the questions.

The types of difficulties

studied were: language complexity (vocabulary.
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syntax, length), question

taxonomy

(scientific, literary, cultural),

(literal, inferential,

evaluative, application), content

complexity of the mental task required (synthesis,
deduction,

induction, inference, and application), and
readability (the educational level, in U.S.
standards, required to understand the passage).

The Gates-MacGinitie

s

Test scores will also be converted, according to
the

manufacturer conversion tables, into the grade proficiency equivalent
for
taking the

test.

all

the students

This conversion table will provide the level ot proficiency
expected of a

student in the United States in a given grade. Reports of quantitative
data were

made

the form of charts, followed by a critical analysis of the results in a narrative
form.
charts include the statistics of students

TOEFL

and Gates

tests.

who responded

This portion of the study

is

The

incorrectly to a given question in the

secondary, however, to the

ethnographic/qualitative study. Quantitative information

was used

the preliminary hypotheses formulated by ethnographic methods.
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in

to support or question

CHAPTER

IV

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction

In chapters

Micronesia identify a

V

and VI the students and professors

series ol factors that, in their opinion,

at the

College of

have an impact on the

students leading difficulties. This chapter will review the most
resent research on what
the reading process

is,

the role of the reader in the process, and

how

factors identified

by

students and faculty such as motivation and cultural, social, educational and
cognitive
factors affect reading, particularly for college students.

The Reading Process
Reading, once thought

identification

to

and comprehension

comprehend what one was
emphasized decoding

be a passive process, was viewed as a

skills,

reading.

list

of word

which once mastered, would enable one

Under these assumptions, reading

to

instruction

skills.

Relatively recent research views reading as a complex process in which the reader

takes an active part. Reading

is

relation to the experiences and

a process of constructing meaning from a written text in

knowledge of the

reader.

It

depends on a variety of factors

such as experimental and conceptual backgrounds, word recognition

abilities,

strategies, reasoning

environment, motivation and text complexity.

This newer understanding of the reading process has emerged primarily from the

field

of cognitive psychology (Samuels

identification

is

crucial, today's concept

& Kamil,

1984). While

it

is

recognized that word

of the reading process stresses the process of
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meaning

construction.

Two

theoretical models, supported

by an abundance of research,

have helped shape our current understanding of the reading process:
“Schema” and
“Interactive theories of reading”.

Schema

theory attempts to explain

acquired through our experiences.

It

leam, modify, and use knowledge

recognizes that reading involves

&

simultaneous analysis. Taylor, Harris,

many

layers of

Pearson, (1988) and Anderson (1985). These

levels include both text features (e.g. letters,

reader's

how we

word

order,

and word meaning) and the

background knowledge. Each reader has schemata, which

are the

meaningful

organization of background knowledge and experience into structures for places, events,

and

roles, ideas, objects or

word meanings. As students

read, they use past experiences

to interact

with

new

integration of old information with

new

information results in an improved or elaborated

(schemata are activated)

schemata (Tierney

& Pearson,

information presented in the

text.

The

1985). In this way, as readers process printed words, they

construct meaning from them based both on the words and on background knowledge.

Similarly to the

schema theory

,

the interactive theory of reading sees the reader as

crucial part of the process. This theory proposes that reading

to

comprehend, students

interact with a multitude

is

an active process in which,

of factors related

they read, and the context in which reading occurs. Reader factors

knowledge, maturation,
puipose. Text factors

level.

Context factors

ability,

are:

to themselves, the text

are:

background

vocabulary, sociocultural background, decoding ability and

type of material, writing style, text structure, content, difficulty

are: instructional setting, learning goals,

type of grouping, and

student-teacher interactions. Central to the interactive theory (Rumelhart, 1985)

reader's use of prior

knowledge and various

is

the

strategies to interact with the text. In this sense,
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the reader

an "active” participant interacting with the

is

to construct

meaning. The term strategic reader

text

reflects the

by applying specific

view

strategies

that readers consciously

apply strategies to enhance the understanding of ideas. (Heilman,
Blair
Dole, Dutfy, Roehler, and Pearson (1991) provide a concise

&

Rupley, 1994)

summary of the

latest

thinking on the reading process:

"The cognitive views of reading present a different view of the reader. The
traditional view assumes a passive reader who has mastered a large number
of subskills and automatically and routinely applies them to all texts. The cognitive
view
assumes an active reader who constructs meaning through the integration of existing
and new knowledge and the flexible use of strategies to foster, monitor, regulate,
and maintain comprehension. The only thing that becomes automated in the newer

view is the disposition to adopt strategies to
comprehending a particular text”, (p.242)

How Social
Schema
process

text,

the particular constraints in the act of

and Cultural Factors Affect Reading Comprehension

theory highlights the importance of readers constaicting meaning as they

which has helped explain the

effects

of sociocultural variations on reading.

Research conducted by Steffensen, Joag-Dev, and Anderson (1979) shows

that readers

distinctly different cultures give differing interpretations of reading materials

culturally sensitive. Individuals

less

time reading and

recall

who

from

deemed

read materials related directly to their culture spend

more information.

Similar results were reported by Erwin (1991),

who found

that

when

students were

read a passage containing cultural information for which they had background knowledge,

they could successfully answer questions without instruction.

When hearing

a story

containing unfamiliar cultural information, however, they had extreme difficulty answering

questions about the story. Even

when

the teacher
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added

direct instruction to help the

students build

some knowledge of the

different culture, they

still

had trouble both

answering questions and discussing the content of what they had read
and studied.
Taylor, Stelfenson, Shirley

& Anderson(1981) conducted research that supports the

idea that reading material with identifiable cultural content directly
influences an

When the

individual's comprehension.

reader's culture

and the

text content are

mismatched,

the reader constructs different meaning. Linguistically and culturally diverse
students

be unfairly evaluated

text

if the teacher

of what they are required

that

how

closely their comprehension matches the

to read. If the materials

culturally loaded content, students

meaning

focuses on

may

may

used for reading instruction contain

not have the appropriate schemata to construct

even approximates the author's

intent.

Cultural factors affect readers in other ways. Sometimes the reader creates

opposition to the language of the

year college students form

"

limit our students' ability to

O’Brien

texts.

containments "

engage

-

&

Denny (1998) found

that minority

two-

geographic and economic conditions that

academic discourse- These students develop a

in

strong sense of security and competence with the discourse conventions of their local

communities. Such discourse
those communities; but

it

is

is

necessary for them to communicate effectively within

different

from academic discourse.

On

cultural experiences create a favorable environment towards reading.

other instances

Bean and Valerio

(1997) show the positive impact on reading and learning that grouping, and parental

involvement

has.

They argue

capital to their children in the

that middle-

and high-income families pass along cultural

form ot knowledge and behaviors

expected by the school.
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that

match those

Knowledge

of the culture of the students can be used to
aid instruction. Frad

(1997) in his work with science classes

in college

shows the positive

congruence on reading comprehension. Cultural congruence refers
interactions that encourage positive affect and understanding

language and culture.

When

effect

of cultural

to interpersonal

when people

same

share the

teachers adopted strategies of instructors from the culture
of

the students, student comprehension and performance improved.

On
alienating.

the other hand, ignoring the culture of the reader

Bean and Valerio (1997) found

that

makes

many remedial

the experience

reading programs for

minority college students often focused on assimilationist strategies.
this as inconsistent

some

Some

students

saw

with their quest for an identity that preserved cultural values, and

left

students feeling divorced from their familiar surroundings.

Bean and Valerio (1997) found

that non- American students in

an American

junior college developed bicultural coping strategies that ranged from assimilation

opposition, to biculturalism, the most

common

being that students lead duel

lives,

,

to

with

dual discourses, with academic friends segregated from neighborhood friends.

According

to

Norton (1991), an important

tool to

enhance reading

is

the use of

multicultural literature in reading instruction. Multiethnic literature helps students

discover the complexities of language, as well as the people history and culture; and

helps them realize that

all

ethnic groups have roots in the past.

self-worth, and appreciation of others.
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It

it

promotes feelings ot

How Cognitive
Reading

is

more than

automaticity in the decoding

Factors Affect Reading

a mechanical process.

skills, the

Although

it

main purpose of reading

involves a degree of

is

comprehension. The

elfective reader has an assortment of comprehension strategies
that he/she uses at the

appropriate time and in the appropriate measure for the task

Comprehension

instruction based on an interactive

at

hand. Henderson (1998).

view of reading would focus

on reading

strategies that students can apply to any text as they read.

identified

some important reading

Dole

et al

(1991)

strategies that can be directly taught: determining

importance, drawing inferences, and generating questions and monitor comprehension.
In addition to using

background knowledge

to construct

monitor their comprehension and know when the process
monitoring of comprehension

is

comprehending (Heilman,

Blair

&

breaking down. This

Good

called metacognition.

construct meaning and can apply corrective strategies

is

when

meaning, readers must

readers are aware of how they

they realize that they are not

Rupley, 1994). Metacognition requires knowing

when

a

goal has been reached. Readers, therefore must have the ability to monitor their

comprehension. Good readers

when

know when

they have achieved their purposes for reading,

they understand and do not understand what they are reading, and

how

to correct

and

regulate their comprehension of text.

According

to

Heilman

et al.

(1994), helping students engage in metacognition

requires teacher intervention. Strategies to understand a text can be applied betore during

and

after reading.

KWL,
learn

Ogle (1986), designed a model

which stands

for:

1 )

and 3) recalling what

determining what

I

learned.

I

to

want

be used before the reading called

to

know, 2) determining what

1

want

During the reading the following strategies can be
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to

used: 1) study guides with questions that follows the text,
2) think-aloud or talk-throughs

(Simpson, 1995), making predictions. After reading Fielding
following strategies:

1)

summarizing key

points, 2) checking

the end of the chapter, 3) re-reading, semantic

mapping

&

Pearson (1994) suggest the

comprehension of questions

at

(or other visual display of how

ideas in the reading are connected), and 4) cooperative grouping for discussion,
verification

and application.
Despite the importance that metacognition has in reading, there
research on

how many

is

an abundance of

college students today (especially at risk-students) are failing to use,

or use ineffective metacomprehension strategies to monitor their reading process.

Myers

many

in his

Samuel

1997 study of comprehension strategies used by college students, found

S.

that

college students were unaware of the metacomprehension strategies appropriate for

the particular reading tasks and were able to monitor their comprehension of textual

material.

These students usually performed more poorly than students who were aware of

these strategies.

Rachel Grant Rachel Grant

that learning

new

in her

1997 study of at-risk college students

concepts by reading requires students to use both single and multiple

process strategies. She writes that even though

study

skills instruction in

were shown how

discrete text passages, but this instruction

who

many

students have had

secondary school, few received instruction

internalize concepts. Perhaps they

active readers

states

can attend,

is

to help

them

perform procedures within

not sophisticated enough to turn them into

interact, reconstruct,

in relation to a specific learning task

to

some type of

and elaborate upon the

text

meaning

(Simpson, 1984). They need explicit strategy
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training so that they

become aware of the

control the process as they

Applegate

et al.

of reading and learn

work independently with content

(1994) in their case study ot

risk students they tailed to actively

unaware ot the active

strategic nature

that

to

area textbooks.

college students found that

at-

monitor their comprehension of text, and were

role they should

Simpson (1994), found

at risk

how

have been playing

many secondary and

strategies that encourage active learning, relay

in the

process of learning.

college students rather that using

on passive approaches such as rereading

and memorizing information word for word. He says these students do not transform
ideas into their

own

words, nor spontaneously elaborate upon ideas.

strategy called “ talk through to teach not only content, but also
’

method

He proposes

how

to learn.

the teacher expresses or talks the students through everything that

the teachers

mind about

new knowledge

With

this

going on

is

in

the process of discovery of learning.

How
According

a

Background Knowledge Affects Reading

to current reading theories, readers build connections

between old and

through repeated interactions with content. These interactions result

in

hypothesis that the readers confirm or reject in relation to the text and their hypothesis

knowledge. (Lemke, 1991). Comprehension

in constructing

meaning. (Heilman, Blair

is

the synthesis of these hypotheses that results

& Rupley,

1994). According to this

reading, having an appropriate background knowledge

comprehension and integration of new knowledge.

many
their

others,

shows

that

many

is

view of

essential for accurate

A study ot

Simpson

(

1

997) among

college students today have an inadequate background for

academic college courses.
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Usually content areas are more

because of

its

difficult for students to

comprehend than others

are

presentation of difficult concepts, the technical vocabulary, and
the different

text structures of expository writing.

Anderson (1985) recommends

that teaching both

content and reading be done together, since the fact of having reading skills
alone does not
insure high performance in content areas. “All teachers are teachers of
reading”, he says.

The following

are

some recommendations

Allow students

•

to

for instruction in the content areas:

develop meaning vocabulary by using concept-

acquisition.

•

Use appropriate

questions, appropriate feedback to students’ responses,

and instructional methods

that

encourage students

to

develop thinking and

reasoning strategies.

•

Prove direct instruction

that is appropriate to the type

of learning and

students’ background.

•

Focus on

strategies for reading

comprehension rather than

skill

acquisition

•

Model and use

scaffolding to enhance students’ success in learning and

applying these strategies

•

in authentic texts.

Establish purposes for reading that encourage students to engage actively
in reading.

•

Give readers opportunities

to

assume

their

own

responsibility for learning

through application of reading-comprehension strategies with other
Blair (1984) and

comprehension

1

.

Heilman

et al.

texts.

(1994) propose the following model of

instruction:

Using past learning

-

this

component focuses on determining students’ existing

experiential and conceptual background in relation to the focus of instruction.

The teacher bases assessment on what

the students already

know

that they

need

relate to and understand the text used for instruction and practice application of

comprehension

strategies.
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to

2.

Building background

locus on

how

to

-

After determining what existing knowledge to
activate,

do

this in the lesson. Utilize students’ existing
schemata. Model,
explain, and demonstrate the lesson objective; review
examples for application in
meaningful context; and provide purposes for learning by assisting
students in
asking questions and making predictions about the text and
strategies they will

use.

3.

Modeling, explaining, and demonstrating

sure students understand the tasks and

Use

reading.

how

-

This component involves making

they are to apply their strategies to

familiar material and focus on explicit strategies and flexibility in

application of strategies.

4.

in

Practice in application of strategy

- Student can do this either
independently of
small groups that the teacher monitors closely to provide appropriate

scaffolding. Encourage students to monitor their

comprehension task and
tasks. This will assist

own

application of the

relate its application to similar text

them

in

and comprehension
assuming more of the responsibility for their own

learning.

5.

Ongoing assessment

6.

Modifying instruction

Based upon students' performance on both group and
independent activities, assess their learning. Focus on their application of
comprehension strategies on other comprehension tasks.

instruction.

-

-

based on learning assessment, the teacher modifies

You may need

instruction of a

to provide scaffolding for

comprehension strategy buy simplifying the

an important feature of scaffolding

comprehension tasks
need

to

some

that are

is

beyond

to enable students to

Teachers' use of reading assessment and

for

more than

major factor associated with reading

level

task.

its

However, since

perform

their existing capabilities,

be extended and reinforced with more

been part of reading research

students in the initial

some

effects

three decades. Prescosolido (1962) found that a

ability to

accurately students' attitudes toward reading. Blair( 1 975) found that teachers

students' progress

may

on reading achievement have

of students was the teacher's

and used supplemental materials, provided

tasks

difficult activities.

judge

who

provided

differentiated instruction, kept record of

and had conferences with students
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to

discuss their progress were effective

in

improving students’ reading

skills.

Rupley (1977) determined

more frequent student assessment were more

that teachers that

effective than teachers

who

used

did not.

Effective teachers of literacy rely on a variety
of assessment tools, including
interviews, observations, samples of students' work,
portfolios and students' judgment of

performance (Henk

& Menlnik,

1992).

Such assessment procedures give teachers

information about their students and help them

maximize
seems
merits,

make informed

their teaching effectiveness. Instruction

to validate the fact that student

instructional decisions to

and teacher effectiveness research then,

assessment (as opposed

to student testing)

has

its

and can positively influence the quality of instruction and improve educational

outcomes.

How
Reading

is

Language Factors Affect Reading

a language process. Reading involves the solving two codes: the

correspondence between sounds and symbols, and

text

and meaning

.

Perfetti (1991).

Children’s oral language influences their ability to benefit from literary

& Kamil (1984). They are not likely
their

to

be able to read language that

speaking or listening capabilities. Oral language usually

who

Samuels

too different from

sets the limits for literacy.

unlikely that a child can read better than he can speak.. According to

students

is

activities.

Gomez et

al

It is

(1996)

lack competency in the language of the school have difficulty learning to read,

despite the fact that they have mastered

the features of the

first

language

may

all

the conventions of their

aid, or

make

first

language.

Some of

reading more difficult. These features

include phonology and syntax. Reading becomes a complicated attempt to

make

a natural

process function as a series of unnaturally mechanical steps, especially for under-

prepared students

who have

little

experience with any ideological perspectives and
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language structures other than their own.

Some of these

students, through necessity and

circumstance, so strongly internalize their localized
discourse conventions (both
ideologically and linguistically) that they are
unable or unwilling to actively engage with

new

structures.

They know

that they

can communicate within certain contexts, but are

frustrated with their lack of success in others.

According

to

Taylor (1998), the processes that

innate cognitive behaviors.

They

we

use to communicate are not

are the result of natural social interaction; therefore,
the

reading or composition instructor needs not only to provide students
access to academic
discourse, but also to create a social environment in which academic discourse
can be
learned.

As much

as instructors try to create "real" reading and writing experiences,

using dialogue journals and peer collaborations, the writing classroom

is still

just that: a

classroom. In a classroom the natural distances of time, space, ideology, and language use
that occur in real reading

and writing situations do not separate readers and

Kenneth Goodman's (1965) proved

words

that readers recognize

writers.

better in a meaningful

context than in isolation.

In college, oral classroom discourse typically takes

expository language of textbooks (Rudell

expected to engage

in inquiry

&

on the

Rudell, 1994). In science, students are

by making observations, proposing explanations,

interpreting evidence, constructing and organizing ideals, and

When

students are

still

characteristics of the

developing their ability

to

communicating outcomes.

communicate

questioning, describing, and organizing information, they

may

effectively in

not easily engage in

inquiry as proposed by professors. Using hands-on activities, science instruction offers

experiences through which students can learn to predicts, observe, record, and report
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outcomes.

scientific

These context-embedded experiences can
encourage the development of

ways of thinking, reasoning,

valuing, and demonstrating understanding

(

Edwin

(1991).

Myers (1997) found

moved back and

forth

between English and the

restating ideas in different

levels

that for students with

little

English proficiency

students'

home

if

language, translating and

ways comprehension was enhanced. Many

different ability

and special instructional needs were accommodated through hands-on

promote active engagement. Discussion of the

teachers

activities to

activities often required additional class

periods to ensure that students comprehend the concepts through the activities.
Language
associations were also used to enhance clarification and comprehension. For
example, a

science activity tor condensation involved observing the differences on the outside of
two
cups, one with cold water and the other with tap water. The students were asked to

describe what they saw above and below the water line of each cup. Recognizing the
students' dilf lculty in following the directions, a teacher

related words:

up

-

made

the associations

among

down. By offering alternative words with similar meanings and

associating them with specific meanings and associating them with specific locations on

the cups, this exercise helped students accurately

conducting the science

comprehend

the position

words while

activity.

Classroom reading and writing instruction can benefit from the teacher’s
understanding of the differences between the student’s language or dialect and the

language of instruction. Heilman
in rich contexts is likely to be

making reading and writing

et al.

(1994) Literacy instruction that provides meaning

most effective

in increasing literacy

of diverse learners. By

activities central to students’ life experiences, teachers
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can

emphasize the communicative
in a literacy

program depends

intent

of literacy. Linguistically diverse students’
success

greatly

upon what

abilities the students

concurrently in listening, speaking, and writing. Reading

is

develop

constructing meaning, and

instructors should guard against teaching skills in isolation.
Linguistically diverse

students, as

all

students learning to read, must be assisted in understanding
that reading

is

a tool for communication.

How Motivation Affects
In the

new view of reading

the reader

is

Reading

an active participant

individual background forms part of the construction of meaning.

motivation

is

important

in

purpose or value one gives

determining not only

to reading.

how much one

This view explains

all

in the process; his

From

this perspective

reads, but also

what

the effects that motivation

has been shown to have on reading:

According
has

shown

skills

to the interactive

students

than those

who

who do

Applegate

et al.

view of reading Research by Heilman

et al.

are interested in reading for pleasure develop higher reading

not.

(1994) conducted case studies of different at-risk students. Found

that students’ lack of confidence inhibits their ability to see connections either

prior

knowledge and

were

between

the text or within the text.

Berry (1997), reported that when teachers

that

(1994)

in a

small island state used materials

interesting to the readers, reading performance improved. Other effective

strategies to increase motivation

students, using

were making reading meaning-focused, pairing

whole language approaches,

realia,
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and classroom

libraries.

Gaskins

et al.

(1998) in their study of reading performance of
two-year college

students in a four-year college found that teaching
these students to

become

better readers

and writeis lequires more than writing, revising, and
conferencing. Time must be
devoted to creating structure, building self-esteem, and
explaining rhetorical concepts
over and over again. They found

that a

be the most important element

determining motivation.

Chamblee (1998)

in

in her

study of reading

that courses designed for basic readers

importance of bringing
students

life to

make connections between

in turn,

become involved

may

among

at-risk college students

found

and writers often do not capitalize on the

the literature they are reading and their

a deeper level.

at

students are asked to write about their

they

relationship with the instructor to

reading and writing. Research has suggested that

they are able to understand the text

text,

more personal

in the act

own

The

own

when
lives,

research also suggest that

when

autobiographical experiences evoked by the

of defining the point of the experience. This point,

then be used to help them better understand the point of the text (Beach,

1990).

Graham

&

Brown (1996) found

that the fact that

some Mexican students

attending a bilingual school developed native-like proficiency

to their favorable attitudes

foster

et al.

English was likely due

toward the English-speaking community and the

developed close friendships with native English-speaking

Heilman

in

fact that they

peers.

(1994) found the teachers that effectively motivate students and

comprehension do the following:
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•

Activate students background knowledge
prior to reading. Providing students
with specific information to activate and build
their background may be most
helpful when the goal of instruction is
comprehension of a given
text.

Set a purpose for reading. Reading with a
purpose provides guidance and focus.
•

Help students develop background knowledge
information. Field

knowledge

trips, films,

for materials that contain new
speakers can help students build background

meaning for new information. Discussing new
vocabulary, exploring the relationships among new and known
ideas, and directly
experiencing new ideas help build schema of science and social
to construct

studies.

•

Demonstrate

for students

how

to

use constructing meaning. That

are to understand information in the text,

model how

to

do

this,

is, if

students

using familiar

materials.

•

Monitor students’ performance closely

schema but

fail to

activate

it

if

to

they lack a

determine

schema

if

they have an appropriate

to construct

meaning. This

know their students well. Teaches must be sensitive to
sociocultural factors that impede students' comprehension of the cultural aspects
of reading matter.
requires that teachers

•

Make

sure that the materials students are asked to read are within their

experiential and conceptual backgrounds in terms of content and language.

In short, learning

must be continuous,

built

from the known

unknown, and

to the

consistently reinforced. Because learning must occur in meaning contexts, the student’s

language must be accepted and used as a foundation for learning
variety of authentic texts reflecting

many

background knowledge of culturally and

literacy skills.

cultures can be selected to build

on the existing

students’ sense of self-worth by

establishing an effective climate. Teachers need to respond in accepting

and

wide

linguistically diverse students.

The teacher must maintain and enhance

culturally

A

linguistically diverse students if the students are to feel
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manner toward

good about

themselves

in the

classroom. Such acceptance benefits their
learning of the language and

culture of the school.

Different students respond differently to various
approaches and techniques.

What works

some

well with

students

may

be ineffective with others. Students’ literacy

progress should be periodically assessed to monitor the
effectiveness of reading and
writing instruction.

Implications of Reading Research on Teaching

A cognitive view of reading comprehension based on schema and interactive
theories has direct implications for reading comprehension instruction.

The mere teaching

of decoding

It

skills then, is

obviously not enough

to create

good

readers.

that the teachers provide students with strategies of comprehension

becomes

essential

and metacognition; as

well as with background knowledge and reading opportunities to increase their exposure to
the content. This instruction should include teaching readers where, when, and

the strategies. Pearson

Also, and

more

how

to use

& Fielding (1991).
importantly, from these

new

perspectives on the reading process the

learner, his experiences, his cultural constructions and

in the reader-text relationship.

An effective

view of the world become paramount

teacher needs to inquire into the world of the

learner and understand his perspective, and his difficulties. This study
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is

such an attempt.

CHAPTER V
professors- perceptions of reading
difficulties at com-fsm
Introduction

The
reading

is

academic
chapter

faculty oi the College of
Micronesia unanimously agrees that
academic

difficult for

texts

is to

most of their students, and lack of reading
comprehension of their

and materials

is

a major obstacle to their success.

determine what are several specific

difficulties

with reading academic texts

the students at the College of Micronesia
have, and what are

which impact on or cause those
For

40%

difficulties as seen

this study, 12 professors

of the full-time faculty

They agreed

to be identified

They were teaching

at the

at the

by

by the

The purpose of this

some

contributive factors

faculty.

were interviewed. They represent approximately

College of Micronesia and

letter (instead

100% of the

departments.

of by name) and general subject areas.

time of the interviews.

Prolessor A: Pacific Literature. Reading
Professor B: Philosophy, Mythology, and Remedial Reading
Prolessor C: Study Skills, Business Communication, and Writing

Professor D:

Math and Meteorology

Professor E: Advanced Reading, Poetry, Literature, and Grammar
Professor F: Education. Micronesian Studies, and Remedial English
Professor G: Agriculture, Life Sciences, and Project
Professor J: Science, Computers

Management

Professor K: Astronomy, Math, Science, and Physics
Professor L: Psychology, English

M: Chemistry, Biology
Professor W: Computer Assisted Instruction. English
Professor

for Physicians,

Journalism

Exact transcripts of the faculty’s responses on a given segment are sorted and
presented together in this chapter. Each point

followed by a summary and commentary.
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is

preceded by a brief introduction and

Types of Reading Difficulties

To
reading

the question:

tlteir

"What kind of specific

difficulties

do your students experience

academic textbooks and materials?”
The faculty reports

following reading

difficulties in the

skills:

•

identifying the

•

sequencing events

•

identifying cause and effect or causal
connections

•

applying information to a different
context
using contextual information

•
•
•

main idea and supporting

details

making inferences - going beyond the literal
making generalizations from examples

•

synthesizing information from various sources

•

outlining

Identifying the

Main Idea and Supporting

Nine of the faculty interviewed

specifically

Details

mention many of their students

encounter some difficulty with clearly identifying
the most important point of a piece.

They

also report difficulties in the ability to separate
the essential from the less important

or support information.

Professor K:

There’s a lack of ability to pick out what the central theme of a
chapter is,
the supporting materials, and interesting examples. They tend
to get lost

examples [and] miss the basic ideas. They also do not seem to
be able to scan what they read. [They] just to read lightly.
in particular

Professor
I

M:

think that very often

when

I

use examples to clarify an issue; the students

confuse the example with the

issue. For instance, I told them about
Typhoid Mary. I told them the whole story, which is exceedingly colorful.
She ran through the west, and she was pursued and did all these things. It
was really an interesting story, and thought it fit well with the sort of
I

things they usually gossip about. But
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I

am

afraid

I

lost

them. They did not

what the point of it was. But one
of the problems
ored and another is that the}' day
dream

get

a

In

summary,

1

at the

that they are so

the faculty report the students
have varying degrees of difficulty with

dearly identifying the most important
information
higher

is

lot.

lowest or remedial levels, but

exists to

it

They

in a piece.

some degree

hey report students show an even greater degree
of difficulty

state this difficulty is

in the

higher levels.

in identifying the

supporting details of a piece and seem to be sidetracked
by colorful examples. They also
report

on several contributing

factors to this

problem such as

a lack

of scanning

ability,

concentration, and interest.

Sequencing of Events
Eight of the faculty interviewed report their students have some type
of difficulty

with deciphering the sequence of events, understanding the timelines,
and particularly

with recognizing the connection of cause and

effect.

Some

of the

most representative

opinions are presented below.

Professor K:

A

lot

first,

of our students don't understand relational ideas. What would come
then second, and why. What causes what? They tend to see events

and ideas as standing alone. So

that,

I

think,

would be

a difficult exercise,

putting things in chronological order. The concept of cause and effect

is

a

hard problem for our students.

Professor

W:

Micronesian students have a

lot

of trouble with dealing with sequencing of

events and connections between events in general. Part of

missing a

lot

But part of it
to think that

it

is

due

to

of linguistic cues in English speech, which help you do that.
is

that they just fail to

make

way. Things are what they
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the connection.

are.

They do not tend

They do not often think why

they are that

way

students often

what caused them

or

tail to

make

be that way. Again,

to

many

the connection

between the actions of now and
the consequences of tomorrow.
They live in the here and now. It is a
cultural thing as well. They are
oblivious to lots of connections that we are
used to making everyday. But it does
never occur to them to think that
way about a lot of things. That is why you see a
high default rate on
banking loans, tor example. Many people borrow
to buy a pickup truck,
but they do not plan on how to pay for
it or for repairs or gas.

Identifying Cause and Effect or Causal Connections

To

identify the causal connection

only which event happened

first;

between two events, the reader must know not

and which happened second, but

that the first is a

necessary and contributing reason for the existence ot the second.
In English these

connections are expressed by the use of determiners such as “because,”
“due to,” “since,”
et cetera.

Other languages use very different

such as the order

in

which things

linguistic devises to achieve a similar idea,

are presented. Eight of the faculty

mention

interviews a significant portion of their students have difficulties with this
Professors mention

many

effect relationships

which range from lack

skill.

reasons for their students difficulties in identifying cause and

of

knowledge of the appropriate determiners

English, to different cultural ways of looking

logical frameworks.

in their

Some of the most

at

how

events are connected, to lack of

representative opinions are;

Professor C:
Let's talk about another specific issue connected with reading: cause and
effect.

to

It is

common

that they

misuse the word “because”

have the cause and effect reversed....

time... so

when

It

happens

they are reading: ‘What does that

word because'
cause and

lots

effect.

and

lots

You know

of times used
there

is

more

in a
to

it.

way

you?’

When

I

know

when you

that

is

or

is

that

see the

not related to

they read the

‘because’ they do not necessarily understand that there
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mean “and”

in their writing all the

tell

not always perception and production correspond. But
k

to

word

a relationship of

in

reintorced by teachers in elementary
that use the language without
the

Professor K:
think that the very different language
structure - certainly the abstract
concepts: cause and effect, number and
so on - are very different in the
Micronesian languages. Where in English, for
example, the timeline is
very critical in terms of our grammatical
structure that’s not the case in
their languages. So the concept of
time is very different. And also the
concept causes and effect because cause of the
relationship don’t translate
easily.
tor example, past and present. “He
had already died when they
I

;

came

’.

They wouldn't understand which one happened

first.

They

just

don’t have that structure because it’s not
important within their language.
Now they can learn the rules in English, but if they

grammar

have to recite the
head every time they hear a sentence, that takes a lot
and it becomes a problem. When they are thinking in

rule in their

of time and effort,

own language, they translate from our written or verbal instructions
own language, manipulate concepts in that language, and then
translate back. If the concepts don’t exist or are
different in their own
language, they don have a one to one equivalence. They
may have the
their

to their

t

same

of complexity but not one to one equivalence. Then they have
trouble going back and giving those concepts. A related problem
is that
level

as

faculty

we

tend to over-estimate their language ability because they speak
without an accent basically; however, they have a very limited vocabulary

and grammar.

we

are saying.

same

The

rate, but

We make the assumptions that they then understand what
We expect them to read something and absorb at the
it

they don’t.

faculty interviewed are of the opinion that Micronesian students have

difficulties understanding the underlying

sequence of events

timeline, and the relations between ideas

-

in particular that
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in a written piece, the

of cause and

effect.

The

professors mention several possible
contributing factors for these difficulties.
a fa, lure to

decode language cues

the use of verb tenses in English.

which those nuances of time

in the use

The

first is

of connecting and transitional words
and

The second

very different

first

are not as important as in English.

The

is a

in

language structure
third is a series

in

of

cultural ditterences. such as the
Micronesian predisposition to see events as
separate and

unconnected

entities, to not

why something

question

is

or

how

it

got to be. and to have a

very different sense of time and view of reality.

Applying Information

Nine

to a Different

ol the professors interviewed feel their students
encounter difficulties

applying the information they read not only to
context. In addition, professors feel students

passage

itself to

Professor

Context

real life but also to a different

fail to

academic

use the contextual cues in the reading

understand other parts of the reading.

J:

My

students have a hard time with reading from a text and applying the

information to

new

situations.

properties of acids and bases.

of each: a base dissolves

fat.

For example, they read a section on the

They made an outline listing the properties
So, in class I would have them test different

materials to determine which substances were bases and which were acids.
1 hen,
would ask them which would they use to clean a greasy spot:
1

ammonia

they learned to answer that question.

apply

it

I

am

have very

first

this skill.

little

asked to do

They need

experience in this

this.

skill

They need more and

to practice that in

to

apply what

not sure if they were not able to

because they did not understand what they

like they

when

They were unable

(a base) or vinegar (an acid).

-

read....

seemed

It

also

seems

utterly perplexed

earlier experience with

elementary and high school.

Professor E:
1

have noticed

in

my

apply the concepts

I

English Classes that a number of students don’t

have taught them
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-

that they don’t transfer the

knowledge gamed

to other contexts.

to write a certain structure
in

me

in that class, but

my

For example, they might learn howclass. And they do it fine for

Writing

they won't do

it

for

1

me

another class that

in

teaching in a different context...
they won’t do
of something is very topical.
know this is not
I

students; however.

I

outside of class.

for

foi

a skirt,

basket.

it.

I

I

am

think their application

atypical for remedial

have noticed

this in many other Micronesian
activities
example, they learn a weaving pattern
that is used
they won’t apply it to a sail, or they
won’t apply it

They

they learned

If.

to making a
will use that technique only in
the original context in which

believe our students (and this culture
in general) see
knowledge as context dependent. Not as a
generalizable set of skills that
belongs to the individual to be used in any
situation, but as a series of
situations - each with a technique, as if
it were a property of this
it.

I

particular

thing and not a skill of the individual.

I

would

also

add

that Micronesians,

being part of a basically pre-literate culture, do
not look for solutions to
leal life problems in a book. Our
students compartmentalize everything
learned in school and put

it

in this ‘box’ that

has nothing to do with their

‘real’ life.

Professor D:

The

inability to transfer information to another context
could be a part

of

math learning problems too, but for us it also looks like a
memorized
thing; they memorized that particular problem.
And they don’t know howto use it in another particular problem, which
to them is another context.
They could see information as context dependent and person dependent
their

as

So it
knowledge
well.

is

something

that this

person requires, sometimes they attach

to a person,

sometimes to a specific activity only, and not as
something internal as okay, this is the time that I use this technique for
this thing or this person’, that

Most of the professors

could be.

COM-FSM

at

feel a

have problems applying the information read
context.

The

faculty mentions a

range from the lack of practice

few

in

good number of Micronesian students

to real life

and even

to a different

factors that contribute to this problem.

using a

skill, to

academic

These factors

deeper cultural factors concerning the

nature of knowledge in Micronesian cultures. The professors interviewed are of the

opinion that Micronesians consider knowledge as context dependant and even person
dependant. These observations are supported by anthropological studies conducted by
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Colie, ta (1980) on traditional
Micronesia,, learning styles.
to professors,

many Micronesian

compartmentalized and isolated

and regurgitate

could be said

It

students see reading an assignment
as a totally

activity: they read

simply

to

memorize

most students do not see reading as the
process by which something
added
arises.

to one's repertoire

Some

of knowledge and

later

used

when

is

Many

believe

understood and

the appropriate occasion

professors feel that reading, as well as
most of what happens in school,

compartmentalized

from

the information

tor “this” particular professor
in “this’ particular class.

>t

that, accord,,,

in a

“box” which the minds of the students see
as

totally

is

divorced

real life.

According

to Forgan.

once a student learns

& Mangrum

(1990), however, the teacher must not assume

a skill in a context, he/she will be able
to transfer these skills to

other content areas automatically. Their research
shows every reading

skill

must be

practiced and taught systematically in various
content areas for students to be able to

make

the transfer.

Using Contextual Information

When

a proficient reader

comes across an unfamiliar word he/she may use an

array of strategies to uncover the meaning.

which the word

is

used.

The

One of these

strategies

is

using the context

three broad kinds of context clues are syntactic (word order),

semantic (word meaning), and grammatical (sentence structure) (Heilman, Blair

Rupley, 1994).

A

in

number of faculty,

particularly those

who

teach English, notice a

significant portion of their students do not use contextual analysis to aid

reading comprehension.
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&

them with

their

Professor C:

Tied in with that (lack of
vocabulary and background
knowledge) is that
ey are not able to use the
surrounding context to figure things
out Here
is the word
used to test this hypothesis:
In this same descriptive
paragraph the author is talking about
this tomcat.
went something like
his: and here comes this
tomcat running home for his breakfast.
He likes
to pretend he is a big
hunter, but he is too can-fed
and lazy to reallv be
ven motivated to hunt.' The expression
they were tested on was ‘can-fed.’
-now that people don't feed their cats
canned food here, but they know
the words can and fed and knowing
that canned cat food exists for
those
who chose to use it or just to try to figure out
what that can possibly
mean... out of 24 students, 10 of them
left it blank. They couldn’t
figure
out what it could possibly mean. Two
guessed it meant lazy, and two
others that it meant tired. So, out of 24
advanced students more than half
the class could not figure out what
can-fed meant in
1

I

that context.

Several professors mentioned

context to decode parts of the piece

use a variety of word identification

many

itself.

skills

identification skills that enable readers to

students lack the reading strategy of using
the

Successful independent readers must learn to

and

strategies.

Some of the

comprehend what they read

basic word-

are sight

vocabulary, phonics, structural analysis, and contextual
analysis. Competent and flexible
leaders do not rely heavily on any one

According

to

Heilman, Blair

&

integrate contextual analysis to

skill;

they use various clues in combination.

Rupley (1994), effective reading instruction should
all

other reading strategies, building on the students’

language and cultural background.

Making Inferences
I

o

infer, to

-

Going Beyond

deduce, and to conclude from what

require the reader to go beyond the letter of the text, to

previous experience. These

is

the Literal

read are reading skills, which

make

interpretations based

skills are vital at the college level. All
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COM-FSM

on

professors

interviewed find a large portion
of their students have
difficulties with making inherent

from the reading or going
beyond what

is literally

stated in the text.

Although

their

students' ability to interpret the
text and answer non-literal
questions varies greatly,

professors find this to be a very

common

problem; however, their opinions are
very

different as to the causes of this
type of difficulty with reading.

Professor B:

[My average beginner student] has a hard time
making inferences from
Maybe it's never having been trained to look that

passage.

way, think

way. Because obviously they can understand
inferences
language and make inferences. And if I
give

own

in their

examples, such as

the

that

I

ask a

was awake all last night because the animals
were barking”, and
ask them: “What kind of animals were they?”
then, the students would
say: dogs
That's an inference drawn from the word
‘barking? It wasn't
cats fighting. It’s a very simple inference,
but more complex inferences
such as those you get on the TOEFL test ‘what
conclusion can we draw
from this' or ‘what can you infer from this’ or
‘what
class "I

I

.

does the passage

imply, they have problems with

it.

Professor L:

Some

of

my

students are able to

make inferences if the information is not
some can’t.... A lot of times it just
comes back to the language. .that they know so few words that
if it (the
idea) isn in the words that they know or if they
can themselves translate
it.
you know it is hard to make connections if you can’t think a thought
specifically stated in the text, [and]
.

t

t

.

.

into three or four different ways.

..

that

is

kind of basic to being able to

connect a couple of thoughts.
Professor K:

My

astronomy students

information to

and such,

me

-

they are graduating sophomores

-

can return the

give them very concrete assignments like ‘read such
‘know these words,’ and make it a very concrete unit. If the

questions are

if

I

literal.

Professor A:

Students almost always

make

second dimension

to

instance, idioms

they have a

-

a literal translation of what they read and the

what they read
lot

is

very difficult for them to get. For

of trouble with them because an idiom
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all

“

m

^^

n vhat h sa >' s Yet their
vernacular languages are filled
with
; glVe
&
d
Wanting t0 learn their languages.
WherTl »et 70“/
Pe ° P miSSing 3 qUeStl01L look
^ that question
And oft
often what it is that the answer
isn't specifically in there
thev have to
igme it out. And any time you have
questions like that you have as
many
misses. Now, on the other hand,
this question on this test

T

'

'T

t ^

answer
have

-

^

1

here... the

specifically written in the piece.
to figure it out from the
text. That
is

is

question that too
describes the

many missed,
way that Red and

specifically in there.

passionate,

was

it

for

Only

3%

missed

a quotation.

example number

If

15:

it

we

They don't

take a'

‘What word best

Sally loved each other?’ That's
not
to see how that love affair
was.

They have

Was

was

intermittent,

it

continuous? The answer was

it

And very few got that. And also where they
have to synthesize
ormation, even on a multiple-choice
question, they have lots of trouble
Number 17: ‘Nelson was encouraged to pursue
Sally because...' and they
have to figure out why he was able to do
this. They have four choices and
they don t do well on those.
‘natural.’

in

COM-FSM
students than

literal

Professors agree inferential questions are
questions.

The

faculty has multiple

much

harder for their

examples of the differences

in

score between the two types of questions. All
the faculty interviewed state a large number
of their students have difficulties with
answering inferential questions, finding what
certain statements imply, and going

theories as to

why

this is so.

strategy to

least at a

is

make

professor K,

however, the faculty has different
is

mere lack of practice with

who

inferences, to

fill

problem as an English language

who

Professor A,

this skill.

sees the

At the other end of

thinks that Micronesian students lack the cognitive

in

information gaps, and to think in those terms

high cognitive and academic

from manipulating the data

literal;

At one end of the spectrum

difficulties with inferences as a

the spectrum,

beyond the

level.

deficit.

in their

In

between

is

professor L,

This lack of vocabulary,

heads, in their
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own

terms.

L

who

-

at

sees the

says, prevents students

Some

faculty argues

students only understand the
that there is often a subtext

literal

meaning of English and h ave not caught
on

and multiple levels of meaning.

Whatever the reasons

for this type

of difficulty,

it

seems

Micronesian students are capable of
making simple inferences

own

language. At the same time, the evidence

number

ol students

to the fact

is

clear that indeed

in

conversation in their

strong as to the difficulty of a
good

making inferences from reading

in

English

at the

college level.

Making Generalizations

Making

generalizations

is

the ability to abstract

from a number of specific and

concrete instances the operating principle and to
recognize the
those individual cases alike. The knowledge
abstracted in this
to other

new

circumstances that

fit

the

same

pattern,

making

it

common
way can

thread that

makes

be then be applied

possible to benefit from

past experiences and optimize knowledge.

Seven

of the

COM-FSM

serious difficulties with

professors interviewed mention their students have

making generalizations from information received

in their classes

or read in texts.

Professor G:

My

Micronesian students have a hard time making generalizations from
concrete, multiple examples. I would say that they are not able to
generalize very well. If something occurs in one context they don’t see

how

it

would occur

in

another context. So they see things as situation

specific; they are not able to generalize into
if

they change a bicycle

motorcycle

tire

or a car

tire,
tire.

new

situations.

For instance,

they might not be able to change a

They don’t see

reading from materials in English

this is
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the principles behind

even more evident.

it.

In

Professor K:

tf

J Pw
•

back from students

eec

wien you
^

,

certain set of

look back

examples

is

at

in the text

that the instructor didn't

what

follow the

means is that you didn't give
and have them learn those. They
feel
that

when you test them with different
examples than those in the
o go beyond the text was very
frustrating to them. 'What are
we
doing
they say. So I think that the kind
of frustration our students have
tha they still want everything
concrete, but we are expecting
them to
make the information abstract.
rustrated

ex

.

.

Seven professors mention

their students experience
difficulties

generalizations or going from the concrete to
the abstract.
this

problem

is

A

to

be very concrete.

Some

general solutions

is

to particular

life.

They

state

state

professors believe their Micronesian

students see the world as a series of concrete
instances

developed individualized solutions

making

number of professors

not only present in reading but also in
every day

Micronesian students tend

is

-

that

Micronesian cultures have

problems and

not pressing in their students' experience.

that the

They

need

to find

state these cultural

patterns have influenced the students' reading ability
and their college performance and
that their students

would

rather

memorize numerous

instances of a

phenomenon than

internalize the general principle.

Synthesizing Information from Various Sources/Taking a Position

Six of the professors interviewed report very few of their students are able to

make

a synthesis from information contained in different sources.

Professor E:

Our students have
found
read.

a very hard time

making

a synthesis of information

in different sources, let alone formulating opinions about

At

this point very, very

such as Expository Writing

few students

II,

papers, will be able to do that.
single source. If

which has

They

are

in the

to

what they

most advanced courses

do with writing research

more

at

the level of dealing with a

you have conflicting or opposing sources some might not
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—

even notice the difference
between the two sources.
Most

^

"

will just be

- He swayed by, he

Professor G:

my

think that

I

hey read. But

students have a lo, of trouble
making a synthesis of what
is not just a problem
with reading;

it

it

ctivities.

is

a

problem with

all

think that mechanically they
can read. Whether they can
understand everything is pretty limited.
I think part of
it has to do with
their inability to decode the
information contained in a text, to
analyze it.
to understand it. Part of it
has to do with the fact that most
of them -many
’
° them are Just not intere sted. It also has to do
I

with their worldview,

,

which is very limited. So, to make a synthesis,
you need a rather large
body of information to make it from. But
their body of knowledge is
limited in the

Professor

first

place.

W:

Micronesia does not have a

literate tradition.

that looks for consensus not diversity

things together, you will understand

On

of opinion.

top of that,
If

it

is

a culture

you put those two

why

students do not do well in
making a synthesis of different or conflicting written
sources. They have
trouble identifying what a single source says.
They have double trouble
identifying

how

And

most

lastly,

another source
of

may

be similar or different from the

first.

them would not be able

to formulate a conclusion or an
opinion, agree or disagree with either one. I do not
think that they even
formulate opinions based on what they read. They use
other mechanisms
like talking to their parents, asking the teacher,
talking
to their friends.

Half of the professors interviewed report on their students’ difficulties
with

making

a synthesis of information read in different sources and formulating
an opinion

after reading.

The

faculty suggested that

some of the reasons why

problems with the synthesis of information are
the cultural

ways

in

their lack

the students have

of practice with these

which Micronesians formulate opinions

-

and

by acquiescence to the

opinion of the majority and by reaching consensus during oral encounters
diverse or conflicting sources and formulating one’s individual position.
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skills,

-

not by reading

Outlining

College students need

to read

long and complex texts regularly.
Outlining or

highlighting the most important information
as one reads

is

a very important skill to

succeed academically. Half of the professors
interviewed

at

COM-FSM

of their students have deficiencies in
this

number

report a

skill.

Professor L:

The students need
1

have heard

a lot of practice with outlining and taking
lecture notes.

that in the past, particularly the

psychology class

that

am

I

teaching, professors were giving students lecture
notes, but I feel that if the
students just cursorily read those lecture notes, that
they may know them
for an instant, but they will not participate with
the material as

much

they have to attend to

me

talking, write

themselves, read

as if

themselves,
themselves. They need to do that; they need to go through
these processes. It is part of what most students (in the
world) have
deal with

it

it

it

to do,

and they aren

t

exceptions... in fact, they need

it

more, because they have

much practice at it. It may be slower going... I am not sure...
will only get through half the textbook (this term), but
I feel that at least,
not had as

they have gone through the motions of being in a real note-taking
class. If
they ever get into one. then they will know, they will have an idea,
they
will be able to handle it, better than if I had given them
prepared lecture
notes.

Professors report that a

number of students have

readings and taking class notes.

Some

little

experience

faculty report helping the students by giving

class notes, others by monitoring their outlining process and instructing

do

it.

The second

initially

slow the

alternative

is

in outlining the

thought to be more beneficial

in the end.

them

them on how
though

it

to

may

class rhythm.

Summary and Comments

College textbooks

facility in a

call for a

high level of independent reading ability and special

number of reading and study

skills.
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According

to

Heilman

et al.

(1994), the

following

is

a listing of the

comprehension

most important reading and
study

in the various content
subjects: follow ideas

classify details

and main

summarize key

ideas, organize

tdeas. identify

skills

needed for

and events

in

sequence,

and use the author’s organizational
patterns,

and synthesize information on
various topics, locate the

answer, use reference sources and
dictionaries, distinguish facts
from opinions, draw
inferences, understand connections
between facts, understand rhetorical
devices,

appreciate humor, skim and scan for
information, and

Students need to apply these reading and
study

make

skills in all areas across the

curriculum. In the course of a day, for
example, a student

about what happens when a decimal point
afiect ram, or

what happens

to the

inserted

may need

between

to

digits,

circumference of a balloon put

inability to apply these reading skills
in

the teacher

is

outlines.

draw inferences

how mountains

in a freezer.

The

any subject area handicaps the reader. However,

must neither assume the students know and can apply
various reading

content areas nor that once he learns a
skills to other

skill in a

skills in

context he will be able to transfer these

content areas automatically. For example, students
taught

how to

interpret

a diagram in science require additional practice
in a variety of situations before they can
transfer this skill to their reading of mathematics or
social studies materials. According to

Forgan,

&

Mangrum

(

1990), each reading skill should be taught in a systematic and

direct fashion in various content areas.

Factors

The

Which Impact on

factors that impact

the Students’ Readimz Difficulties of Academic Materials

on the reading

difficulties

of Micronesian college students from

the perspective of their professors can be grouped under the following broad categories:
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•

Language

•

Educational factors

•

Cultural factors

•
•

•

1

factors

actors concerning Institutional
policy

factors concerning motivation
factors Concerning Thought
Process

Language Factors

Language

factors are those related to English
being the language of instruction
bu,

not the native language of the
student population. Without
exception, the faculty and the

students feel the biggest factor in college
success

of a M, crones, an professor,
your students

is

“I

would say

the English language.

is

knowledge of English.

In the

words

main problem you may be having with

that the

They have trouble with

all

aspects of

it:

listening,

reading and writing.”

The language

COM-FSM

factors that affect reading

most commonly reported by

comprehension of academic materials

faculty are:

•

lack of vocabulary

•

grammar

•

low reading proficiency

•

first

•

lack of English practice

deficiencies
level

language interference
(Concepts don't exist, don’t translate or have a different
connotation)

Representative lesponses ot the faculty

grouped together. Each segment

is

in

every one of these categories are

preceded by a brief introduction and followed by

comments.
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at

Lack of V ocabulfirv
All faculty

ot the

members and

major obstacles

different opinion

to reading

on the reason

students interviewed view
"limited vocabulary" as one

comprehension: however, every
professor has a

for the

problem and how

to fix

slightly

it.

Professor G:
In order to be able to read

you probably have

understanding of English.

And

are very limited.

or

them

They speak

understand

to

it

I

to have a reasonable
think their vocabulary and their
grammar

kind of pigeon, which makes

tairly well

when you

it

possible

are speaking in just

conversational things. But when you are
talking about anything technical
they don t have the vocabulary or world
knowledge to be able to
understand it. So, if you were talking about
reading, were they to speak
better English, they would have a lot
better comprehension.

Q. In your experience, what types of materials do
your students have the
most trouble with?

A

Things with large vocabulary. Things with a lot
of technical
vocabulary. For instance, in engineering class:
I was talking

to them about
building and tools, and they are just lost because
they don't know the
vocabulary. Things you are talking about from
different countries, you

might be talking about the problems that are going on
in Nigeria, for
example, and they don't even know that Nigeria is a
country. You

may

think that they understand everything you are
speaking, without realizing
they've got certain types of vocabulary problems. I
would say anything
above the 6 lh 7"', 8 lh ,or 9"’ grade reading level starts to give
them a hard
time.
,

Professor L:

At the top ot

my

list,

my

feeling

is

that their vocabularies

need

to

be enlarged, a

you don t know the words, you clearly are not going to get the meaning
They need to do more reading to acquire more vocabulary, because my feeling is that
they use the same words they know over and over again. And unless they expand
their
lot.

I

teel that

it

won t be able to expand their thinking by having the words to express
something more elaborate, to push forward with their thinking instead of going around
and around in circles using the same vocabulary. don’t know the average number of
vocabulary they

I

words that our students know. But, I can see that their vocabulary is deficient for what
they have on their minds.. .or could possibly have on their minds. I think there is more
there than they can express.

see

some evidence of quite

I

think that the depth of their abilities

a bit

of intelligence
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that

is

does not have an

not being tapped.
outlet.

I

Q: Because of not having the words?
A: \

es! Definitely,

thought.

If

you don

believe in a connection between
language and
have the little pieces to put that
together, then

]

t

not going to happen.

it

is

Professor B:

Lack of vocabulary
tactual question

is

a major problem.

you have

it

is

you're reading or asked a

terms of synonyms and
you have just finished reading.
&
(The beginners) have problems finding

antonyms instead of the exact word
think

When

to be able to think in

a vocabulary issue.

that

I

information -factual information that is stated
in the text. Pail of the
is that they don't think in
synonyms. So that a factual
question might ask them to find information
that is there but will not use
precisely the same words that are in the text;
it will use a synonym.
It
asks you ‘what is the largest mountain in the
world' or ‘what is the tallest
mountain worldwide.' They might not get it because
they are not thinking
in synonyms. I think that’s part of
the problem.
literal

reason for that

Professor C:

Maybe I emphasize too much on vocabulary, but maybe vocabulary
is both
an indication and a reason ot lack of reading
comprehension... I want to
know what a word means in a sentence. They do not have the habit
of
looking up key words they don’t understand and
when they do, they do not
know how to choose the appropriate definition from the dictionary.

Professor

J:

Another problem related to reading comprehension is vocabulary. If they
don t know the vocabulary then they cannot comprehend the passage.
There are some specific aspects of vocabulary they have trouble with:
colloquial expressions and American idioms. For example: nickel, dime,
and quarter in math, they did not know. They did not know the name of
containers measures and equipment; for example: barrel, test tubes,
beaker, hot plate, tlask. They also did not know the scientific and technical

words such as photosynthesis.

I

think that

1

.

some

of the reasons for the poor vocabulary are:

lack ot exposure to a variety of reading material and

lack of reading in general
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lack of

2.

knowledge of

root words, affixes, suffixes
so
could determin e the meaning
for themselves
Lack ol skills in using context
cues.
Lack of exposure and use of
English in everyday
th

!, 7

„
j.

4.

communication. Immersion
languages.

1

am

is the best way to learn
not sure that English is used in

elementary and high schools as

much

as possible.

think that to work on the problem
of lack of vocabulary the teacher
could
words prior to assigning the reading.
teach students strategies for reading
context clues, and learnino
identify the important vocabulary

root

words.
Professor

M:

Their vocabulary

is awkward.
don't know how to describe it, but
most
anybody speaking a second language; most
words have one
meaning. When you read ‘Cervantes,' the
delight of ‘Servants’ is the puns;
our students would find the words of
Shakespeare confusing

words

I

to

and difficult
because they make no sense unless you look
for what would be entirely
puns in modern language. And then you look
at these textbooks and their
instructions in the manuals; the instructions
in the textbooks have fine
nuances of meaning. You will read many manuals
that give instructions
using very ambiguous words, especially for
a foreign speaker, particularly

when you

are looking at a language that

is

so different.

Professor A:

A. They have problems with anything except
contemporary material.
you go back to English written at the turn of the century,
anything

If

before

1920, the language gets a

with

little bit stilted,

and students have

difficulties

that.

Professor F:
In

my

conversations with

problem

in

many

students, they complain that their biggest

understanding the lectures

is

that the professors are using really

big words, that they don

A

number

t understand; and they are afraid to
ask questions.
of professors are insensitive to the language difficulties of their

audience and keep talking the academic
above many of the students.

W:
Some

talk at a level that

is

completely

Professor

[faculty] advocate simplification

where does

that stop?

Where does

of vocabulary

in the lectures.

that interfere with their process

learning or discourage the process of intellectual growth?
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of

But

All professors interviewed
mention lack of English vocabulary
as one of the

major obstacles
Micronesia.

to reading

Some even

comprehension and academic success

at

the College of

consider lack of vocabulary as
a factor that interferes with
the

students' ability to formulate
ideas and manipulate concepts.
Reportedly,

some of the

types of vocabulary that Micronesian
students seem to have the most
trouble with are:
technical, scientific, and literary terms:
anything above the 5 th or 6 th grade level;

colloquial expressions and

American idioms; archaic language; words
with multiple

meanings; and concepts with multiple synonyms.
The faculty reports
Micronesian students

in oral

communication

limited vocabulary very effectively. That

what

is

is

is

deceiving because they learn to use a very

perhaps one reason

deemed “unnecessarily complex, and

that the fluency of

why some

faculty use

elaborate” language in class.

Professors suggest different strategies to deal with
vocabulary deficiencies:
to

minimize the impact of poor vocabulary and others

Some

own

piofessors

recommend

to

some

promote vocabulary growth.

simplification of vocabulary and sentence structure
in their

lectures and handouts, while others feel that college
students should be exposed to a

richer language.

Most

faculty are already teaching (and having students

memorize)

technical and scientific terms prior to reading a chapter. Reading
teachers

recommend

teaching vocabulary in content related groups or in semantic groups (synonyms,

antonyms),

in addition to teaching roots

and suffixes, contextual analysis, and dictionary

skills.
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Grammar problems
Grammar

is

a system of rules implicit
in a language.

that exhibits discernible
regularity

Grammar

is

mechanism

a

It is

the logic of a language

of structure and arrangement of
words into sentences

for generating all sentences
possible in a given language.

(American Heritage Dictionary)
Understanding (whether explicitly or implicitly)
the grammatical rules of a
language

is vital to

deciphering meaning. All faculty and students
report grammar

deficiencies as a prevalent problem at

COM-FSM.

Several examples of

how grammar

deficiencies interfere with comprehension are
cited:

Professor B:

seems

It

to

me

grammar,

the

that they

ot their

have never studied the principles of construction,

own

language. They haven't learned grammar
concepts, and most ol them don't enjoy reading. Perhaps
because it's so
difficult.... In my remedial reading class I
have to teach the basics, what
a noun, how is a noun different from a verb, and where
do they appear
generally in sentences, what do we mean by a phrase. Verb
tenses are

major problem.

Plurals,

second language
let s

to

is

is

a
a major problem. If you are trying to teach a

someone whose

take Spanish and English,

perfect tense because they use

I

first

language has a similar structure,

had no problem trying

them

in a

to teach the present

very similar way. Japanese and

Micronesians don t. So it is much harder to try to explain it. There are
other similarities (between Japanese and Micronesian languages), for

example, teaching

articles

tend to leave them out

So

to think in

V

tells

and

when

'I

versus
that

‘My

my

I

am no

was on Pohnpei’

single grammatical point that
classes to

show

don't

have them, and so they

they write and ignore them

Pohnpeian the phrases

that in

on Pohnpei,' and

my

They

terms of the English plural,

an entire different story.

have seen

to

plurals.

my

are

I

tell

my

am on

all

I

k

Pohnpei,’

the same. This

My

1

it is

‘I

is

I

have been
the hardest

give this example

father never visited Pohnpei’

brother has never visited Pohnpei' which has the implication

father

is

dead, and

my

brother

is alive. It is still

possible for

brother to perform the action to visit Pohnpei but not for

say

little

suspect from what

students have: tenses.

subtle distinction:

they read.

students that that

expert, but
‘I

when

possible that

my brother will

visit

distinction does not get through to most.
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my

father.

my
I

could

but not of my father... but this

There

is

major obstacle

a general consensus

to reading

among

the faculty that

comprehension and writing

grammar

ability at

is a

prevalent and

COM-FSM. The grammar

problems most frequently encountered
are the complexity of verb tenses

in

use of plural forms, word order,
and the different ways of connecting
ideas.

English, the

Some of the

reasons cited as the cause of these
problems are that Micronesians do not
receive formal
instruction

on the grammar of their own languages, or
on the

their English

m elementary

and high school

is

parts

of speech, and

that

taught by non-native speakers in a very

imprecise way.

First

language interference
Non-native language speakers

who

lack competency in the language of the

classroom do not enter the educational setting from
a

mastered a language and

its

linguistic void.

systems of significant speech sound, grammatical structures,

and meaningful vocabulary. Some of the features of the
while others

may

These students have

inhibit the rapid acquisition of the

first

language

may

facilitate

second language (Heilman,

.

et al.,

1994 ).
Several professors report on various features of Micronesian languages which

make

the acquisition of English difficult, such as the structure, the absence of certain

concepts, the non-equivalence of many terms, and the phonetic aspects of the language.

Some

representative opinions are:

Professor

M

They speak

in

an incredibly complex language, but

has been isolated from

-

words from Neohelenic

1

it

is

a language that

suppose Neohelenic times, because there are

as far south as
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New Zealand.

Their language and

r;:™ Y
that the.r

fr0m the N eohelenic direction
that our languages took
b.hguahsm, even imperfect, is a
tremendous
achievement.

Professor K:

m

not sure a lot of the Micronesian
languages have the complexity in
terms ot the questions like cause
and effect and so on. Certainly
their
number system is different. They have
counters and not numbers in the
same sense that we have in the western
languages. Much more like the
apanese counting rather than the
I

abstract

I

think in

some sense

that

becomes

numbers

a problem.

as a separate idea

So

When

they are thinking in
their own language, they translate
from our written or verbal instructions
to their own language, manipulating
that language and then
translating
back. It the concepts don't exist or
don't have the exact translation
their

in

own

language they don't have a one to one
equivalence. They
have the same level of complexity but not
one to one.
equivalence.'

may

So

I

think both languages have very different
language structures. Certainly
the abstract concepts, cause and effect,
number and so on are very
different in their languages. Where in
English, for example, the timeline

very

terms of our grammatical structure. That's
not the case
their languages. So the concept of time
is very different.

is

critical in

And

in

also the

concepts ot cause and effect because cause of
the relationship don’t
translate easily.

Professor

J:

There also seemed to be a problem with certain concepts,
like they equated
melting with dissolving, perhaps because there is
nothing in the tropics
that

is

cold enough to melt.

I

don

t

think that there

is

such word

in local

languages.

Professor D:

And
is

if

you don

no matter

get

it

t

how

have the word square, then you don't know what a square
hard someone

tries to explain it to you. You won't really
unless you have the idea tor a square. Well, I came across the

knowledge

that there

is

no word

What they say is ‘four corners.’
any one of a number of shapes.”

for ‘square’ in
I

Ponpheian language.

said: "that is not a square.

That can be

Phonetic Differences between English and the Native Language
Professor C:

Another problem

that affects their reading

is

their lack

of distinction

in

language between vocalized and non vocalized consonants,
whereby they don't have a distinct perception or appreciation of the
difference between a G and a K, S and Z, D and T, N and L, P and B, C
their native
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and

G

a nd so on. There are
7 pa.rs of those. So. when they
are reading.
ey are dealing with these
things as homonyms. 1 know
that every
ime they read (he word ’town'
they have to stop and process
at some level
whether they are talking about 'town'
or 'dawn.'
I

leir

or

mind T and D

em

.

.

because

are not distinguishable

when

specially

the

.

two words

.

.

I

know

that presents extra

are the

same

tha, in

problems

part of speech

see ,t all the time in my students
writing, even in memos and
newspapers
read the other day a contusion
between 'reference’ and 'reverence.’
obligation and 'application’.... So,
every time they see them or hear
them they have to figure out which one it
is ....all the time... every
time.,
coast and ghost’... all the time...
and
1

realize the

English,

it

on and on and on... When you
complexity ot that and how many pairs of
that there are in
is really easy to see that it can
be a really difficult

process for

them. So, the problem of confusing those
sounds and meanings
compounded, not only because the Micronesian
languages

is

make the
distinction, but also because the teachers
are teaching them that 'town' and
'down' are pronounced the same. ...and these
are the elementary school
teachers who are teaching reading and writing
and
don’t

English, and
pronunciation... and they confuse ‘down’ and
‘town’ themselves.

Micronesian languages and English have very different
structures, sounds and
concepts. Professors find these differences interfere
with their students’ language

proficiency and their reading comprehension in particular.
reportedly there

is

Some of the

areas

a great deal of interference are: time markers, verb tenses,

where

number

systems, connections between ideas, non-equivalence or absence
of many concepts, and
a different language order.

It is

that are indistinguishable in

also reported there are at least seven pairs of consonants

Micronesian languages, but that are

totally different in

English. These phonetic differences are accentuated by the fact that Micronesian
school

children are receiving reading, writing, and speaking English lessons from non-native

English speakers

report

when

many

who do

not

make

college students are

these sound distinctions themselves. Professors

still

translating back and forth

the concepts are not equivalent, a

lot is lost
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between languages and

or misunderstood.

Lack of English practice
Virtually

all

the faculty interviewed regard
the limited exposure to the
English

language as a major contributing
factor to
the behavior of students

outside of class

is

who

their

use English only

academic

in class

difficulties.

and revert

The professors

to the native

language

prevalent and detrimental to their
language proficiency. Professors

have different ideas as

to

how

to

promote a greater use of English outside of
class.

Professor A:

Frequently our students only use English while
in
their classrooms, they get together with
friends

speak their language.
local languages..

It

class.

from

Once they

their island,

leave

and they

they go to the dormitory, they are speaking
only

So the

limit of how much English we give them
really
obstructs their learning. In African high schools,
students couldn’t speak
anything except English; and if they were speaking
their native

language
they were scolded, and second they had to do
extra work, and things
like that. They would check on each other.
They had a gold, big
first

medallion that the student

around his neck

until

who wasn

speaking English had to wear

t

he found somebody else

who was not speaking
English, and then he had to wear this big and heavy
medallion. So, they
all cooperated. It was the student and
the teacher cooperation on using
English. We have nothing like that of course.

Professor

W:

Micronesian students don’t use English outside of class. I have spoken
their parents, and they say they don’t. So, most of the time they
are
functioning in a language other than English.

You

notice

how

to

their

English declines after vacations, when they spend time at home. At the
college we have a policy of English only in class; but no policy after class.

They all revert to their native languages outside of class. We are trying to
get them to speak English because they are embarrassed and insecure by
their

feel

language shortcomings, but they won’t speak

embarrassed and insecure.

It is

it

because they are too

a catch-22 situation.

Professor E:

The

fact that most students only use English within the classroom and
Micronesian languages outside of the classroom further accents the

dichotomy they have between

real life

and academia. English becomes the
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language of the ‘stuff that

is

life.’

not real, not Micronesian,
not practical, not

Professor G:

At

this point

I

think that a

lot

of their

difficulties

ptactice both with reading and
with English.
much outside of class.

have

to

do with lack of
either of those
e

They don't do

‘

Professor F:

Students hardly use English outside
of class, and they have a tough
time
understanding English. They are shy,
and don’t want
to talk

mistakes.

I

used to be like them.

sorry for the students,

went

I

to the States, that

people,

who

and^make

consider myself a survivor; but I feel
realize how much they are struggling
When I

when

is

I

I

started to change.

only spoke English, and

I

was with American

had to speak their language to
communicate. And in class what I used to do was
to wait until after class
when everybody had left, I would approach the
teacher and ask what I did
not understand about the lecture. And I
was lucky to have teachers that
were able and willing to spend their time with
me. If you want to force
them to use only English you put them in a mixed
group with everybody
from a different island language and culture. But
don’t be surprised if thev
don’t talk

The

I

at all.

faculty at

COM-FSM

agree on their perception that most of the students
have

a very limited exposure to English outside
of class.

interferes with their language acquisition process

faculty express this

off

and

feel this limited

their

use of English

academic progress. Some

dichotomy further separates the school from the students’

experience. Professors agree that

and

They

it

is

real

world

important to encourage a greater use of English on

campus. Some professors favor compulsory disciplinary measures against people

using their

own

language on campus; others

call for

classroom management techniques

such as formation of groups of students with different native languages. Others

call for

educational measures such as explaining to the students the importance of using English
regularly.

None of the

professors, however, offered
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more

creative solutions such as

English language clubs, internships
with native speakers, pen-pal
exchanges,

real-life

assignments, interviews, conversation
partners, or even television
viewing or exposure to

music

in

English as possible opportunities
to use the language in a real
context,

Micronesian professor advocates for
allowing students the use of their
during the

last ten

own

A

language

minutes of class to make sure
comprehension took place.
Educational Factors

Educational factors are those factors related
to the school background of
the
students, and the teaching methodologies
they have been exposed

commonly

to.

The most

reported factors identified as impacting on
their reading ability were:
•

Lack of background knowledge

•

Limited world perspective
Poor school system

•
•

Poor previous English instruction

•

Inappropriate instructional materials

•

Low

•

Inadequate reading behaviors and practices
Deficient study skills

•

reading proficiency level

Lack of background knowledge
All professors interviewed note that the students at the College
of Micronesia

have a great

Western

deficit of

culture,

background knowledge on the disciplines they are studying, on

and of the world outside of Micronesia

interferes with their

in general.

comprehension of the textbooks and with

their

They

feel this deficit

academic

achievement. This interference occurs, not only because many Micronesian students do
not have a framework to put the

skills required to grasp the

new

new

information, but also because they lack the basic

concepts.
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Professor C:

The major

issue that I perceive as
an obstacle to reading
clearly the students' lack
of background knowledge

due

comprehension
to the

p or previous education. The new information
that they get
equite a lot ot previous knowledge
of the world - let's say

limheTor
any class

in

to

is

know

the
arncs ot the continents or
basic aspects of weather or
if it is just general
things events or the nature
of things
(The lack of this basic knowledge)
puts them at a real disadvantage.
Le, me give you an anecdote
that brings
us point home A student of P's
told her last year, after
seen the movie
urassic Park. Gosh, it must be
dangerous living in the United States
with
all those dinosaurs
running around'...( Chuckle)...
These basic things you
know? We can guess that the students don't
know what 'antogenv
recapitulates plnlogeny’ means. But
for us to constantly have to

remember

that some of them might not
realize that those dinosaurs
were
not real: that they were only a
movie!... It is really a hard thing
for them to
deal with in terms of what they read
now; how they fit that into their
picture of reality. There’s not a good
framework of real information,

of
adequate information for them to fit everything
into. Let me give you
another example: We were studying about
sustainable economic
development. We read the case of the Northern
Mexico sheep ranchers
who instead of just selling the sheep or the sheep’s
wool are now weaving

and

selling

the final product. Then we tried to
compare that with what’s
happening here. And some of them said: ‘well,
they should fish in New
Mexico’ to develop their economy... Not knowing
that in the middle of a

continent, in the dessert, people

map.

New Mexico

is

may not be able to fish.... I showed them a
a thousand miles from the ocean. This leads
to

problem number two, which

lack of a literate background.

is

1

mean

that

they ve not been exposed to information that
may be presented to students
by way of literature, about the way that other people
live in other different
parts of the world, or the way other families live.

Professor B:
I

have taught reading from the lowest

obstacles

with

all

-

as

we

groups

refer to

its

they re reading.

I

seem

level to the highest level

and the

be different with different groups, but
the lack of background and references for the material

found

-

this to

to

be true more on the lower levels than in

the higher levels.

Professor L:
I

teel like they don't

what

is

have enough knowledge of the world

happening when reading,

not just the words.

It is

to really

in particular with literary works....

the general background knowledge.

have enough general knowledge

to really grasp....
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1

find

know
it

is

They don’t

myself having

to

explain U.S. history, the Civil
War. world history, and
geography
sue r to them because they
really had a very sketchy

an example,

in

my

and

undoing

To

last set

of papers the story was set in
hr donesta. One
of the questions they were
supposed to answer was- "how
he white man shared some
traits with the main
(Indonesian) characternd somehow that key word
‘white man’ set off a number
of them into
thinking that this was about
black-white relationships. But it had
nothing
with that. They just didn’t
understand that (although we
disT^it
1 U " ss) - but ,he
y had this kind of ‘knee jerk response’ the minute
they
saw the words white man .... I was
really surprised
At least in this group
ave a lot of people who seem to be
very confused about other countries,
places, historical periods, economic
systems, and so on.
I

I

Professor A:

Once

tried

teaching directions on a map. Then I
realized that these
people who have lived on a small island
with onlv one circling road
cannot understand North and South. Their
perception is to the right or to
the left only. I didn’t know that they
didn’t know. I just assumed that
they got this in high school, but you
can’t assume anything. It's very
important not to assume that they know anything.
If every teacher gave
them a good shot of general/world knowledge
every period, it would be
wonderful. But every teacher isn’t giving them
a good shot every period.
1

Limited world perspective
Professor G:

Q. In your opinion, are some areas of knowledge harder for
your students
to read?

A:

I

have

would
to

do

also say that things that have to do with world knowledge,
that
with the world outside Pohnpei. Their view of the world
is

very limited. Those people

Guam, Hawaii, and
understanding.

who have been

out in the world, even to

places like that seem to have a

lot better

noticed that in the English classes there was a big
tendency to give them things about sailors and pearl hunting and ships

and islands

I

an effort to make things more relevant to this environment.
But on the other hand, there is a big need for them to have a bigger world
in

knowledge.

All faculty at

COM-FSM

describe the lack of background knowledge of their

students as one of the major obstacles to their reading comprehension and academic
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success. This deficit, they say,
exists not only on the
various academic subjects but
also

on general world knowledge.
They
connected to their tsland and
exists in varying degrees

feel students in general

their sub-culture.

knew

little

about anything no,

Although they admitted

that this

problem

depending on the students out-of-island
experience and

-

educational exposure.

1 he

taculty P r °P° ses sev eral

their students

know

the

ways

approach

to

this

problem.

background or the context. Second,

to

First,

not to

assume

spend some time of every

class covering the background and
context. Third, to regularly expose
students to

ideas through videos, readings,
discussions, and the
familiar with the actual experience and

coming from. And

life

of a Micronesian

to serve as a bridge

fifth,

Fourth, to

like.

between the

to

text

new

become more

understand where they are

and the student.

Poor school system

Almost unanimously,
as poor.

They point out

which

according to them

-

COM professors regard their students' previous education

a series of deficiencies in the Micronesian public
school system,
-

left

the students

ill

prepared for college work.

Some of these

deficiencies have to do with the teachers education, the
curriculum, the funding, the
materials, the methodology, the facilities, and the language of instruction
used in

elementary and high schools around the country.

Professor C:

Other factors
general

is

that

impact on their

their previous schooling.

background

in

high school.

remedial courses here

who went

difficulties with reading

A

And though

at the college,

to high school in

lot

they

managed
still

in private
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in

of students had a very poor

they are

Hawaii or

and school

to pass their

not well prepared. Those

schools here are a pre-

fu!“!!

T heil

d B r °“ P

'

P arems ha '' e

money and

.

,

the school alone that

makes

value education. So

it

isn't

the difference.

Professor K:

A: Basically,
s

udents for

no done

it

I

my

would say

that the high schools are
not preparing the

classes. In the sciences

They

schools right now.

are trying to

I

know

implement

that historically they

this Australian

We

program

won't see the effects of that for
some years
Historically, the teachers have simply
avoided the science sections.

don

have

into the

They

comfortable with it. They don't do
it.
Mathematics, the kids do
earn something. A lot of the
basic rules of arithmetic, basic
operations.
ome oi them, from PICS, (the state wide public
high school) for example,
are very good at factoring binomials.
They've mastered that skill. On the
other hand, very few of them came
with any notion of the logical
relationships. Any idea of the logical
structure of mathematics. They had
rules that they had learned. They
have skills of manipulating numbers but
no sense of what mathematics was - no
sense of applying it. It was
independent form all other subjects. It’s just
an exercise. Mathematics to
our students coming in is simply arithmetic
and manipulating numbers.
guess that at higher levels they don't see
t

feel

I

what we are trying

They're not

some

to do.

prepared in the sciences. They were prepared
with
mathematics; but no logical structure at all.

at all

skills in

Professor E:
I

have observed classes

there are

in several

elementary schools, and

I

think that

many problems

with the school system here. At first glance you
would think you are in an American type of school. But with
a closer
inspection you find that only the outward routines
of school are there. But
that a lot of the 'philosophy' of the

example, their concept of learning
teachers are frequently absent or
subject

American school
is

late;

repetition

is

missing. For

and memorization;

teachers often do not

know

the

they just read from the book; instruction is teacher-centered;
there aren t many materials or hands-on experiences; students do not
ask
-

questions; competition and individual achievement are discouraged;

people come
books; there

in
is

and out of class when they
virtually

discipline; the facilities

feel like it; there are few or no
no community participation; there is little
are run down; the classes are overcrowded;

teachers use a mixture of English and local language in class; and by far,
the most important occasion and purpose of the school is the 'graduation
feast,'

not learning.
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Professor

M:

h °°' here haS alm0St no fundi
"S- For tw ° years they had no
math^tpb
teachers. Somehow they
patched together a math program.
Generally, the high schools are
neglected. PICS High School
had one
to, let for an enure year, for
700 mixed-gender adolescents...
and nobody
bothered to do much about it. The
conditions of the high school are so'
onng that the students have learned to
daydream and be bored in class
eel that the students have
learned to be absent during my
lectures, and
they click in and click out.

r

,

1

Professor A:
In primary schools, the level of the
materials and the level of the teachers
lower grades are very elementary. What
they do is that they take
their oldest teachers - who don’t have
much of an education - and they put
them on the lowest levels. I think that you
need you best teachers
at the

on you
your high levels you can just get out of their
way
because they can handle the materials themselves.
But in the Micronesian
school systems you have the people who
have not been through college,
and they are all teaching elementary
and 2 nd grades.
lowest levels.

On

st

1

In

many elementary

schools, you get 45 to a class, and, as you know,
can’t teach something with 45 people in a
class. So, we have this

we

tremendous problem of overcrowded classes. Right
now, half of the
people in Micronesia are under 16. This means that in
the school age from
let’s say 6-16 there is a tremendous
amount of people. And we don’t have
the facilities, the materials, or the teachers for
them.

Another reason

for the difficulties with reading

is

that

we have poor

or

nonexistent materials in elementary schools and very few materials

developed specifically lor Micronesian students. We have some ideas
that
because they have English as a second language that all second language
people are the same, but

this is certainly not the case, as

you and

I

know.

Professor D:

Q: What kind ol student do you normally get?
up to par - up to what you are expecting?

Do you

get a student that

A: No! Not by any standard. Our students are functioning
around an American fifth grade level in math - at best.
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at

somewhere

is

P oor English

instr uction in previous

In theory, the

m

English from the

the

srhnnk

Micronesian Department of Education
requires

4“'

grade up; however, in practice,
this

major problems with the school
system, according

is

all

classes be taught

not always the ease.

One

of

to the professors interviewed,
is

the poor quality of English
instruction in Micronesian schools.

Professor C:

So

think the fact that they have learned
English from sub-standard non(I hate to say that, because
it sound elitist); but
the fact that
elementary teachers are the ones who only
achieved the
I

native speakers

lower levels of
schooling of all teachers, the fact that
they don't speak English well the
fact that teachers themselves have
different, or non-existent question
formation in conversation, don't use tenses,
have poor and imprecise
vocabulary, mispronunciation makes them
less than ideal teachers; but
those are the teachers teaching reading,
writing, pronunciation and
English! Most... ah Micronesian teachers
have a less than adequate control
of the structure of the language.
Professor A:
In theory, English is taught as a subject
from grade One and its taught as a
language of instruction from grade Three. If you
visit the schools, you
will see that the classes in the

language because

it's

5"'

and

6"'

grade are

easier for the teachers

still

who do

taught in the local

not have a good grasp

of English.

Inappropriate materials

A prevalent problem with the
interviewed,

is

Micronesian school system, according

to faculty

the materials used are scarce, inappropriate, and irrelevant to
Micronesian

life.

Professor E:

A

problem here

is

that English

is

people have a limited proficiency

the language of instruction, though
in English.

They speak

local

most

languages

home. So, the materials used both at the college level and at the
elementary and high school levels are and have been inappropriate. If they
match the language proficiency, then the materials are too easy as far as
at

the content and mental development.

And
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if

they match the age and

mental development then the
language
ef

"

^a

is

too hard, and they cannot

” ard Pr ° blem 10 solve Tl

« h«'ks would
have to
° be s P ec fica »y designed
ESL books with simplified English but
complex concepts for all subjects
and levels. But am not aware
that ant
such thing exists. The American
publishers descend on the Department
of
Education directors, teachers, and

‘'"Try

-

'

1

such

saie

campaigns for

children, with

their textbooks

American

cultural constructs....
level

even alienating,

Professors

Micronesia

at the

at

in the Pacific region to

which were made

cultural backgrounds, topics,

Those books
in

-

my

COM-FSM

for

make

these

American

assumptions

are clearly inappropriate, and
at

some

personal opinion.

in general feel that

most of the public schools

in

elementary and the high school level are not
giving Micronesian

students the education necessary for college.

Some of the problems

with the Micronesian

school system are typical of developing
countries: under-qualified teachers, overcrowded

classrooms, lack of funding for materials, services
and

facilities,

lack of community

involvement, and obsolete methodologies. To add
to these problems, the Micronesian
schools have the mandate to teach English in class,
though most teachers and children

have a poor

command

of the language. The materials often produced

in the States are not

the best suited to the conditions of Micronesia or the
level of the students. Similar

findings were reported on a study conducted by the Asian
Development

Low reading

Bank

(1996).

proficiency level

Reading proficiency

refers to the level

of ability of a given reader

to

understand

certain material comfortably and accurately. For the purposes of this study the reading

proficiency level

FSM

is

given

in

terms of school grade equivalents. Most Professors

report the level of reading proficiency of most of their students

than the level required to understand college textbooks and materials.
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at

COM-

was much lower

Professor

W:
y

r

eShmen “* reading

l

theG ATEs p

,

tests

We

* ,he 4

“'

or 5 '" B**te level, according
,o
glve them But most of the
textbooks
-

used
courses here require a reading
proficiency of 12“' -15'"
gia e level, t is not realistic
to expect that they will
do well. Part of their
low reading level is their lack
of vocabulary, part is a lack
U
in thie f
freshman

of background
knowledge of English in general is
poor.
students need to spend a tew
semesters getting
their
English
"
take freshman academic courses.

knowledge, and
IS

up

w

J

to par to

part is that their

Professor D:

Q: In your opinion,

is it preferable to keep
students from taking higher
evel content courses until they
learn English better or to allow

them

simultaneously take remedial English and
regular academic courses?

We

A.

can

knowledge
at

t

ie fifth

to

We cannot test their level of
Psychology or Sociology. Should students
who are reading
grade level be allowed to take psychology
and sociology 9
test their level

of reading.

in

'

I

don’t think so.

Professor G:
disagree with the current college policy that
prevents students who have
all of the developmental reading
courses to take academic
levels courses. First. I don t think that
people need to study about the
language to learn the language. They could improve
the language by
studying content. Second, most professors don’t
or should not rely on the
students reading alone because even it they had
passed the developmental
I

not passed

courses, chances are they need a

lot

understand the textbooks anyway.

of help from the professors

It

prevents a

lot

to

of students from

enrolling in their technical area for which they are
proficient enough
because they lack reading ability in other areas of knowledge;
and small
programs suffer for lack of enrollment.

Professors interviewed identify low reading proficiency levels as a major
obstacle
to reading

comprehension of college

texts

and materials. They estimate the reading

proficiency of most of their students to be between the 4 lh and the 9 lh grade level, which
several years

below the

level

of most current textbooks.

Some

is

faculty feel those students

Sh0U 'd

SeVe ' al SemeSters

o*'

-mensive remedial English
before being allowed ,o take

college courses; while others
feel that a student could
do well in his/her specific field.

even

if their

English

in other contexts

was

limited.

These professors

feel

English can be

acquired through studying content
areas.

Inade quate reading behaviors and mcuro*
p
Attention to learning tasks and active
engagement in pertinent materials are

important for learning in both directed
instruction and independent study. These
factors,
together with the amount of time spent in
active engagement
factors in

academic achievement (Fisher

et al,

,

1

979).

the opinion that their college students
not only spend

when

they read they are not engaged

in

in reading, are

Professors at

little

comprehension.

determinant

COM-FSM

are of

time reading but also that even

Some

representative opinions

are:

Professor B:

The students when they

first

get here,

it

seems

have never been

that they

taught to read to remember,

when you are reading at college
have to read to remember. It might mean you might have to
but its not the same as reading a love story: who cares
about

level,

you

take notes,
it

10 minutes

you put it down, you can't remember, so what? When you're reading
tor academic purposes you have to make some effort to
remember the
material that you read. I meant the way that they treat any written
after

material.

I

ve found this in the

labs.

questions, but if you ask them the

They

will read a piece

same questions 2 days

forgotten, because they don't recognize that reading

understand the world. ..not just an

is

and answer the

later, they'll

an attempt

have

to

activity.

Professor L:

We

were reading

been working on

“The Worn Path” by Eudora Welty. We’ve
two days; we got through everything and thought

that story,
it

for

,

I

was so wonderful, such outpouring of knowledge of the story and
everything. ...chuckle
and one of my students came up to me and she
said, after all this time: “ what is Path?” (chuckle)... Oh, well. So, it was
it

g! " S like litlle thin s like *ha«
!'
that you never
?
T
was shocked
and gassed for the night. Then
the next time we
met reminded them that they
need to always use their dictionaries
especially it it seems it would
be very central to the piece.
mean you
just can t take anything for
granted. Even that they might
not know the
key word in the title.
‘

th.nkk of.
f

1

I

I

Professor G:
I

think

at this point,

it is lack of practice
with reading. I think in high
school students don't even have textbooks.
So they are only allowed to
use textbooks in class, and let’s say you
have a 45-minute period
textbooks are used for 15 minutes. They
don’t have a lot of experience
with text books, for one reason or another,
students losing text books,
stealing text books, they aren’t allowed
to use them. Also, I get the feeling
during this generation in high school people
are not given homework.

And

I mean the amount of actual
reading students do is very low.
Those students you see who are able to read fairly
well are reading these
love novels, and Harlequin romances, things
like that, and their

so,

abilities

are

much

greater.

But

I

think to a certain extent, your ability to read
has a

do with the amount of practice you
people reading here.
lot to

get.

And

it

is

very unusual to see

Professors report that a number of their Micronesian
students have poor reading
habits.

Some

of the most

common

problems

are:

reading without being engaged (reading

without the intent of remembering or understanding), reading very

and not having

little,

the habit or the culture ol reading as a pleasure activity.
Part of the reasons for these poor

habits are cultural, part poor previous instruction, part lack of exposure
to and experience

with books. According to Heilman
students’ focus by allocating

engaged

in reading

overview of what

is

et al.

more time

(1994), effective teachers help maximize

to reading instruction,

keeping students actively

with prediction questions, setting purposes for learning, presenting an
to be read, using

examples and

illustrations, relating

new

learning to

previous learning, explaining applications, and monitoring students involvement. There

is

also strong support in the literature for fostering pleasure reading as a

way of

increasing reading comprehension
in

areas.

all

& Goldstein (1986) conducted

Feitelson

Sawyer (1987); Norton (1993); and

stud.es

which show

that using literature for

Pleasure increases students' reading
comprehension, understanding of story
structure,
ability to

decode and

interpret

new

language, and increase reading
appreciation,

ofessors and the college library can
facilitate and promote the use
of attractive and fun
materials to the students to increase
their interest in reading for
entertainment and their

reading ability in general.

Poor study

skills

In order to

succeed in college,

it

is

important to have good study habits and a

series of effective study skills. Study
skills are an array of techniques that
allow a student
to

optimize learning, and minimize

efficiently,

how

to use materials

effort.

It is

knowing how

to study

and time effectively. The faculty

at

and learn more

COM-FSM report

that the majority of their students

do not acquire good study

their pre-college education.

representative opinions are presented below:

Some

skills or

study habits during

Professor B:

Carrying a dictionary and using it all the time is not a habit in Micronesia.
In any other group of international students that I have ever had,
this has
been always a hallmark.

Professor C:

Tied

in

lack of

with problems of lack of vocabulary

knowledge

should go

how

of

to use a dictionary.

to the dictionary

sometimes you need

to

be

the next problem of the

is
I

am not saying that you
new word; but

every time you find a

in the habit

of saying: “this seems to be a key

I seem to be getting lost in here. Let me go back and find out what
word meant' After that they need to go to the dictionary, and be able
to use it... effectively .., to be able to fit that meaning in.
see that over
and over. For example: I gave them a reading with a descriptive paragraph

word.

1

that

.

.

I

abouuhe dawn, and

all

the different b.rds that

em to look up the word -cardinal”.
More
meanmg of the high priest in the
ler

'

Way

15

T

able !to utilize

it.

you would hear and

asked

I

than six students chose the

Catholic Church. Can you believe
can use a dlcllonar v 10
improve ....if they are
.
to choose the right
meaning for that

that lhey

specific situation.

Professor G:
I

have never found

rea y turn

we

say.

t

le

that the students here will

screws on them.

You just assume

Y ou have

to

do homework, unless you
be really very “theory X” as

that people

won't do something unless they are
punished. Or that you are not going to
inspire someone to do homework.
ou will have to find some way to follow
up on that person. So, because
people won’t do homework then you know
the amount you can cover in a
textbook has to be covered in class. And
therefore,

would say you would

I

end up using the textbook more in class
than out of it. You tend
cover everything that you wanted to test
on,

some kind

of learning activity in

participate.

do

Professor

to try to

actually in the lecture, or

Because

if

you

which you have seen them actually

are not there, chances are they aren’t
going to

it.

W:

My

students don

t

know how

to study.

Homework is equated with
homework you are

studying in a Micronesian mind. If you are doing
studying -they think. Studying is not homework!

If

read the material so you can learn

a concept that

the average student.

They don’t

it

better.

That

really study.

is

you want

articles or extra information

studying, because they want to

They need

to learn

how to

know more

is lost

on

They do homework. And

because they are not really interested in the material, there
motivation to go outside of the bare minimum. You don’t

going out to find

to study,

is

no

find people

about what they are

about

it!...

Just the

minimum.

learn.

Professor K:
I

have a feeling

that our students

do not know

to read: intensive reading, scanning, or
to scan or

skim the

text, to

that there are different

skimming. They do not seem

read lightly or to search quickly for

information.

Professor B:

Our

students do not

materials.

know how

to use the library or use reference

ways

how

Professor

J:

Students need to learn to pause
while reading, and ask themselves
questions about the reading. For
example, did I understand what just
read., summarize what they
just read, describe it to a friend.
They need to
earn to reread what they don t
understand.
1

C ollege textbooks call for a
high level of independent reading ability
and special
familiarity with a

lair

number

of

number of reading and study

skills.

According

to a

a

Micronesian students do not acquire appropriate
study habits and study

skills in their pre-college schooling.
Professors frequently cite the

poor dictionary and

library skills,

poor scanning and skimming

memorization instead of comprehension, poor note-taking

management, poor
of doing

number of faculty,

recall, lack

homework, and

offers a required course

following problems:

abilities,

abilities,

use of

poor time

of knowledge of how to study for different subjects,
lack

lack of metacognitive strategies.

on study

skills,

which

is

The College of Micronesia

helpful and important. Flowever,

according to recent reading research, the teacher must neither
assume that the students

know

or can apply various reading skills in content areas, nor that
once he/she learns a

skill in a context,

automatically.

he/she will be able to transfer these

The student must have

contexts, to really internalize

skill

should be taught

in a

it.

skills to other

content areas

the opportunity to use a given skill in different

According

to Forgan,

& Mangrum

systematic and direct fashion

in

(1990), each reading

various content areas.

Institutional Factors

Institutional

factors refer to the politics, policies, strategies, goals,

mechanisms,

and operations of the College of Micronesia which are having an impact on students
currently in college. According to the faculty interviewed,

some of these

factors affect not

only the role and the
philosophy of the college bu,
also determine the curricula,
n. the
choice of texts, of faculty
and of methodology, and

many

students and ultimately their
academic success or failure.

an important role

in the students' reading
difficulties.

other aspects of the

The

The

politics

life

of the

of the college play

faculty identifies the
following

institutional factor:

•

Nature of funding

•

National identity

•

College mission

Type of faculty
Type of texts
Type of methodology

Nature of college funding

To pay

tor tuition at

COM without financial aid

is

beyond the reach of the great

majority of Micronesians. Since the
College of Micronesia

Micronesian students are eligible

to receive Pell

is

a

Land Grant

institution,

Grant scholarships. Virtually

all

the

students at the college are receiving aid,
and the College depends on those scholarships
to

operate (Suhm, 1996). Students can receive
a
but to maintain

it

of eight semesters of funding;

they are required to achieve an acceptable
grade point average. This

very difficult, however, tor
students use

maximum

all their

many

college students

who

are reading at

low

levels.

Many

financial aid trying to exit remedial English courses
or have to drop

out because of low scores.

Professor

W:

Because of

social

and

political,

and financial pressures,

COM admits far

many people, but they don’t pass everybody. There are a number of
kids who have to take the same remedial course 3, 4 or 5 times. So, one
of
too

two things

is

will eventually happen: they will find the instructor that will

pass them (even

if

they don’t

know

the material), or they will run out of

Grant money, and find
themselves short of the two or
three courses
need to graduate, and
eventually drop out. They
snen
0
financial aid on remedial
courses because they started
whhvery^
} poo
backgrounds an a low reading
level.
Pell

Itey

,T'

I

'

1

National identity of the college

COM-FSM
Ihe United States.

a Land Grant institution,
which recetves most of

is

To maintain

its

comply with American standards
American standards,

funding and accreditation status,
for colleges in the

its

COM-FSM

must

to

United States. Trying to meet those

the school has imported textbooks,
professors, curriculum,

methodologies, philosophies, systems and
language of instruction.

College of Micronesia

is

an American school

in the Pacific

It

can be said that the

Ocean. All the students,

however, are Micronesian and speak a
M.cronestan language. The values,
rules

funding from

structures,

and costumes of American schools are
not always compatible with the
Micronesian

reality.

Professor
I

M:

think our students see

and

text, as oppressive.

Americans

that

many
They

aspects of the college, including the courses
are just trying to cope with a bunch of

make them do

all

these absurd things, so they can get their

degree.

Professor G:

Most

students see these courses, as irrelevant to their lives,
and

tact that

most

of

them

are irrelevant. Their

I

think in

books and readings too are

irrelevant to Micronesia to a great extent.

Unclear college mission

The mission
and

at

what

of the College of Micronesia,

level, are

what population

to serve,

what

very important issues that are not yet clearly defined, as
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to teach

we can

see

from the conflicting reports
from the
issues creates

many problems

faculty.

Not having
ing

that affect instruction.

clarity

and consensus on these

The

curriculum, and selection
process would be very differen

prepare Micronesian students
for a

final

two-year decree

overseas.

Professor C:

We are

supposedly and American accredited
college that must be
equivalent of an American education.
What role does this college
p ay in the education structure of this country? Is this
college like a
remedial high school? ... If it is true
as some are saying that we
cannot expect our students to adapt to
a more western style; if you
think that to change their behavior
in and out of the classroom
is
hard... then,

what are we doing? So, that’s really my
question,
what are we doing, what are we about?
Are we trying to change
these students so that they can

make

it

in

an American education

system?
Professor D:

That comes back to ‘what is our mission
as a college?’ There is no doubt
we need to shift from the days when our only job
was producing an
academic student, who would go on to further
degrees, bachelor’s,
master s, and come back and be leaders for the
nation. That is our past,
and still is a large part ot out present. We produce

more

students than anything else.

agreement
not clear.
tech,

we

that

we need

The Board

to be

think there

I

is

liberal arts

of some general

sort

involved in other things, although what

oi Directors says

is

we

should not get into vocational
should leave that to the high schools; it is too expensive.
If they

need college

level vocational tech, training, send

them to Guam or Hawaii.
have some indigenous advanced
vocational tech capability, and not be dependent on an outside
source. So
we need to develop things like vocational technical math, at least

The government tends

to

want

to

according to the local government mandates.

programs

in things like hospitality,

appropriate for

that.

We

and we need

need

to

to

develop some

develop math that

is

But currently our task has been and continues

primarily to be to prepare students to transfer to other institutions. And so
are teaching the basic math that any student would get in the first two

we

years of college.

It is

not particularly useful by itself without launching

into a bachelor’s degree in

economics or business, or some other

fields

like chemistry science.

The

student

ArlS

who

eS n0t

only takes two years of
° Ut

*«» S*

are that
;'°
here, relative to people
in the village in that
thex
excellent teachers, councilmen
for the municipal

significant.

are an

They do

0

"ley Can bC °0d
6

hat hive
tot
have had
h' I'™™"
no management courses

m

'

ddle

governm n

They

-nagerslelarm

other?

for example. But our whole
focus
has been on academic and
academic math. As I was saying
we are
h Cl
8 n8 tha ' f0CUS BeCaUSe you wiU see

7

‘

'

students that

T‘ and are
calculus

pumping gas because it is the best
paying job they
BU the> haW had C ° UrSe WOrk lhat
would easi| y allow them to
m much more complex jobs
handle
and tasks. They are out there
pumping
gas.
t!

1

working

at hotels,

doing check

in

and check out

stuff,

you know

W:
So, we

Professor

are in this weird dilemma: do
we try to immerse students in the
American culture and language to recreate
the conditions under which we
learned as best we can or do we try
to cater to their culturally
determined
and existing conditions? It probably has
to be

some

kid of mixture.

Professor F:

What we

are aiming for

is to help the students make
it into the American
them change and make the transition from their
culture
to that culture. But you have to
do it according to the level that they have
now. That is were you need to start, and slowly
follow the way

colleges, and help

up.

Professor L:
If I could change something
about this college, is that I would have
tracked the students to a greater degree. I would
not have allowed them to
flounder around in remedial classes, for example for
three or four years. If
they weren’t learning English as a second language
by the third semester,

probably

piogram

I

would have them enrolled

for those students, teaching

in a

more

practical adaptable sort

them some

sort

of

of generalized

building skills, parenting, home economics, domestic responsibility.
I have
heard the argument that they can’t have vocational classes here
because
they say that after you graduate thirty air conditioning specialists
gluts
the

market. But there are so

some

many

other things that you can do to give people

of broad basic practical knowledge and skills, so that they could
find a niche, a specialization. For example, if you taught them how to
sort

work with wood they could become woodcarvers,
maker, house builder,

it

doesn't have to be that narrow. That’s what the

California junior college does.
to that they

have

carpenters, fine cabinet

certificate

They have an academic

level,

and

parallel

programs, law enforcement, for example, but
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it

speak English, and are not
predicated on that assumption.
And for the
people who truly want to pursue
an academic track all that
could be there
oo. Bu, think that
somewhere early on in the game,
no, five years
hen S ° me0ne haS a ready USed
a " their Pe " Granl
money and"
thev
s. II h
hey still
haven t passed their basic
English courses, somebody should
ave told this person :“Hey,
you could be doing this other
apprenticeship
e y Ur
1
57 There S n °‘ en ° Ugh Care
and
",
I

'

r

'

what the ndmdUal
d
i^
students
i

real goals.o

We don

program..

see a

i

1

I

department

lot

real| y

attention paid to

need and want

in life.

..What are their
even know... we arejust sending
them through this
of work to be done... and it isn't

t

really in the

either.

I

think that most of the

areas: in developing a broader

work needs

to

be done

ESI

in

other

program and perspective.

Professor E:

have heard the argument that since we
are a U.S. accredited institution
we should have the same standards, rules and
texts they have in the
mainland. They also say that the role of
1

the college

tor transfer to

American

competitive.

think, however, that there are a

I

arguments. If you look

go

after here,

all

know

programs

is

at the reality

you can see

The remaining 90%

we

institutions,

and

is

to prepare students

that the students

few flaws

need

in

to

be

those

of where our graduating sophomores

that less than

10%

are actually going overseas

stay here. Their A. D.

is their final degree. However,
academic education they are receiving in those
useless and impractical in itself, unless it
is used in

that the

further

education. So,

90%

of our students are here for several years, because
they
weren t ready tor college in the first place, to end
up with a two-year
degree, but no real skills, except, perhaps a little
more fluent in English, a
lot more alienated from their cultures.

The College
in the

of Micronesia

is still

in the

process of defining

education of Micronesians. The issues of whether

institution with a locus

on

practical

COM

its

mission and place

should be a remedial

and non-academic education or a competitive junior

college with academic focus which will serve as a step towards a four-year
degree

overseas are

still

not resolved (Suhm. 1996). This ambiguity causes
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many problems

for

the faculty in practical
terms: those

as a

firs,

lend to

that the purpose

step to an advanced degree
teach towards objectives
are

those students not prepared.
While those

fail

college

who assume

is to

much

stress

the course. These

on objectives; they tend

serve

the mission of the

where the students

to pass students

two views cause unnecessary

,s to

more demanding and

offer remedial and praet.cai
education tend to focus on

are and do not place

made during

who assume

of the college

on progress

conflicts for students

and

faculty.

Choice of faculty

The
programs
result

right faculty for

academic college programs,

for remedial

for non-native speakers has
different characteristics.

and vocational

The choice of faculty

is

a

of the unclear mission of the College of
Mtcronesia. As we can see from the

professor's opinions, the faculty

is

not always best matched for the needs
and abilities of

the students.

Professor A:

Our

students have had ten years ot English, though
imperfectly taught.

However, we have a lot of EFL English as a foreign
(
language)
specialists. We don t need that, because their
knowledge is aimed
students at a

know how

much lower

to clean

up

level

of English. What

their English-

we need

which frequently,

I

at

are people

who

have found,

is

a

very good secondary school teacher. Originally, the English
department
was teaching reading, writing and speaking in the same class -which

makes

we

sense. Later on, the Department rearranged the curriculum
where
divided reading, writing and speaking; so, they're not integrated.

Of

course, in every reading class
class

we

give

some

We

is

give

some

writing and in every writing

reading. But the tremendous emphasis

separating these skills so that
think this system

we

we

now

could take them individually.

is

1

on

don’t

as effective in this place.

have a problem with faculty not being equally professional

in

what

they are doing; or not being consistent in their requirements, grading, and
course difficulty.
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Professor E:

degreesUd o we vei^ my^e^l

°*
jng

fs

D ° Ct0ral

that

Another problem with faculty

is their quick turn
over rate. People come
beginning they are very
ineffective: they do not
understand the
culture, the students or
how to teach them; by the time they
are becoming
" Par
Pr ° b em " Sele « 10 "of the problem
is
mat the college
fsMhauhe
colie
pays very little.

an

at the

‘

P®

'

°?f

Inappropri ate college texthonl^

Ten

ol the protessors interviewed
reported that required textbooks
are clearly

inappropriate for college students
for
context, cultural bias,

many

complex language

reasons: their irrelevance to a
Micronesia,,

level,

of the faculty offer a variety of
solutions to

and

tins

difficult technical level.

problem:

1

)

The members

the use of supplemental

techniques such as outlining, class
notes, paraphrasing, simplification,
guided reading,
study guides to help the students
understand their textbooks;
2) the formation of a

committee

that includes

background,

clarity;

ESL

experts to screen textbooks for content,
language,

3) the production of new, simplified,

Micronesia; and 4) the use of good high school.

GED.

more relevant materials

or third world materials.

Professor E:
It

seems

to

me
US

that this school picks the basic college text
that

would be
without regard to what the students’ high school
background was (or was not). without regard to the fact that they
might
not have received the knowledge base to study those
books. It would
used

in the

;

sense that some advanced high school
that level

would be

text, or a special text

preferable, than using

university in the US.

It

would be

make
geared more to

what would be appropriate

a better selection for the students.
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in a

for

rivers

csm>s...i

Professor
I

am

sorry to say.. .just stupid..
.not even worth reading.

M:

personally

books

am

appalled with the difficulty in the
textbooks.

I

type these

into an

assessment program system of correct
grammar, some of
them are assessed as being four-year
graduate level. These books were
written by professors competing
for tenure to impress their
department
chairs with their “knowledge”,
not by educators who want to
make things
simple clear and understandable, in
everyday English. We who have been

in academia know that.
So, I think that the printed materials
that the
students are seeing are certainly not
appropriate for second language
speakers. I find that every third or fourth

word, needs definition They

have a very limited understanding, they
have a tremendous
these materials, and they are not using
them very much

dislike for

They buy
maybe

either.

the book, because

we

force exercises on them; and they think
that
they will try to read it, but they really
find it difficult to apply

themselves

to

it.

Can you blame them?

Professor F:

When I talk to Micronesian students about their difficulties with
college,
they say that their textbooks are so difficult that
they don't really know
what they are saying - even when they look up the words
in a dictionary.
Students have a problem with any material that has long
and complicated
sentences, with a lot of scientific vocabulary, or that talks
about things
outside of their experience, things they know nothing about.

Professor L:
I

think that the language

impression ot being
are culturally biased.

On

the other hand,

I

is

overly “stultified”, trying to

make an

and becoming almost laughable. All texts
They were written for an American college audience.
would not want to see reading materials picked solely

scientific,
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you can

ininic

olY

A. Spend more time explaining the
backgrounds of the stories that they
and if they will not discuss in class,
at least have them discuss
among
ami
themselves in small groups, and so forth,
talk about these things.
read,

Q:

Do you

think your students could understand
the text

without your help?

A:
is

hlo.

what

I

don’t.

I

all

by themselves

think that they need a good deal of
interpretation, and that
try to provide in class. But they
need to do both. They need to
I

struggle through the textbook for their
own experience, and because the
practice will make them better. The
need to at least start out with the
motions of really studying a textbook. We have
talked about how to do
that. But they need to put it in
practice. I am there. I am trying to make
it
as easy for them as I can, but they need
to do the whole process, not
just

part

Professor

of it

W:

The books used
have no

mean

ESL

at

COM-FSM

are not appropriate. Staff members

training select them.

An

who

English degree, or a Ph.D. doesn’t

someone can teach ESL, or even teach. The language levels,
learning styles and methods appropriate for Micronesians
are not part of
that

the selection process of textbooks. These books use culturally
loaded

language, they have content that assumes a certain knowledge and
view of
the world, they have very high and pseudo-scientific vocabulary,
and the
level

of abstraction

is

way

too high.
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Professor G:

College textbooks in the
States are made so that thev ».tn „„
and most of these textbooks
have thirty chanters ihim r

.

„

V

areaS:

"tester that really leaves
seven or eight chapters that
you could
potentially cover. When
you use a textbook you are
limiting yourself to
ahng with some limited
information. In the fields I
teach (agriculture
agro-business, envtronmental
science, animal science,
rural project
n) S ° me ° f the thin s
get are from Africa, and
§
other developing countries.
These materials are reasonable,
in terms of the
vel and the language. But
as far as the content, there
are some
problems, because a lot of the
material does not pertain to
Micronesia
So what I try to do is go through
everything I can find; and very
often I

ZrdeveT’

^°

^

.

end up using high school materials
from American high schools, or

I

will

use African agricultural books,
that are kind of an intermediate
level. But
generally speaking, none of our
textbooks are really that good for
Micronesia. Because of that, I don’t
end up using a lot of textbooks in
my
courses I tend to use a lot of
handouts, like Xerox materials. I use
other

things.

I

basically will do activities, lectures,
and problem- solving
trips, and things like that.
But I don’t really

exercises in class, field

on textbooks the way I would if I were
in the
assume that unless I structure their textbook
understand

it

anyway. And so

I

will

I

have them read half of a
the answers on the question

will

in

And
fill

rely

much I can

reading, they are not going to
look for ways, one of the things I do
is that

hand out a question sheet and
paragraph and then they have to fill
1

States. Pretty

sheet.

then they get to the next half of the paragraph
and then they have to
in another answer, and this
guarantees that they read it and understand

it.

Professor A:

Another problem

that I've seen

is

that our students

maturity level; they've done quite a
yet, their reading level is

about

children

We

s

books

to read!

6"’

bit in life;

and 7

have a pretty high

they are from 19 to 21; and

lh

grade.

We

cannot give them

don’t have the proper material

at the

reading

level for the maturity experience of the student.

Inappropriate teaching techniques and methodologies

The techniques used by

at the

college

faculty in an academic college

program may

differ greatly

from those used by remedial or vocational second-language college programs. The
methodologies used for

first

language speakers might be altered for second language
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speakers. A,

COM-FSM.

the methodologies
don', always

match the students needs and

level.

M:
Our students

Professor

are bored of us. There

m

3

is

no way

that

we can just

talk to

them

fd

UnderStand scientiflc English,
about something
1°
“
hey donTea
thevdon
t care much
about, in this heat; when they
are 7. 8. 9 and
tere is so much else going
on in their lives. They
,

1

.

daydreamed

a lot

teaching than just

when
talk,

I

was

and

their age.

.

.

We

1

1

daydream a lot
have to do a better job
.

1

at

talk.

Professor A:

We

don’t tend to simplify the English
language in the classroom,

we

don’t

slow down, make pauses or paraphrase.
So. frequently, they’ll have lost
the tram of thought by the time
we get to the end of the sentence, because
we are not teaching classes as a second language;
we are teaching them as
we would teach to any College group - which
causes
considerable

problems.

Professor E:
I

many

think that

professors do not adapt their teaching enough
to the
needs, abilities and cultural characteristics
of their students.

As far as the
often too fast, too academic, and unnecessarily
complex. As
far as the content, the students
need simplification as well as a review
language,

it

is

of

the background information.

As

far as the introduction

of new concepts,

professors need to

make an effort to meet the students halfway, and try to
find cultural equivalents to try and explain
these concepts in terms the

students can understand.

We have to

stop trying to sound “profound”, and

try instead to be “understood”. Einstein

something, anything,
very well

.

That

is

once said

:

“If you can’t explain

to a 5-year old, is

something

we

because you don’t understand it
should judge ourselves by. especially in

this school.

The College of Micronesia
vision of

So

far,

how to

is

an American style institution

still

developing

its

serve the Micronesian population in ways that are meaningful to them.

most programs have been academic

in a style similar to those
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schools in the

United States: with American
teachers, curriculum,
texts and methodologies.
Recently,

however, the college has begun
"ill require a faculty

to

consider the need for other
types of education, which

and methodologies with very
different

characteristics.

Cultural Factors

Cultural factors are those related
to the

common

social beliefs, practices,

ideology, and structures of the
Micronesian people. Current reading
research finds that
there is a vital relationship
between the background
of the reader

and the comprehension of the

text.

The

knowledge and previous experience
reader, they say, uses his/her

previous construct of the world, cultural
background and experiences to interact
with the
text in the interpretation

cultural practices

cited factors

and search for meaning.

and beliefs

by the faculty

that

is

moreover, there are

impact reading behaviors. The most

commonly

are:

•

Micronesian culture

•

Lack of private space or time

•

Indigenous learning practices
Micronesian view of knowledge

•

Micronesian culture

may

In every culture,

is

an oral culture

•

Micronesian view of the world

•

Social priorities and obligations

•

Social structures

•

Gender

•

Students' view of self

•

Deference to authority

•
•

Rewards and mechanisms of control
Students between cultures

•

College

roles

is

a

new

concept.

an oral culture

Micronesia, an ancient culture that goes back perhaps 6,000 years, remains
primarily an oral culture. Although the majority of people in Micronesia today are
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literate,

the fundamental

important information,

means (Hezel.

1

995).

way

which people communicate,
exchange and

in

make

decisions, record history and

Only recently have dictionaries
and spelling

With the except, on of the Bible,

there are

magazines, newspapers, or textbooks

A

good number ot the

their students’

knowledge

- in

no major publications
print in

store

is still

by oral

been published.

texts

-literary

works,

Micronesian languages.

faculty interviewed for this study
feel an important factor in

problems with reading

is

because Micronesia does not have a

literate

tradition.

Professor K:

Another problem
Information

is

our students don't come from

literate cultures

passed orally not written. They are not used
to the idea that
important information really comes from
printed page. Usually my
students get more trom straight lecture than
they get from all the written
exercises and other interactive exercises we
do in class.
is

They seem

respond better
together.

I

to straight lecture, here's the information,
here's
get better respond from that thing than anything

how

to
it

fits

which just

sound surprising.

Professor B:

Well, as

I

d said before,

learned to read in their

think that a problem

I

own

language. That's

is

have never

that they

first,

because there

to read in the local languages; so that they are not
brought

way, for example,

my

mother taught

me

to read before

I

is

nothing

up to read the

went

to

kindergarten, and so on. There were always books around, and the
reading

experience in

by the time

my own

language was early on

in life

and constant. Thus,

was

got to high school and started studying a foreign language, I
familiar with the act of reading, although I had to learn, of course, the

new

vocabulary, the

I

very basic, that there

new
is

syntax, and

all

the rest of

no fundamental reading

a literary culture, or whatever

you want

to call

So

it.

at the

that

home

would be

level.

It's

not

it.

Professor C:

They’ve not been exposed
other information that

may

to lots

of other

literature, in

be presented to students by
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terms of fiction, or

way of literature.

“X^S
K

0P,e " Ve

^

^

-»

«>r*He world, or

My

Business Communications
students are no, part of
the literate culture
hem
art Cle fr0m “ Pacifi
nta l^e
of
FiJ1, just to pick
information out for content
material to deal with
tyway they haven been reading
magazines all their lives some
didn't
even realize wha, an article
was. Most did no, know wha,
the letters to he
editor was. Letters to the
editor was something we
grew up wdth In ou
literate culture, that's par,
of the ongoing dialogue among
adults including
younger people... they don t
understand what it is to produce

“

V

'

‘

t

a dialogue.''

The

faculty reported that the lack
of a literate background affected
students'

reading proficiency and attitude
towards reading
students perceive that important
information

exposed

to

books and story reading

at

is

in the

following significant ways:

not written

down; students

are not

an early age; because there are no
Micronesian

publications, the students are not
familiar with the components, the
content or the

functions ot different newspaper and
magazine sections; and the students do not use

reading in a significant

way

in their

everyday

Reading research studies (Heilman
impression that growing up
is

an important factor

in

in a social

1994) seem to confirm the faculty’s

environment which has many books and

of space

and privacy

.

interferes with the students’ ability

and study. Students need private space and time

becomes very

literature

private time

The Micronesian concept

that

et ah,

reading ability and attitudes toward reading

Lack of private space and

to read

life.

difficult in a society as

communal
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to

be able to do homework, but

as Micronesia.

Professor C:

Micronesian students tend
Si

'

to liv^

'***'

tt7a7reading So IM

ne;

school

even

if
f

Ani

I°

len

T

yOU Cann0t have ,he environment
to succeed in
0
'° deVelo that - even
P
at “>e college level
'I

'
y
,
k
they
know what they're supposed to be
doing- because

tv

in

dteir
social groups in the dorms,
and in their social groups
at home it’s not a
given thing that someone sits
and reads for a long period
of time- or that
ding is an activity that
requires silence, space and
solitude. People are
‘°
,e t0 ° ,herS anytime
an >' pla «- a nd there are lols
of children around. So. even if the
adults figured it out that they
need thatat a student needs to be
left alone to read, there
are always lots of little
kids that certainly don’t know
that.

ofXdr

Professor

"

'

M:

These

kids, everything

is

communal. Because

everything, even one's person

in

Micronesian society

communal property with one's closest
mends particulady one's extended family,
which will number into
undreds of people. So you get this
phenomenon where if one or two
people have a civil service job or work
at the college, there is enough
money coming in to sustain 5 or 30 people.
And the more that person
works, the more relaxed the rest of the
family becomes.
is

1

Professor E:

Even

the concept of a house and of social
space conspires against our
students doing their schoolwork. The
Micronesian house has no walls, no
private quiet spaces, no tables and chairs.
Micronesians are never alone.
They feel scared if they are alone. The outdoors and
the indoors are
integrated.

How can

our students get a quiet empty space to do two
or

three hours of homework? Impossible.

Professors find that students have

which

interferes with their ability to read

students have,

it

might be desirable

little

privacy, space, time, and quiet at

home

and study. Given the constraints Micronesian

to offer

them more places and opportunities

on campus.
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to study

Indige nous learning
practices
Professors report a series
of indigenous learnin
g practices that are in conflict with
learning practices required
by an American-style college,
which appear in their

classrooms.

Professor E:

From anthropological

studies that I have read,
and from things that have
understand that Micronesians
do not like to learn through
miSt
n °‘
PUb iC ’ anyWay They first like to
observe for a
long
E time and
H refuse
f
to try until they can make
sure that they won’t make

erved,

I

I

Z ‘l
ols of

'

'

themseWes. Especially when

people lorfatlmg. This explains

make

first drafts,

culturally acceptable to
ridicule
to a certain extent why
stu dents
it

is

loathe to
or volunteer responses in
public, or try anything new

Only those more Americanized would
do it. The others are too terrified of
eing laughed at. However,
American teachers, usually unaware
of this
demand participation, risk taking, and
trial and error as the way
to
improvement. The two cultural ways of
learning are in a collision course

Professor G:

People here learn by participation,
they receive information through
osmosis and observation but they
basically do it as part of a group

Professor F

Other cultural aspect

in

which American culture and Micronesian
culture

are in conflict in the schools

cheating. Students see

it

is

the concept of sharing and copying
work,

as collaboration.

Micronesian view of knowledge
Piolessors report on the very different
tiaditional

Micronesian culture and

understand, and

how

way

in

which knowledge

that influences the

way

is

viewed

their students perform,

act.

Professor G:

One of the things that is occurring, in terms of the culture, is not wanting
to show what you know. And being very reluctant to be the first
one to
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in

peak up or the

say something. And
am sure that's somethin,,
going on. when we do
group reading, and can see
“hem
keeping a quiet voice, and
just not wanting to be
disrespectful.
first to

I

like that ,s

mg

tea

I

neSia

SU

f

" tS

^neLed"h°basis. v
You know
as needed
ry

‘

me We

need

a 1001

And

w nch
hen.
I

t.

is

that

is

need some tools, and
we run down to the hardware store
like
need
down to the store and buy one. and
then throw

how

memorize

test,

then throw

it

purpose They
away, and forget

think the purpose of education
is so much to learn as
system. It confers status on people,
education
t

is

is

Professor

a

it

subsistence culture, they don't
tend to

think about the future.

I

1

they see knowledge. They
see it as something
disposable and just serves a
temporary, specific
is

the information for the
also think that growing up in
a

don

~i„g People use on an

like for us to

I

screw driver you just run
ay-

is
it

title,

rather than,

you know

it

is

it

is

a

title

something where degree

not a learning process"

M:

am

aware of problems such as the saying
on Pohnpei that if you tell
somebody too much of what you know,
you will loose a piece of your self
(soul). For that reason on the
map of Pohnpei, we have Mt. peaks that
have names, that are not the names of
the peaks, because the guide
would
te
t le foreign cartographer
any old name because he did not want
tell him
all he knew about mountain
peaks. And these people are very
secretive,
and they will only tell the selected ones
the verbal history, and the verbal
mythology, and the verbal custom, at the
selected time. But I think what is
happening is that they are waiting too long
until the man was very elderly
when that happened; and I think the culture is being
lost to premature
death again, and again, and again.
I

According

to professors.

knowledge imparted
important knowledge

is

openly taught

to a

person

information

-

in college

is

secret

Micronesian students have a very different view of the

than themselves. The Micronesian cultural belief

and not

in the classroom.

to be shared.

They

see

is

that

This leads to a devaluation of what

knowledge as

situation specific

and attached

not as a generalizable set of principles. Because the content of college
is

often in conflict with traditional beliefs, students have a fragmented view

of reality. Micronesian students have adapted

to this
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opposing

set

of premises and values

by compartmentalizing
two

parallel

and

distinct

systems of knowledge

to

Place or the other. Finally,
professors think that
Micronesian students are

m 3 C0

'

Iege degree 35 3

^

° f * ain n 8
'

—

but not so

much

in the

be used

m

one

more mterested

acquisihon of a

new

body of knowledge

Micronesians view of the world/ Island S vn H mma

Many

Micronesian students

live

most of their

lives in

one or two small

tslands.

This geographic isolation, professors
report, has limited and
colored the view of the

world Micronesian students hold.
lack the background to put

On

the one hand, their experience

much of the

is

limited, and they

information they read in the proper
context.

On

the other hand, they have an
unrealistic view of the place they
hold in the world.

Realizing the students’ limited
experience might help professors provide
the necessary
context and background and relate

new knowledge

to

Micronesian

life.

Professor L:

Their world

middle of the

And

I

is

quite small... for obvious reasons...
here

we

are in the

They just don’t really know a lot about the
world
same in other islands. It happens because of the

Pacific.

have seen the

isolation. If I were in charge of
education, I would rent an ocean liner to
take this kids out of here once a year
some place, to broaden
their

experience (Chuckle...) they need a few Oohs!
and Ahs! Not just from
television, which seems one-dimensional.

Professor G:

Their difficulties also have to do with their worldview,
which is very
limited. And those people who have been out in the
world, who have

been

to

Guam, Hawaii, and

understanding....

places of the sort

have an anecdote

seem

to

have a

lot better

what degree our
students are disconnected from the rest of the world, and see their
island as
the center of the universe. It was shortly after the Gulf War, and
someone
in jest asked “il the US and the FSM had a war, who do you
think would
I

that illustrates to
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Many actually considered the
FSM would have a chance. .They
took the question seriously!!!
This, really opened
ed my eyes.
will?”

.

Professor

W:

Professor C:

have had
has 50

KSM

to deal with the

states.

I

concept of state. Some (few) know
that the US
map and show them the states, and say that the
Pohnpei being one of them; but still many
do not have

bring the

has 4 states,

the concept of state. They see
Pohnpei as a nation... (laugh)... Or the
concept of island... they refer to New
Mexico as an island... they think of
the world in terms of island, island
is a home base, any other
place is
another island.

Professor E:

The students' experience of the world is very limited.
call
syndrome They understand the world in terms of their
I

.

of

having lived

their lives in a small isolated island.

all

grasp what a continent

beyond

it

“island

limited experience

their grasp.

is.

The

Many

cannot even

idea of land masses as big as an ocean

is

o give you another example, most Micronesian
islands only have a single road that goes around
part of the island. Once
I

tried to use a

map

directions.

became an impossible

It

of a

town with

streets

and avenues

to teach

how

1

to give

because most of them could only
conceptualize roads as to the right and the left, that is all. The grid
of
streets got them totally lost. Now, I always question
myself before I give

them any assignment

know

or reading.

“What would I need to
had always lived on a small atoll”; and
usually: just about everything'
now spend more

to understand this piece if

the answer to that

is

task,

I

ask myself:

I

.

1

than half of every class constructing the background of the piece I want to
teach.
no longer take anything for granted. ... But it took me quite a few
I

years to get

my

act together.
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Social prio rities and obliaminnc

In

M, crones, an

society every individual
has a specific place in a

complex

hierarchy of relationships
with reciprocal obligations
and duties. These obligations

paramount and on occasion may

interfere with the school

and reading.

Professor G:
think that

of our students, I have the
feeling that our students
when
our college, that is the only
time during the day that they
are
not busy doing something.
Many of them are coming into class and
sleeping on the picnic tables and
things like that. They have
been up all
night they have been doing
things. Two of my students
walk five miles to
school everyday, and walk five
miles home again. And when they
get
home and they have to feed pigs and do
all sorts of activities during
the
ay; and then in a way, unfairly,
professors are
I

ey

come

all

to

'

calling

think that

it is

so

part ot their

life.

instance,

my

all

them

much that people are lazy, in that the school
And they have a lot of other responsibilities

guys farm

all

day on Saturdays.

Now that

is

lazy.
is

I

don't

only one

For
a day

when

Americans would be home resting. Most of
these guys are doing things
the evening which they are
expected to do. And they are working
and

are very busy,

in

thev

I

think a lot of the

women

are tending stores, doing chores,

washing clothes in the river, looking after
brothers and sisters. I don’t
think they have the luxury of being
able to go home in the evenings and
study. On the other hand, you see
an awful lot of sitting around on

campus, people just sitting around and socializing.
They view that as one
ot the times during the day that the
pressure is off, and they are able to say
these Americans, so what ? They can
give me a
or an F, but that
doesn't really count anyway, eventually I will
get my degree.

D

Professor

W:

Funerals, farming, fishing are things that students
use as an excuse not to
come to class. They say it is their culture, and you need to respect it. I
think they need to respect the culture of the school. They
do not take

it

seriously.

Professor

M:

have a personal experience that illustrates some of the principles of
Micronesian social life: we have a Micronesian family for neighbors, and
the husband likes to drink. When the husband comes home he usually
1

beats the wife almost to death.

The

first
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time

we saw

that, the

men

in

my

house came down and told
him
.o

suddenly

rin

sai/Cl

^rr- ^s^r
to stnn tint

a

y

in

‘°

T

5

a

e

WhM ,he l,eiehbors “eeded.

and

we

b0,hering Us by maki
"g

all that noise. And
the v TtoLed
they
stopped ,fighting
h
and everyone was quiet,
the battle was over Thev
peacefully and made peace
and that was the end of it
So this
h° St
he
' amily 15 in
g ‘
Micronesia. Nobody can
interfere with it, it
h takes care of its own.
The second aspect, is that
0 n S,an Pe ° P
W0Uld d ° JUSt ab0Ut anything t0
save fa “- and to no,
'

,
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W

n

T

'
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Professor F:

As

far as the

school.

attendance policy,

They can miss

they have a hard time with the
break.

is

very lax during elementary and
high
They are used to that So

a lot without a problem.
strict

Something about our culture

COM attendance policy;

is in

it is

hard to

collision with this college’s

attendance policy. If there is a funeral,
students win miss school. Parents
expect their children to stay home
for the funeral. Funerals are
a very
important custom. There are other
family obligations, or seasonal work
or fishing to do. Family and custom
is a much bigger priority
than school
in some parents’ view.

Social Structures and Roles

Professor K:
I ve had very
limited success in trying to break into
groups and have
groups working on problems. Typically,
what happens is they will all wait
tor the one or two to tell them how
to do the problem. Or in the worst
case
there would be somebody with some
traditional authority, so everyone
would deter to him or her and if they don’t know how
to do the problem.
The group won t do the problem, even though there
may be people in the
group that could very well do it. We’ve tried things
like student tutoring,
and it did not work. Again there was this social thing.
One island group
couldn’t be seen asking someone in another island group
how to do a
problem. That would be demeaning somehow. It turned out
to be very

unsuccessful.

Professor G:
I

think in Micronesia, the individual

Like there

is

is

much

no such thing as an individual

participants in a group. Individual success

unity and lack of conflict.

1
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less a factor than the group.

here.
is

You

only have

nothing compared to group

1,1

MlCr ° neS,an " ,e &mi]
y

aild

^

-e

the

first priorities

-

schoo.

famihes are extended and have
many peopie. Everyone has a
specific piace
clan,

and social

and prescribed
10 differ

structure. Tins piace in
the structure

sets

of reciprocal obligations and

judgment and decision-making

comes with

rights.

to those above.

The

is no,.

in the fantiiy.

specific, unavoidable,

People low in the structure have

The group

is

much more

important than the individual.
Allowances must be made for the
sake of relationships.

Outside of their social group,
Micronestans find

wha,

their place in the

particular.

group

is.

it

Those values are

difficult to

know how

reflected in classes

and

to relate

in

reading

Students would differ to others to
respond and give opinions, even

disagree. Also, if their obl.gations
interfere with school attendance
or

have no choice but

and

if

in

they

homework, they

to sacrifice the school.

Gender Roles

The genders

in

Micronesian society have very

distinct

and separate roles and

environments. Paradoxically, gender plays a less
significant role
in

Micronesia than

in the

in college

performance

United States. Professors theorize that because
there

is

no

cultural expectation tor males to do better in
math, females in Micronesia perform equally

or better than males. However,

in class, the

Females

when

it

comes

females will defer to the males,

to

who

expressing opinions or interpreting texts
are the spokespeople in their culture.

will tend to accept their unfavorable studying or class
environment, while

tend to be

more proactive

in

changing

their surroundings or seeking assistance.
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males

Also

in

agreement with cultural

which makes them

patterns, females
tend to be

more responsible and hard
workin

better students.

Professor C:

Professor A:
1 6
are
aWful l0t of women out there that
"!
haven’t had a chance. If
!
they
re needed ai home, when
they

^

I

Professor G:

Q. Have you noticed any difference in gender
performance? Or their ability to read?

A:

I

haven

because

women.

t

really

this is the first

In the past,

have are better
Q.

And

A: Well
that the

we

it

is

we have had

The

men

women

in

my

classes

about half men and half

women. The women

I

are.

overall performance in class.

t

in agriculture.

And

They haven’t studied

so, they are

I

handicapped by the

agriculture as

tend to do as well. The

information that

women

much

in

my

high school

new
By the way,

animal science class, are

and neither had any agricultural background
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fact

are better at the

teach them, but they lack the background.

students, in terms of grades in

women

your students’

an interesting thing, because they don’t have the
background

men have

two top

of experience with

usually did not have any

in the overall class?

and they don

both

lot

semester

in reading than the

that they don't.

the

had a

in

in

high school;

Professor K:

Actually gender
great

myth

tha,

an interesting

is

mathematics

In the

somehow

United States there's the
male activity and somefting

a

women

that

are not gotng to excel at.
That's breaking down somewhat
sun very strong. Here no such
myth exists; and so. see no
e at a " In their mathematics
ability. The women tend

“

bun,
d'

,s

I

to

SlUd

tS

1

mat

t

I

1Chl

classes

aCtUaly dellehllul

-

;‘j

here.

Which

is

important; but

curious for a
it

be

bl " then

“ ,ey are Sllghtly better studen,s
u
is because they are
willing to do a little more
see no gender difference at
all in math

alUfthe
H
nt
of he classes.
think it
work than the males But I
V

is

issue.

same for many of the science
society where gender divisions
are so
the

11 1S

classes

has not translated into their
performance in math.

Professor E:

my girl students seemed to be fading in my afternoon
talked to one of her friends to find
out what the problem was It
turns out that she only had half an
hour for lunch at the cafeteria; but
because her brother was having lunch at the
same time, she could not eat
in his presence, and had to wait
until he had finished, according to
her
island custom. By then, the cafeteria
was closed. So. this girl spent all
day without food, day after day, during the
whole semester, in this
I

noticed that one of

class.

I

heat,

and

this affected her

performance, of course. But she never explained
her
problem, complained to me, or did anything about
it, until I intervened,
she was just willing to accept her ‘duty’ I have
also noticed that some of
the girls are willing to do a lot of note-taking,
research, and even

homework

for

male

relatives.

general, because they
culturally

work

women won

t

think that girls do better in classes in
harder; but males participate more, because
I

talk in public in the presence

of men. Also, when

women

are asked their opinion in front of males, they tend not
to express
any, but if they are alone, they have a lot to say. In this
culture there are

many gender

tensions, reciprocal duties, and behaviors that

teachers- are not aware of.

They

many

subtle

their

performance

in

affect our students,

ways

-

as

I

am

we- outsider

and our perception of

starting to find out.

Professor F;

To have

small group work

the groups too

is

good. But you have to be careful not to mix

much

with people from other islands, because then they
won’t communicate with each other, they will just sit there. Also, if you
put boys and girls together, they will be too shy to work or speak. In
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Students' view of self

According

to the professors interviewed,
the

themselves greatly affects the way
they respond

to

way Micronesian

reading and formulate
opinions. In

Micronesian culture, college-age
people are not considered
their students

do not see themselves

express their opinions or
Professors also think that

make

their

at this

students view

adults. Professors feel that

as authorities and therefore
hesitate to formulate or

own

conclusions

-

time when Micronesia

in particular

is in

about what they read.

rapid process of change, the

students are particularly puzzled
about the role they will play.

Professor A:

They don

t

want

to

be outstanding, culturally one

attention to oneself.

As you know,

is not supposed to draw
they won’t ask questions, they won’t

raise their hands and say: "Please,
repeat that". So they have those
problems, which are cultural problems: not
question, not saying when you
don’t understand and things of that sort.
And the professors have a hard
time figuring out that they are not understanding
what they are reading.

Professor K:
I

think our students

arriving at their

see themselves as children, and not capable
of
conclusions.

still

own

Professor G:

M\

Micronesian students seem less mature in some ways, than what
I
would expect them to be. They behave like people in Senior High in the
States in the way they interact with each other.
Professor C:

Our

students don’t have a clear sense of where they fit, as educated
people; or even of what being educated means, and what you can do with
it,

and what your social roles could

be.
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Professor E:

<

a S 1UU P omi

mey would

not dare do alone.

Deference to authority

In traditional

Micronesian culture young people are
not encouraged to think for

themselves; they simply must obey
and defer judgment

detme

to authority.

Age and

social rank

authority. If Micronesian students
perceive the professor or other student
to be a

higher authority, that student will
defer his/her

own judgment

to

them.

Professor K:
I

have a strong feeling

students

is

of the problems that

we

see in our

that within their culture, family
structure, within the social

structure, information

arrive at your

your

that a lot

own

comes from

conclusions.

authority. So, you’re not

It is

encouraged

very bad in some situation to

own

to

make

decisions. I think our students still see
themselves as
children/young adults and not capable of arriving
at their own conclusions.

A

lot of things are done simply by tradition
or by authority.
Micronesian culture is an authoritarian culture.

I

think

Professor B:

Then

there's the problem of deference to authority or to
superiors, that
say a teacher, or a parent or a grandparent or chieftain, something
in

complete deference.
or not. Perhaps

it

I

don't

has a

written as true, because

them an assignment

know whether

little bit
it's

to

do with

that has
it.

I

much

to

it's

true.

Well.

I

hope

that

me

is

giving

most of the

nonfiction assignments are true. But there's a tendency to accept things
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to

with reading

think they accept what

given to them by authority, meaning

to read,

is

just because an authority
gives them.... in classroom
situations it
very hard to get a student
to speak.
don't think you're supposed

is

often

I

ask questions.

to

a cultural taboo to ask
questions of an older man
is en o him but
you don't ask him a question.
This isn't true of all
students, but think it is true
of most of them.
It

to

is

You

I

Professor

M:

We

must be

in conflict

with their culture, if their culture
really forbids
analysis by anyone except the
Nanmuarki. Essentially you are not
supposed to be analytical, unless you are
the person in charge, and that
means the head of the household when
you are in the house, and the head
o the household is not just head of
the house. He is head of the
five or six
houses, in your cousin relationship.
And then when you are out in public,'
the namuarki and the nanken
supersede you, and he is supposed to shut

Professor F:

Another cultural aspect

is

that children are

supposed to respect their elders
or question them) and so they will be
afraid of asking questions of the teacher
and having him think they are
disrespectful. Small group work in class is
(respect

means cannot address them

more comfortable because

students are the

same

age, also.

Rewards and mechanisms of control
According

to the faculty interviewed, cultural

punishment influence a

lot of the

mechanisms of reward and

behavior of the students

at the

College of Micronesia.

Professor G:

many of our students are not self motivated. Many times when
they are working, they are working because someone is telling
them to
I

think

work.

And because we

getting

them off the benches and

view

one of the times during the day
of sitting around on campus.

is

Professor

at the

college are not
getting

that as

a lot

making them work

them

like,

into the study hall, they

that the pressure

is off.

There

W:

When many

of these kids come

to the college,

not being totally controlled by their families.
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it

is

the

Many go

first

time they are

wild, and get in

all

'Ugs, getting

ed,

Professor

pregnant and so on.
and they didn t get a chance

M:

coming out of the students mouths,

rather than what seems to be
what
really is being processed in
the student's mind. If every
teacher looked

closely to what the students write
-which is usually pretty poor, and they
on t seem to be able to compose even
a paragraph, they would have a
far
different impression of our students
than what we get from
their

listening to

spoken words.

In traditional

Micronesian culture the mechanisms

individuals are socially imposed and
external:

and people are always under watch. People

mechanisms.

Among young

by peers. This

who

the behavior of

are physically separated

are not trusted to rely

on

people, an accepted practice to modify
behavior

are

make mistakes and

in the lack

away from home. Acknowledging

promoted student organizations, dorms with "house
honor codes.
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from men

internal

characteristic surfaces in the students' behavior
in school

reluctance to take risks and
students

women

to control

-

is

ridicule

in their

of internal restraint of some

these cultural realities, the school has

parents," as well as behavior and

.Students are between cultures

Micronesian students are faced
with very different cultures
and
every day. The school
traditional

based on American values,
while the

is

home

of values

sets

is still

very

Micronesian. These two cultures
are frequently incompatible
in their values

customs, and

beliefs.

Professors explain

It

how

could be said the students live
in two very different
worlds.
this

dichotomy

affects their students.

Professor C:
think that the main thing these
students are missing is a sense of
how
6y W1
their society or how t0
improve their society, and how
n be
they will
happy themselves, or whatever...
after they are so called
educated as a result of going to school....
and I think understanding that
or knowing what is likely to be
the outcome it is probably critical
to
laving the right point of view,
framework, approach, to the whole aspect
of being educated.
I think that
a lot of them are here
I

r

’

same old mistakes
to

be happening.

number

of

my

improvement,

.

.

just to practice the

over, and over and over

but

don't

I

students

who

blow

what.

.

I

.

somehow something needs
can see that in a small

can't

that don’t sense

acknowledge that there is a way
what this is the way that they will

eventually change.... that change

is

possible...

I

to

think they are missing

and not knowing what they are going to change
into.
and not
seeing a class of educated persons around
them to know what function
does an educated group of people serve in
government,
that.

.

.

.

.

in business,

whatever... They don

don

see

t

it

competent

them

among
in a lot

t

see

it;

the adults.

they don’t see

They see

among their parents;
people who are not really

of important positions...

as well.... There

is

not a real

demand

it

1

they

see them... so they must see

for excellence or

competency

of jobs right now, because they are having to deal with
what they
have got (as employees) already
being in developing nations.
in lots

Professor G:

They

really believe that the

world began 6,000 years ago, and there is no
changing that idea for many of them, although we are teaching them
otherwise at the college, and they have to cope with that dichotomy. So,
they kind of live in a dualistic world where you have different types of

knowledge

for different situations.

one might be your

friends, another

school, and they just have to

One

situation

might be

might be church, another

traditional, another

might be

memorize what types of knowledge
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are

applicable to each situation,
Unfortunately school is not
a very bis part of
theii lives. It only
represents a fraction
of the type of knowledge
they
have to be able to master.

Professor A:
If you see the urban
center,

you see a

lot

of America, but

if you ao out of
was centuries ago. After 50
years of
m
i0n
0 ' ° f the eXtema as ec
te »f America are
P
there:
clXs tttZ!
but you would be mistaken
8 age, I'
......
if you thouaht thev
thmk hke an American. However,
Micronesia is no, a third

wn you

see people living the

way

it

'

’

'

Any M, crones, an can take a one-hour
flight to Guam
American minimum wages. A
Micronesian can

J

and

make

would take an Indonesian.

Filipino. Sri

star,

in a

Lankan more than

tu

r

rv

earning

day what

a

month

to

Professor K:

lam

very afraid the oral culture

is

not being passed on. Likewise,

major rules of the culture have changed
here. So the culture is flexing
at the
le

in the years that

I

some of

have been

whims of the newly appointed

authority figures; and

Professor

may

not have very good continuity

M:

And

feel that in a lot

I

T

Sll

m

of summarizes

it.

rvu

of ways our society here

that 311 th£ bmtality

we

is

an extension of the

are seein g’ and

we are seeinu
|
a lot of child abuse,
molesting, incest, and things like this,
are
characteristic of poverty. If you talk
to Mr. Belindorff -the well-known
anthropologist/educator who specializes in
Micronesia- he seems to think
that their culture was disrupted
repeatedly throughout history, for
thousands of years. And that it is a culture
that has been damaged so
badly that it is only a trace of what it
originally was. So that I find our
children, I find myself working in the
school for

And

I

abused children, this kind
don’t think the children are having so much

trouble with English, except

I

the professors misunderstand

know there is a problem with the fact that
how little English these children know, and

assign materials that are too hard. But

I

think our children are having

problems with the fact that they almost all come from various
degrees of
abused backgrounds or and go to schools that are clearly abusive.
I

know.

I

feel love for

terrible world,

janitor in

them.

I

my

students, but

and the best thing

I

that could

San Francisco or something.

find that there

are so elemental.

I

is

don’t

so

little

feel that they are living in a

I

happen

mean,

I

to

them

am just

culturally in their lives,

know what good
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quality there

is

to

go

don’t

broken
to be a

really afraid for

and

their lives

is in this

society;

but

I

think that

I

know more

nice kids here than

maybeThaUs bSu'^l wal

" t0,a

nting ,h3t

I

would know

dT^
da,a

'

v”wpo fa?

-

'

am

P re -n>'ng

at

'“!*“

an

But
1

"h.s'rrprotsor's

(km8)

si,ting in a restau ™t,
and he
U PP« class businessman.
Upright
no fidgeting,
fideehn
no motion, very serene, the
tiniest motions when
he started to
“ nS ° phisticated man And
it made me
think .ha, a,
easfin
e rainmg of 3 nanmnarki.
the culture has something

TT^'Amencan

sat like a realirwel'/

LTa

not
got

^“

-

m trouble once and

together

,

,

0W W

'

'°

so forth,
fonh I/don't
don t know.
k

made an apology and

1^have a
I

?

ther tl,ere

lot

the apology

I

ceremony was

a
‘

a great de P lh of:Stories and
of question to as if there is a
culture
is

left

The professors interviewed present
between the two cultures
they

know

i,

is

a disturbing account of

affects the students'

life.

To make

changing rapidly. The faculty sense

their place in their

changing world, but

their

how

the

dichotomy

matters worse, the world as

their students are struggling
to find

view of reality

is

fragmented. This interferes

with their college performance, and
their general well being.

College

is

a

new concept

Since the institution of college

is

a relatively

new development

faculty theorizes the students do not
have a clear concept of what
that students

have adopted the external

internalize the deeper

rituals

of college but are

in

Micronesia, the

means. They think

it

still

struggling to

meaning and consequences of being college educated.

Professor L:
I

feel like

some

of our students -you asked about the average
Micronesian

student- are as hazy in their concept of college as they
are about continents
and countries. It is something that comes from afar; that is

new

a

new

idea.

College has been here since the 70's or

they are trying to figure out “what
like they are

on a

first

is

So, often times

so.

college?” “what

is

a student?”.

time exploration of these concepts.
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here... it is

A

lot

It is

of times

I

mg ,hr0U8h the m0ti0ns of what
<»ink .ha, should
e hhe but they are nott
bTl'ike'butThe^
accustomed to it yet. It hasn't been
around Ion..
enough as a concept. It is another
one of those tiny patience things
guess, where you see people
kind of going through the motions
as if it
were some kind of interesting board
game. .or something. the external
uals are there, but not the true
meaning. On the other hand,
think that
we do have the intellectually curious
student, who is thirsty for all
sorts of
nowledge. 1 think that it is often hard
to recognize because thev
are so
quiet, and because they are not
used to answering questions.

f

I

.

.

.

I

’

Professor F

The

students are in a learning process about
in college. Everything is new,
and very

how

to learn,

difficult for

about everythin"

many. Many are

really struggling.

In the reading process, the reader

culture to interpret the

meaning of the

draws upon his/her previous experience and

text.

In reading

American

texts, the

Micronesian

reader brings a very different cultural
experience than that of the writer. Concepts of self,

community,

authority,

lor the teacher to be

negotiate

meaning

and value are very dissimilar

aware of the

successfully.

cultural influences

in these

two

societies.

on the reader

to help

It is

important

him/her

At the College of Micronesia a successful American

teacher must play not only the role of technical trainer
but also of cultural interpreter.

Motivation and Attitude

Motivational factors are those factors related to the internal mechanisms which

move an

individual to enroll and remain in school, to participate, form relationships, and

integrate or resist changes brought about by the educational experience. Motivation plays

an important role

In the

in the

performance of an individual with reading, or school

words of Professor C:
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in general.

I

would say

that

makes

it

leg

u
success
°cTe s°hhere.
::

a difference the

tthink: motivation
I

ummarize an

^

with; but

ideal student is

amount of background thev

-»

- d^z^

much more important factor So
someone who understands where
it all
is

a

to

is
fcoing to take you; participates
in the learning process
itself at the time
knows that learning involves a
certain amount of taking

putting

,„io,™2n

together with what you already
know, and figuring out how
S °ge
What P ‘ eces “» 1 missing to try
to make a coherent
whole of this body of information.
And I would say the
,

'

,t

2

Micronesian student

The most common
•
•

average

is

the opposite of that.

factors cited by instructors in
the area of motivation were:

Lack of interest
Lack of class participation

•

Lack of curiosity

•

Unclear view of their future
Dislike of reading

•

•

it’all

Lack of parental involvement

•

Interest in the

•

Participation in playing the

rewards not the content of education

game of school

or going

through the motions
•

Resistance to the foreign culture and body
of

knowledge
•
•

Irrelevance of content to Micronesian
life
place of education in the list of priorities

Low

family

(peers,

first).

•

Unwillingness to take risks or make mistakes

•

Unwillingness to buy books

Lack of interest
In general, the professors interviewed
report a
interest

on the subject matter, even more so than

for this lack of motivation are

due

home,

to

in other cultures.

to the facts that

learn, but to please their parents or get

good number of their students lack

many

away from them,

students

to

Some of the

come

reasons

to college not to

avoid hard agricultural work

at

escape poverty and boredom, or to reap the financial rewards of the
scholarship

and a future government job. The content of their studies seems
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irrelevant

and foreign

to

them

° nly

college

'

h0Se feW

life offers all

to increase the level

m °tiVa,ed *“*»* will do well

students

in their courses. In

many new and wonderful

of motivation

are:

experiences.

try to explain the
relevance

informatton offered, to participate
in the

any case, the

Some

and importance of the

of the students out of class,
and

life

suggestions

to increase

expectations.

Professor

J:

My

general impression

some

is that there is a lack
of motivation on the part of
students, in comparison with
students in Malawi,

"T

d

bllt

lhe students

where their
were highly motivated

to
"“'f P°° :
leafntnd
and the system
of education was very selective.
If you were not at
the top, you could not move
on. If you did not have an
education there.
you were stuck in subsistence farm
living, which was very tough.
In
general the students here do not
seem to have the drive for learning
and
it seems that education
is not valued in
.

,

this culture.

To improve

their motivation the professors
not only need to assign
material, but also explain the
purpose of the assignments. Teachers
of any
course need to emphasize the
importance of reading to their students.

eachers should give examples of
good summarizing, and outlining skills,
use the strategies that they are teaching,
and link reading to what they
already know.

Professor L:

have a feeling that there are a number of
people who are repeating the
course this semester, and they are even
more "lackadaisical’' possibly
I

than

the

first

time.

They have already read

the book, and they think they

know

and, even though they did not succeed in
the class the last time, they
are not putting much effort into it again,
which it is kind of too bad.
it,

Professor G:
Part ot their problems with reading, and
school in general, has to do with
the tact that most of them, many of them, are
just not interested. Like they
see the purpose of the college, the reason they are
at the college is either to
get away from having to work at home, or to get a degree,
which will lead
to a better life later on. Learning is not one of the
things that they are
inteiested in doing.

It is not like they are seeking knowledge,
they are just
kind ol jumping though the hoops, and the way you jump through
the

hoop

you do everything you are told. And you do the minimum you can
with. So if you are going to read a chapter, they will read a
chapter, and potentially not understand anything. The important thing
is
get

is

away
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5

T

d U

Because ,he motivation

s so low. basically,
you have to
o increase their motivation
and accountability
like
immediately giving a test on
what you read, and thus find
out who read it
w o didn t, or asking questions while
you are going along.
’

w! ys

find

>

;

I

Professor

M:

Tire ideal student

comes

to learn

cronesian students that

ge a
,

came

civil service position,
or

from the sage, and there are
almost no

for that reason.

^

because they were

6
get rid^f them.

They came

to get cast to

commanded by

a family

»ete sen,

Jet

Professor D:

Q: What
A:

is,

in

am one

I

Orant.

of those

m college.

they are

to

come

to college?

who

know, because

1

around

your view, the students' motivation

think that the students are there
for the Pell
I've got students in my family,
and
that is

They

are

making more

here, than they

why

would be

in the village.

sitting
'

Back home there are no jobs. They can
come here
though, and pick up a few hundred
dollars. You must also bear in
mind
that the take-home paycheck
is minimal. There is no
spare money in a
Kosraean paycheck, people are perpetually
broke. There

y

TTrfor
dad
there

is

And

is

no spare

young P erson no job, no money, you can't
even ask
xfive tor the weekend kind of
thing. And literally nothing to do,
no cable TV, no. there is a basketball
court and
^° r 3

'

but they only real things to do

is

to drink

and

to brawl.

that’s heavily

used

You can come

to

school here, they are away from their
parents, away from the restrictions
of home. Be independent, do what they
want to do, and

Who

get paid.

wouldn't jump
Professor

at

the chance?

W:

The students here produce at the level of the expectations.
We have
expect more from our students; and they will
produce more. We

to

have

get out ot the habit ol expecting the bare

They don

t

produce;

we lower

So, motivation has got to do a

minimum.

It is

to

like a catch 22.

our expectations; they produce even less.
lot with it. Also learning to learn.
learning
;

improve themselves rather than taking a
they have to take. That would be nice.
to

class because

it

is

something

Professor F;
In a survey

were

we

I

asked

my

students

tailing their classes.

don’t study; because

because

I

rather spend

why

when we

my

they were in college, and

They answered: "because we
leave school

free time
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they

are lazy; because

we have many

hanging out with

why

my

things to do;

friends in the

dorm". Some of them just
say
.ns, rue, or or the

10

don

t

care,

that they are having
problems with the
material.. so, they are mixed.
There are

Tome studtts

and there are some

who

and

care,

a hard time; they are
struggling.

Professor
I

try,

hut they are havin'
}
g

M

don

t

think people here are lazy.

em

sys

think

is the result of this
‘‘socialist”
have seen many cases where
if
family have a government or
salaried
I

where everything is communal.
one or two people m an extended
.

J

there

moie

that

is

enough money coming

it

1

in to sustain the

person works, the more relaxed
the

rest

whole family And the
of the family becomes

and the more relatives that come
and mooch. And these poor people
cannot say "no". So, some of that
is working on the back
of the minds of
our students... why try so hard?

Professor A:

A

thing that

makes their experiences at the college so
wonderful is that
they re doing things they've never
done before. Like being integrated
with people outside their little own
hamlet. They’re talking with a
Yapese whom they’ve never talked to before.
They’re going to a dance
with a Kosraean. 7 hey ’re speaking
to him and realizing that these
people
are the same as I am. It’s a
tremendous experience for them. They’re
so
shy. The telephone, for instance
is a great experience for
them. These
guys act like a bunch of studs on the phone,
but they are scared to death to
ta v to a girl face to lace.

find that

Students don

t

it’s

Pick up that telephone and

pay for

I

ot the students at the College of Micronesia
receive scholarships

Irom the American government. Some professors
it

easy for them.

their education

The big majority

education because

it’s

a real experience that’s tremendous
for them.

did not cost

them

effort or

feel that

they don’t value their

money.

Professor A:

They got
have got
get there.

it

pretty easy.

Go

to

any other developing country, and students
and they have got to struggle just to

to struggle to get through;

And

government on

these people

come

their Pell Grant.

like that but that’s the

way

it is.

It’s

If

and get a free ride from the U.S.

in

very easy for them.

we

I

sort

didn’t have Pell Grant

of don’t

we’d close

kge

C

on

•

y our
n

,

education. But

Professor

n0W

r lght

salary,
it

because

Pe)1

Grant pays for everything
that's « 0 inu
So we wouldn’t have a hieher"
"
does tend to make it too
easy for them.

my

salary, their tuition.

W:

Sr r
1

*«

- «»-

Lack of curiosity
Professors believe their students
have very

want

to read

and

to learn

about the word. They

feel

little

“reading curiosity" necessary to

Micronesian society and elementary

schools teach their children to stop
asking questions

-

to be inquisitive.

Professor L:
I

also think that there

is a lot of missing exposure
here. Again,
environment hasn’t stimulated some of
those areas that could

it

is like

the

be

stimulated.
the outside

It is

in.

because there

a process that goes both ways:

You need
is

to

have an environment

a lot to find out.

From

from the inside out and
that promotes curiosity

stories that

I

have heard.

I've

learned that the kids are actually
sometimes discouraged in the elementary
and secondary schools from being curious
or asking questions. So, maybe
part of the problem is that by the
time they come to us they have been
conditioned into thinking that their behavior
is the correct school behavior
Having not been encouraged to challenge,
discuss, ask questions, be
curious very much, lor whatever reasons.

Stud ent don’t participate

in class or

ask questions

In traditional Micronesian culture college-age
people are not considered adults;

therefore, they are discouraged from participating
in social discussions, going to meeting

houses, contributing their opinions, or questioning authority.

It is

not surprising students

carry over those behaviors to the classroom; however,
their American teachers, being
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raised with a different
set of values, expect
critical.

This contrast causes

much

them

to take risks. participate,

and be

frustration to both sides.

Professor B:

rrr

Si ‘ Ua,i0nS

"

0ften very hard t0 et a student
8
to speak
supposed to... to ask questions.
It is a cultural taboo to
ask questions of an older man.
You listen to him, but you don't ask
him a
question. This isn't true of all
students, but I think it is true

don think you

’

13

I

re

t

of most of
them. Even asking a question
for information, such as
raising you hand
m sorry. don t understand what this word
means,
I

don t understand

or

me

tel

this passage,

why

did

you say

that s the correct answer".

answer, and

I

don

t

would you explain it"
this" or "why do you

So I try to explain why i,
get people asking questions
"why is it".

e questions implying that

you

are doubting,

I

the correct

is
I

don't

mean

mean asking

questions for
or answering questions. I think
there are cultural reasons for
Ahso there s probably personality
reasons, it may be that they find

mformatmn
more

difficult to talk to than they

know

1

thmk some

me

would a more extroverted person.

I

don’t

teachers have an ability to bring out
the responses and
so forth from a class and other
teachers have less of that ability
_

may

be that

anyway ...

it

is

my

So

personality.

I

don’t know...

I

hope

it

can be, everybody reacts to different
people
ways. So, perhaps it's me.

isn't.’

it

but

It

in different

Professor C:

They

all

know, and they

it...

I

even

mean...
if

I

I

will

even write

good student they
they don’t understand.... But won’t do
have to remind myself to ask if people have
questions; but

should ask questions

in class

prompt them,

it

that to be a

when

doesn’t really work. So, what

I

do

is

that

I

let

them know that I assume that they are going to
have questions by saying
”what questions do you have?” to the class. And also
after letting them
work on their individual work I really make it a point
to

walk around and

see what they are doing and ask them "what
questions do you have?”...

and

invite their participation.

I

big. Their participation in their

missing....

can do that because

own

my

learning process

is

classes are not too

somewhat

continue to remind them that they need to take responsibility
for their own learning, they need to clarify things
that are not clear.... If
they don

t

I

understand something

they need to ask

me

— and

-

a lot of

1

wrote on the board or a paper - that
them do
but a lot of them do not.
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Professor K:

They

definitely look at authority...
too

mush so. In fact they are v,rv
unwilling to question
}
whatever sav It ml•,
Whl eT‘
for them lo oi »< out
mistakes. I’ve never actually
P
actuafiv evnt
o having
experienced
a student sav "hm
no,tlher ms, rue, or did i,
this way”. So i, may
exfs, bu, I have neve,
actually heard a student
say anything about that.
1

i

f

Stu dents are unwillin u to
take risks or

Micronesian students refuse

which

is

,

'

make mistake

to partic.pate

because fear making mistakes

in public,

very shameful in their society.

Professor F:

The

culture of Micronesia really
doesn't praise somebody who
makes
mistakes. That ,s why kids are
afraid to speak, especially
in English Once
somebody makes a m, stake, it is better to
keep encouraging them, rather
han scolding them and saying, don’t
do that again. So the individual is
rying to do his best, so if he gives
you a wrong answer, don’t correct
and
discourage the student; try to encourage
him by saying: try your best next
time. That s encouraging.
Encourage them to participate in class
discussions. If you look at our culture,
youngsters are told not to
participate in any community
gathering or meeting. They are told
to leave
the meeting places. Meeting
places are only for adults. So, the
learning
process is also delayed because of
that -that they have not been able
to
participate in the decision making
process and so forth-. Some of the
students in classes with foreign
instructors are trying their best to cope

with their problem of shyness, and this
and that cultural difference.
something that people have to learn to deal
with, they have

It is

to practice to

eliminate that from their system.

I

had

go through

to

their

same system;

and through the practice and work that I have
done, I have learned
participate in meetings and things like that.
I remember having

to

a very

difficult

time in the beginning

when

I

had

to participate in

meetings off

now a days, I can participate in any meeting with colleagues
without any difficulty. It is a learning process that
Micronesians have
through. So, if you encourage them to participate
-even if they make
mistakes- they will start that process. In my classes,
on
island,

the

to

my

students:

“A

ol a student if he

rule in this class

makes

a mistake; but

American prolessors expect
in discussions, take risks,

is

first

day,

I

to

go

say

nobody can laugh or make fun
you do, you are out".

that
il

their students to

make comments

in class, participate

speak up, complain, make decisions, solve problems, take
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initiative,

up

explain their problems,
and

to those expectations

conditioning that

class participation, they

Teachers need

does not come easy.
They have

them

tells

to find

demand answers. For Micronesian

to

have

do exactly the opposite.

to

do more than scolding

to

overcome

If professors

students ivim>

a lifetime of cultural

want

to

their students for no,

encourage
doing

so.

non-threatening ways to encourage
the students to speak and

provide a safe environment
for taking

risks.

Some

possible suggestions to start
the

process are to become more
mvolved in the students’

life

ou, of class, hold individual

conferences, accept choral or
written responses ,o questions,
use small group dtscusstons.

punish ridicule, go around the room
and offer individual assistance.

Pl aying the

Game

of School/

O o ing

throueh the motions

Professors relate that most of their
students are not interested in the
information

given

in their classes

position.

They claim

only

-

in getting the

diploma

their students just play the

content of all courses and after the
final

that will guarantee

them a government

game of school by memorizing

exam they

forget

it

the

the material.

Professor L:
I

feel they

need

to struggle

through the process of reading the textbooks,
difficult that may be, so that they can
improve. Not just for a
grade, not just to go through the motions
of being in a classroom, not just
passing a class and going on to the next thing.
You know, “playing the
game of school”. ...which I think happens a lot.

however

Professor K:
think they take a lot of the printed statements as things
that are being
taught to them that they are to learn and spit back and they
had little or no
relevance. The question whether its true or false probably
not so
I

important.
the course?

The question

Do

I

need

I

need

to use

it

to

on

know

this:

Do need

this particular
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I

to

question?

know
I

it

to pass

think a

lot

of

what we do seem irrelevant to
n
tng more than a hurdle

a lot

of our students. They don',
see i, as
have tojuntp through i, in
ord r , 0
get there. The r government
job or whatever they want
to do So the
actual content ,s no, so
important; it's jus, a hurdle
to net mmned A, the
nd ot the semester they tend
to forge, the information.
They stop needuut
Vv e often accuse our
'
students of having brain dump
at the end of the
semester, because after the
final they don't need
tha, mlormata anymore.
I

that they

Professor E:
I,

seems

me

to

that

many

-not

conten of their classes, or

all -

students are really interested
in the

in learning for learn,
ng sake;

they are more
nterested in the rewards that their
education will bring them. Many
do not
consider information relevant,
useful, interesting or tmportan,
to their
ives. I think that in many
cases they are right. We at the
college, and in

American education system make them
study a whole body of
cu turally biased, foreign, out of
context, oppressive information;
without
a lot regards lor what the reality
of their lives is. They jump through
all the
hoops, go through the motions, to
get that
ie

certificate that will insure their

employment.

Professor

M:

Their class behavior

hey think they

is

entirely to get their degree

and to get out of here.
will not only get the equivalent
to a cast increase, but they

will also think they deserve

it.

into real life, that information

But they have no
is

After you get out of the class,
they see most courses as oppressive.
is all.

interest to carry material'

only valuable to pass the next exam.
That
that's is all there

is... I

also think that

Having a college education has increasingly become
a requirement

government jobs
in the past

in

to hold

Micronesia. At the same time, having a government
job has become

few years

a

way of acquiring

traditional titles or position.

People have come to

associate college education programs with financial stability
and social status, not

necessarily with being educated or acquiring specific

of their students are simply “playing the

certificate

would

skills.

game of school”

in

Professors report the majority

order to get the rewards a

bring, but that they are not interested in the content of their classes or
in
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acquiring

new

skills.

They claim

by the American school
behavior

may

is irrelevant,

title is

graduate will not need

to

do or

Irrelev ance to

is

after getting the

it

among

this

view a college

work

report one of the reasons their
Micronesian students lack

in fact, be irrelevant or

few professors explain

to their lives.

A

their efforts to

modify

their courses

and books

is

way

and

may

seen people teaching

For instance

it

be irrelevant to their

in

school

lives...

is

what

irrelevant
I

have

in college here, is

how many

have never used

what they are studying

in tact

since

very often not relevant to them.
people here will ever use calculus? I personally
I

learned

it

in college.

And

I

can’t see the

importance ot somebody taking a calculus course. There are other areas
like that, in some ol the sciences, and some ot the English
courses that
they are learning, that you have to really question why they are learning
these things. There are a lot of irrelevant things that they are teaching

in

the college.

I

many of us have been through the
much a part of our culture, that we tend

think that the fact that

system, and that the system

is

so
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to

to

taught and read.

Professor G:
teel they think that a lot ol

few

of any use unless they complete a four

as relevant and practical as possible to
Micronesian reality. Another

to theii lives,

to

his relatives.

increase interest might be to explain the
purposes and uses of what

I

i,

diploma and the

because they see their college courses as
irrelevant

A

title,

life

COM-FSM

admit many courses might,

make them

know anything

and distribute

Micronesian

Professors at

year degree.

980) Therefore, according to

( 1

position. That (“titled”) person
will delegate responsibihty
for the

others, collect his salary

motivation

impractical and oppressive to
their lives. This

the distributor of goods
(e.g. money), bu, no, the
person

actually does the work.
Colletta

government

so partly because the
education imposed on them

be the result of internalized
Micronesian cultural views of
work and

which the person with the

who

this is

are ac

,

ng

m an

way. People usually operate

.llogical

““
living

tnvery'Z!:

^

tha '

** C ”' t

in a

566 the WOrld

way that is
*ey are

Professor K:

Do you think that your students apply
all those things learned
in your
math and sc.ence classes to real life?
Do you think that what you teach
them is useful to them?
Q:

A: Limited. Simple things

like our students will end
up as waiters or taxi
drivers or things like that. Make
use of language skills and make
use of
basic arithmetic skills... More
abstract reasoning skills. I'm
not sure. But
o see the ability of some of our
national

leaders, both state and federal,
lave a pretty good sense of how to
analyze problems. They may not be
solving all of them very well but
they have a pretty good sense.
And some
of those are our old graduates. I’m
not sure that we really have given
them
things that they can actually take
and use. The average students who
are
ending their education here. I'm not
sure about the ones going out into
the
business World or government jobs
or back to their villages. Certainly
'

their

language

analyze,
translate

skills are up, communication is
up, but their ability to
don t know. They certainly have some skills,
but their ability
and use them in life, I don't know.

I

to

Professor L:

Q:

Do you

see any relevance of your course to their
lives?

A: Yes,

I do.
Some of the things that I have told them. I feel they could
really put into practice.. ..(although) I think
they are culturally biased.

We

are using a psychology

book from

the U.S.

,

which would probably be

culturally biased in Europe.

Q:

How do you

see

them applying psychology

to their lives?

A: They have learned something about memory and study

skills;

about

the basic processes ol learning, personality theories,
something about

counseling processes and

I

think that this will help them everyday in

their inter-personal relationships.

I

hey know something about

how

brain and the body interact with emotions, and your motivations
in
this point....

I

have

tried to pick out the basic areas... I
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all

the
life at

knew we wouldn’t

be able to finish the whole
book; so.
htch way would come up

I

picked areas that

them somewhere along

for

Q. Have you noticed any "eureka
moments”

A. Chuckle.. Yes! I have seen
their faces
Were
course intensely

7

'

preferences.

°i

in

light

I

thought

some

the line

your students?
up a couple of times"..

when we talked about sexual
description of how homosexuality
of mental disorders, but only
after incredible
interested

'

They were amazed

at

my

been taken out of the list
Struggle; and how all that was
related to Christian beliefs;
and how prior to
hat. it was not part of the
belief system; that it all was
a culturally biased

things 1 honestly don t know how they feel
about that, personally We
talked about parenting and the
effects of punishment on children
It was
very quiet when 1 was talking
about it... 1 am not sure what that
means
We were discussing how a small child doesn’t
understand the
that is

being given

deal with that

urt

punishment

him sometimes, because his/her brain isn’t
able
information. They just deal with the
fact that they are
to

to

being

I

noticed that a

lot

of my students were really paying

don treaIly know what they were
thinking about their

own

thinking...

attention...

I

know if they were
personal experiences, or whether they were
I

don’t

young parents themselves and were concerned
about how they should

behave with

their children; but

styles with regard to learning.

we

definitely did talk about parenting

noticed a lot of interest. It might not be
a
have just a parenting class because many of
our students are
young parents. It seems to me that they might really
be interested in that
There have been other times but I can’t recall
at the

bad idea

I

to

moment.

Unclear view of their future

During the lew years ol the Agreement of Association
between the United States
and the Federated States ol Micronesia many schools,
government jobs, services, and

economic ventures were
employed; however,
States

is

coming

to

created.

The graduates of the new college were

this short association

first to

be

and economic cooperation with the United

an end. The economic future of the

can not be assured of employment

the

after graduation.

On

FSM

is

uncertain, and students

the other hand,

most of the

parents ol their students did not attend college. At this juncture, Micronesian college
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students can no, look up
to their parents for
guidance on wha, being educated
really

On

means.

the other hand, they are
not certain

where

that

education will lead them.

Professor C:

seems to me that our students for
the most
knowing where they are going in
life, where
wha, « means...
can', say tha,
I t

part lack that aspect
all

of this

will lead

of

them of

they all lack motivation
and goals
are wanting to do whatever
it is.... Bu, they
don't know
wia
at is... maybe they
see a lot of the behaviors but
they still don’t
have a clear view of where, or how
they will fit. 0 f how the
scenery will
be ol being educated... and
what their role
I

because

many

.

,

will be.

Professor

W:

The

many Micronesian students is uncertain.
Especially with the
anging economic conditions. Once
the Compact funds stop coming,
many of the jobs will no longer be available.
Parents and students are'
working under the assumption that
when they graduate there will be a
government job waiting for them. It is no
longer true now; and it will onlv
J
uet wnrsp nt(=>r
future of

c

Lack of parental involvement

Home
literacy

environment and parental involvement plays
a significant role

and school success. The commission on
Reading (Anderson, 1985)

series ol parent behaviors

which promote

to read.

identified a

literacy that include reading to children,

books available, reading themselves, showing
support
encouragement, space, and time

in children’s

for reading as well as offering

A good number of

traditional

Micronesian

parents, however, are not educated themselves,
and do not/cannot support or assist

children in college.

Professor G:

Q; What

is,

in

your opinion the most important factor

students and readers?
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making

to create successful

anj

S^lr„r

Xtremely

-

,mPW,am

family.

Professor A:
S ‘ Udent

X

Hke

SlK

P henome nal student, and a major reason is
educaied that si,e grew up
wuh
n ow
tike Y ' £ 15
S0 workln H ver tar d- but
is doing poorly.
y
He comes from a
^ parents hardly
family. His
went to school; they don't much
know
tv tat is going
on m college, cannot give him
the support or help or
even
the space to study, or
understand what he does all day.

thmhP

'

‘

S 3

e

rrir r

-

’

,

.

I

Professor F:

My

students

tell

me

that

lldren s education,

c

it

many

is

parents don't really care about
their
up to the students. 1 would say
the

really

educated parents might encourage
and give support to their children
to go
o co ege, but most are not, and
don't do anything to encourage
it. If thev
go to school is because they decided
on their own. think that

there will be

I

don t think that
everybody on this island
a day.

1

college; but
the

will see

I

will

it,

but there will be a dav

when

have a high school education, even
some

won't happen until all the adults are
educated.
same background: my parents finished
elementary
it

I

come from

school. Their

expectations were that

we

finish high school, after that

hey didn't expect more. They wanted
us

to

do a

little

it

was up

they did.

Students don

t

how much

what

like readinp

Instructors report

and

to us

better than

most of their students

dislike reading,

which

affects

how

they engage in this activity.

Professor B:

As

I

said,

it

seems most of them

don't enjoy the process of reading;

therefore, they look

upon it as a boring, tedious assignment, which is to be
gone through as quickly as possible. The same goes for the lab,
or the

TOEFL tests, or finals, or whatever. I don't know the amount of outside
reading that students do; but I would expect that in most
cases it's very
small...

think

these problems tend to reinforce each other to make
people dislike reading. The fact that they've never been brought up to
like
reading.
as

I

I

all

And of course

if

did with algebra, you

you have a

come

great deal of trouble with something,

to hate
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it,

which

is

unfortunate, because if

well

you don't like to read you
seem to me you can.

can't get very far in
college, at least

it

doesn't

Professor C:

°b

IwT

C

,f
tat

lave

u

T

heir readlng abili
'y

ackground, just being

°f

am

is

the lack of fun reading.

in the

80 ng

the world out tor
stuhew^out
f *T
a few minutes or an
hour and I'm

They don have
t

in

'

to

becoming

a

good

English as an activity through the

really hurts;

and you can't possibly

or he hour that

don't

^TZ

going

to read"

the concept that reading
behavior, or vocabulary

development are important
reading

•'

Most

mood of reading Thev
S " d °™ ™«h Ms

it

at all.

sit

reader, just the iack of

last ten

down and

years of their lives
read a chapter of biology

takes to concentrate on that if
you've never sat and read

Professor L:

How long

Q.

after

would you expect your students
each of your lectures?

A: Well,

if

eveiy hour
do.

1

don

that they

Q. What
A.
a

We

I

were

in.

I

in the

know how

t

would read
is

U.S.

would hope

I

that they

try to finish a chapter in a

How large

A:

It is

In

if

to

spend an hour out for

this here, but

I don’t think they
they don’t have a textbook. I wish

the typical reading load for your
courses?

Q:

t

do

the textbooks more.

week. The one

huge!

is

we

the previous editions and

pages, single space, double column,

won

spend reading/studying

would expect them

they could be

combined chapter from

loathe

to

some

are

its

working on

now

closer to 40 or

is

more

are longer.

your textbook?

has700 pages, and

weighs 20 pounds. I’ve grown to
personally. I don’t like to carry it... no wonder the
students
buy it. These books are expensive too.
It

it

it.

summary,

the faculty reports

reading. Part of the reason

is

material they have available

most of their Micronesian students

that reading

is

is

difficult for

heavy academic
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texts,

them, part

and part

is

is

dislike

because most of the

that they

have

little

cultural exposure to

books d

exposure to books and

to

to reading as letsure
activity.

improve reading

skills

To counters previous

lack of

and attitudes towards reading,
reading

professors might develop
paperback collections, magazine
clubs and reading centers,
and
offer (he students the
opportunity to use

Accord, ng

to

Heilman

e, al.

them both

in their

classrooms and in the library

(1994). reading widely and
frequently encourages literary

appreciation and reinforces the
development of reading

skills.

Reading

for pleasure

develops understand,
ng of various story structures, expands vocabularies,
overall
language proficiency and background
knowledge.

Students don't buy textbooks

Professors report

classes. Part

and

many of their

of the problem

irrelevant,

and part

is

is

students do not have the textbooks
for their

that textbooks are expensive,
part is that they are foreign

that the students think they

can get by with sharing the book or

taking notes. For obvious reasons,
not having the book affects

how much

they can read.

Professor L:
ot my great shocks was to discover
how many students had not
purchased the textbook tor my psychology class.
And that they were
relying on me tor the note taking. I was
really going out of my way to

One

help them organize the material in the book.
But, when I found out (that
many didn t have textbooks) I told them that this (the lectures
and
outlines) were only part of the material; that
they needed to read the
textbook and TRY to make it their own.... some which
way; and take notes
in class. That (the notes) was just for
emphasis, that that was not the whole
thing. But, one wonders what they may be thinking
of, if they
think that

they can get though a class without buying the textbook?
That they
themselves might think that this is a waste of time for them? They
don't

have textbooks for many other

classes).
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rile

students at the College of
Micronesia are not always motivated
to read their

textbooks. They, not unlike
students everywhere, they attend
college for very different
reasons: to get

away from

financial rewards,

their parents, escape social
constraints,

and learn

to acquire

new

opinion that a big part of their
students are

information and

in

meet new people, get

skills.

Professors are of the

college for motives other than
.merest in the

content. This lack of interest affects
their academic performance
and interest in reading.
is

important for the teacher to be aware
of her students' motivation not only
to design

appropriate remedial strategies but also to
avoid erroneous assumptions and
frustration.

Thought Processes/ Learning
Strategies
Thought processes and learning strategies
picks up

new

information and integrates

previously acquired. Reading

is

it

to the

refers to the

ways

in

which the brain

body of knowledge and experience

primarily a cognitive process.

The

faculty identified the

following factors as impacting on their students
difficulties with reading:

•

Influence of traditional learning strategies

•

Memorization as the strategy for learning
Lack of other metacognitive and learning

•

strategies

•

Inadequate

•

Connection between language and logic
Magical view of reality/ Different beliefs and assumptions
Different logic/ Different view of how ideas are connected

•

•

critical skills/appeal to authority

•

Difficulty with Abstractions/synthesis/application

•

Fragmented view of reality

Influence of traditional learning strategies

For the past few thousand years. Micronesians have developed ways of educating
children that have

grown out of the needs and conditions of life on
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their

the islands. Colleta,

It

1980.

The learning

s.ra.egies used to learn
in a traditional
Mtcronesian context are no,

always the same as the ones
needed

to learn in college.

Many

of these ntdtgenous

learning practices,
nonetheless, are unsuccessfully
transferred to the American

classroom.

Professor E:
think that

I

earnmg

many Micronesian

students are

still

strategies

trying to apply traditional

-wh'ch work well to learn
traditional kinds of thingsto
their sch °°lwork. But those
strategies are clearly
inadequate for this new
body of knowledge. For example,
they are using memorization
repetition, copymg, observation,
concrete hands-on practice
instead of
what their college professors
expect, which is abstraction,
synthesis,

creativity, risk taking,
experimentation.

Professor B:

They

are still expecting to be able
to do rote learning, to repeat,
choral
responses, memorization, or
whatever,. .and at this stage. .1
mean
that
we are not just talking about facts and
.

.

figures.

abstract ideas; that they need to
going on.

work with those

Using memorization as t he main strategy

One
is

that

many

strategy.

to

is that

their

interested in the

back

own

-

why

their

in their previous schooling

strategies.

they relay.

A

A

last

third

is

theory

and get the grade.
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is

that they

and haven't had the

because of language barriers to make

is

that

Micronesian students, not being

imposed body of knowledge, memorize

to the teacher

is

Micronesian students rely on

they consider memorizing as knowing.
Another

develop many other

knowledge

what

COM are using memorization as their most important learning

have used memorization successfully

need

are talking about

ideas to figure out

comprehension of their readings and textbooks

Professors propose several reasons

memorization. One

we

for learninp

of the reasons tor the lack of

students at

That

it

only long enough to give

it

Professor C:

The ° ,her clue
.

that hel P ed t0 enlighten

when we were
student

me on all of this discussion
gave these same students an
essay to write

.

concerns learning

I

learntng -process essays’.

How

or

in general.

was about "How to be a 'mod
A number of students listed
and memo,, ze the materiaf

I,

to be successful in school".

as a requirement to succeed
"to go to class
where I would have written “go
to class and learn or
understand the
ma ena
t first. I thought
that there was some
misunderstanding

’

.

te

meaning

ol that

word; but then

with

realized that they had not been
encouraged to use thinking critical skills
or analytical skills for much
of
their lives to perceive of
learning as

An>way,

these are just

little

I

anything other than memorization.
glimpses you get.

Professor K:
I

think that what

rote;

and

we

are seeing

is

an effort to memorize mathematics
by

think that s also a lot of the problem
in translating from the*
reading - that they are reading for
facts that they can memorize and
step
back and not synthesizing, instead of
trying to get to the basic principles
so they don t have to memorize
so much. I’ve been amazed at the
amount
that our student have memorized
in the math class and still not
understand
ow to do, generalize, and apply it to the most obvious
situation.... but
they have memorize list of problems,
not just the methods but the entire
I

problem committed
will

show up

in the

to

memory. Apparently

exam and

they will pass.

in the

A

lot

hope

that that

problem
of misdirected effort

and even though
the point.
past.
is

It s

I

I tell them that that’s
not the way to study and that's not
think they have been rewarded for that kind
of study in the

hard to break

that their

down

environment

is

those habits. Part of the reason for this also,
reasonably simple in the sense that you can

know

everything that's important within your own culture.
the people, you know their relations to
everyone else,

You know all
you know who lives
and you know all the names

what house, you know the lay ot the land
and uses ot plants and trees and so on. You can have
almost total
knowledge by memory within a simple environment so there's not
need
in

deal with a lot ot abstractions.

It

to

discourages the need of abstract

reasoning. Arriving at conclusion based on evidence, based
on logical
argument doesn t seem relevant to most ot our students. It's an exercise.
So think that’s one of the problems.
I

Professor D:

But in math it seems to be that they want to approach everything by
memorizing it; but they never get to a rule-based conceptual mathematics.
They like to move through math by memorizing each and every possible
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problem
,,

p

of

*

'

°

1

e e

-f

’

f^

solution to the
earn the rules based
approach. This miizht show

someone did a study in grammar,
weather they actually absorb
grammar, or weather they use
memorized instances of English
i

Q: What about analysis of the
problem?
’

iem have you

If

rules

they are given the problem
not

'

A: They will use whatever the
most recent method they used was
to try to
solve ,t. So if you recently did
factoring of X’s ou, of some
sort of
equahon. they will apply it to an
equation where it can’t be done.
What we
see oyer and oyer again is a
pattern where they are holding
only their most
recent knowledge, and using that.
So the concept that have come to
is that
e students have a sort of
jumbled bunch of math in their head,
pieces of
memorized math, and they never know
which piece to use and when.
I

Professor L:
think that they try to get by with
a lot of memorization, because they
don t have the background or resources
to go further than that, and that
is
a second best, really. If you can't
organize information in your own way,
and think about it on your own terms,
you cannot make that information a
real part of you and your
knowledge. So, I think that is part of the
problem, and again that is a language-related
problem. I noticed that they
can read the textbooks ...sort of.. .but, in
order to make that knowledge
I

your own, you need
organization, your

And
to

I

do

don
it. I

t

think that their

skills, their words are great enough
to be able
memorize information because they don’t have
work with.

think that they

any other resource
Professor

be able to translate that into your own
own thought process, and then it becomes a part of you.
to

to

M:

They

are not interested in the content, only in doing
what they have to do
to get the degree. I also think that they see
most courses as oppressive. 1
am pretty sure they are approaching most courses in the same

frame of

mind

as essentially the

same

subject.

The

subject

is

coping with these

Western thoughts and Western system that is being inflicted on them
until
they can get theii piece of paper and civil service job or their
presence
cast. That is why in our classes we don't see the
knowledge being carried
forward.
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L ack

of

metac o gnitive strategies
Understanding the

comprehension
ol

text largely

strateg.es to

ft.lf.ll

depends on knowledge and
application of

one's purpose

m reading. Good

what they are doing while they
are reading, can apply

monitor their progress. Metacognition

is

specitic strategies

Professor

to the faculty

are

and can

the ability to be aware of
one’s cognitive

functioning and apply specific
strategies to achieve one's
purpose.

According

who

readers

most Micronesian students lack these

(

Meyers. 1997 )

strategies.

J:

Another reason for reading
strategies. Their reading

difficulties is a lack

comprehension

is

of metacognitive

poor, because

many

are just

reading the words, not reading for
meaning; not understanding, or trying
to understand what they read.
When they read, they seem to be processing
words, not ideas. Not asking themselves
questions like “what did I just
read?”; "what was that passage about?”.
Also, with critical thinking, some
students are very poor at creative thinking.
It is my impression that
females seem to do better than males. My
suggestions for improving this
skill would be to formally
teach metacognitive strategies. Students

need

to

learn to pause while reading, and
ask themselves questions about the
reading. For example, did I understand
what I just read?, summarize what
I just read, describe it
to a friend. They need to learn to
reread what they
don t understand. They need more prior knowledge;
and more emphasis

on reading

in early grades.

Professor D:

have seen students studying math by reading the book.
Just reading it.
Which indicates a lack of understanding of how to study for a
particular
subject. One can t study math by reading, without
working out problems.
I

Metacognition

which seems

is

necessary

to be lacking in

developed with explicit

skill to

monitor and develop reading comprehension

many Micronesian

instruction.

Some

students. This skill, however, can be

metacognitive strategies include: setting a
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-

purpose tor reading, reviewing
previous knowledge, relating
new material

to

previous

experiences, making predictions,
checking comprehension, and
summarizing key points

Poor

critical skills

A
thmk

literate

person not only possesses facts
but also can analyze
information and

divergently. Critical reading

is

analyzing and evaluating information
presented

the text. Critical reading skills
include:
validity of statements

and

how

knowing what

(Meyers,

They

1

satire,

between

fact

and opinion,

and formulating opinions.

997). Professors complain about the
very poor critical skills of their
students

attribute

something

the author said, understanding
the

to verify them, differentiating

noting inferences, understanding
biases, allusions,

it

on

to the student’s culture

true or not.

is

which appeals

to authority to determine if

Subordinates must defer judgement to those
in charge.

Professor B:

This (Philosophy) class

seems

to

that

is

it

is an introduction to a way of
thought that, it
completely alien to the Micronesian way of thinking,
in
a process of discovery instead of an appeal
to authority,

me,

is

let's

to the Bible, or to the

Namuarki.

It is

do people spend
questions?

.

know there

is

I

first

say

the process of individually thinking,

or of attempting to think through certain
problems.

questions today, as the

And

day of the semester from

their lives asking questions

when

still

I

my

same
"why

get the

students:

no answer to the
have already explained that half a dozen times "How do you
no answer?"; and “asking the question is half the fun,
there

is

anyway But they can t relate to that. Then, it is, suppose, because the
culture makes appeal to authority, and philosophy is not an
appeal to
authority... it is reading a lot ..and making up your own mind.
..or maybe
.

in the

end you can

I

think Plato was right, Spinoza, or whatever. But
examine and then ask questions. have spent the past five weeks
trying to teach Socrates' Apology; and what is interesting is that even now,
they are unable to tell me what Socrates meant when he said: "the
unexamined life is not worth living". This is a concept that seems so

you

in

say:

I

first

I

foreign to this group of students, even though

than five times. The best student

I

have explained

in the class last
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semester told

it

more

me

after 6

eeks of class:

never realized before took
this course that it is
possible
qUeSt ‘° nS a "d get dlfferent
answers. used to ask my father
attesk
questions
about religion...! lie was
particularly interested in religion)
and
nty father would answer
either: "because it says
so in the Bib
because
the minister says so".
And those are the only answers that
ever got and
now you have told me that there are
many possible answers and that the
questions are not wrong... that
questioning is right... they
(questions) are
not ,ndecent...my father used
to tell me just to shut up.
can get them to
even beg, „ to understand certain
things.... I know that not
everybody cares
about such things as philosophy;
but „ seems to me that there
are certain
I

I

I

^

1

.

I

'

tings that everybody cares
about, or should care about at
some time in
"who am I?", or "why am I?", "why am
I here?"
what ,s the world made of?", or "was
the world created or has it always
existed? and things like that... But
there is no interest...one or two
are
interested. It is a way of thought
their lives; things like

,

that has

week

a

trying to explain what

never been experienced.

spent

I

meant by critical discussion -I come up
with an idea and you criticize it- and
1 gave examples. I took the
examples
from an article by Karl Crawford on
critical discussion. I gave it to
my
students in black and write; but they
couldn't understand it... Nothin"
can't see that... I can’t have that....
But you see? The whole culture is based
on authority You accept what your father
tells you, or what the
Nanmwarki tells you, or what the minister tells
you in church, so you
accept it as truth. So that is a cultural
attitude that carries over
is

1

.

in

I

think

.

They

reading

don't read critically.

Professor C:

These students don't have an awareness that
ideas are discussed in the
literate world. That there are no
simple truths, that there are different
levels ot knowledge. That there isn’t one
opinion that is considered

as the

authority by the world. Ideas are discussed.
the nature of philosophy over the last eons,

purpose ot

life.

All these things that

It's

a basic kind of thing. Just

the nature of the universe, the

American kids read and pick up

information about in many,

many ways: whether it's through recreational
reading or actually specifically in school. So, anyway,
I call that lack of
liteiary background. They don t ask themselves
these questions. I had
them read a

short article about the fact that in Western

Samoa there was a
dispute whether they should allow McDonalds’s to open there.
Well this
was an article in which a health official of Western Samoa was saying:
’No, this is going to damage our culture’ and that little article in that
business magazine was

titled

’Why

keep out the Toyotas, the beer, the
students' understanding, and their

what
like

that implies

was very

stop at

McDonalds:

Why

don’t

we

and computers?’ But my
awareness of how any of that works and

limited.

plastics,

They just don’t understand

economic development. They don’t understand what
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it

the issues

is to

produce a

^

C ° Umr>

region economy"

Q:

Do you

A:

Some

thing,

^ “ tCrmS 0t What that does t0 the Paci «c

think they can differentiate
fact from opinion?

can; probably a lot can’t.
Again

and the

fact that they don’t

have a

1

think

lot

it

may

be a language

of practice with that

Professor E:

Many

students have a hard time separating
fact from opinion in what
they
'
may be a language problem, or a lack of
critical reading skills I

read

It

think

it

which

is

probably a combination of both.

relies

According
need

to

be taught

on authority

to

It might be their
cultural view
(the opinion of the expert) as
the proof of truth

Heilman (1994),

at all

grade levels

-

critical skills are

in

how

how

this skills

lives

and become independent.

to see

they can be used in their

own

Professors claim most of their student do
not read
are they

were not exposed

abilities,

which

high school and in college. Readers
of all ages

need considerable and meaningful
practice
materials, and

developmental

'

critically.

to critical thinking in their

apply to different

Part of the reasons for this

background and part of their

cultural concepts of proof of truth are
determined by authority or “revelation”.

Language and thought

To read with comprehension
and

to

is

essential to

know most of the words

in a piece,

be aware of many other language features; however, lack of
comprehension can be

the result of inefficient comprehension strategies.

divided.

Some

On

this issue, professors at

COM are

see as the root of their students' difficulties with reading as lack of
logical
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and

is

strategies, while others
see

Determining which

it

is

important

it

as a simple

in the

problem of poor English

skills.

design of reading strategies.

Professor L:

Some of my
C

students are able to

y Stated n ‘ he
‘

hackf
back
to m
the language...
|

”Ue
’

™

rdS th

‘

eXt: S °

that they

the >'

f

they cannot understand

it. It

make

me

inferences if the information

Can '‘-

A

101

of times

it

just

is

not

comes

know

so few words that if the idea
isn’t
or if they can’, themselves
tran^te U theta
is hard to make
connections if you can’t think

a thought into three or
tour different ways. That
able to connect a couple of
thoughts.

is

kind of basic to being
&

I think that the
depth of their abilities is not being
tapped. I see some
evidence of quite a bit of intelligence
that does not have an outlet.”.
(...) I
e leye in a connection between
language and thought. If you don't
have
the little pieces to put that
together, then it is not going to
happen! )
Sometimes the thoughts are there, but they
are unable

to express

Sometimes

them

the thoughts could be there if
they
the language part and develop
the potential.

were able to move on with
There is probably not any

ference between a Micronesian
brain and any other brain.
one of the major differences: language
i

barriers

To me, that
and language problems.

is

hey may have a hard time with synthesis,
analysis, application,
inferences, and interpretation of
a text, but I think it might be a
language1

related problem.
in

order to

make

I

noticed that they can read the textbooks

that

knowledge

...sort of.. .but

own, they need to be able to
translate that into your own organization,
your own thought process, and
then it becomes a part of you. And I
don’t think that their skills, their
words are great enough to be able to do that. I
think that they try to get by
with a lot of memorization because they
don’t have the background or
resources to go further than that, and that
(strategy) is a second best, really.
It doesn t really make that
knowledge a true part of you if you can't
organize it in your own way and think about it
on your own terms. So, I
think that

is

part of the problem.

their

And

again, that

is

a language related

problem.”

Professor A:
I

think their major problem

is

with the language, not with the ideas. If you

do not understand the language,

that is
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it.

Professor E:
U

re

"

a”

eV °‘ Uti0n

Lutosmake In"'
T connections
^lcal
-v

hl ,he

wa our Micronesian
>'

in interpreting a

reading

Those who
havejus, started the college at
the very rentediaf levels
u* a
Micronesian patterns of discourse
to decide, for example,
what the main
ea ° a paragraph 1S In
Mtcronesian cultures, importance
is given to

toChe

‘

-

something by repeating i, many
times. So, when those still
“very
Micronesian students are asked to
find the main idea of a
piece' they
chose something that appears
many
'

times in the

students,

text.

on

Intermediate

the other hand, have internalized
some of the Western patterns
iscourse. especially in technical
readings, where the main idea
usually
'
appears first in the paragraph, and
is developed latter on
in the piece So
th.s intermediate students
will tend to chose the first
statement as the main

o

idea.

They

encounter problems when they read
American articles, where
often even scientific pieces begin
with a hook, or an anecdote, that is
where they make mistakes by choosing
the initial anecdote as the main
idea; they over-generalized the
rule. Advanced students have
developed a
more sophisticated repertoire of logical and
linguistic clues to determine
the
idea, and consequently make
fewer mistakes. So in this case it
is not only a question of
lack of logic, like I previously assumed
it is a
question of language patterns as well;
and how those language patterns
help us make logical connections,
or to understand what others mean.
So.
would not say that Micronesians lack logic,
but that their tools to make a
decision are different form what we are
used to; and don’t work for trying

mam

,

’

I

to decipher

western

texts.

Different logic/ differe n t view of how ideas
are connected

Logic implies the
Professors

at

ability to

determine the

way

in

which ideas are connected.

COM claim a large number of their students fail to make or recognize these

connections in their texts and materials. In English ideas are
connected by the use of
certain grammatical structures, determiners, or text
structures.

Micronesian students are generally more familiar with narrative writings.
Yet,

most college

texts are written in an expository style. Narrative materials follow
traditional

story styles (setting, theme, plot, and resolution), but expository writing
differently and has a

much more complex

text structure.
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Readers

may

is

organized

not be familiar with

*

heSe eXP0Sit0ry text S,ruc,ures
a"d
'

presented in the content areas.

» a ««*. will have trouble learning material

Many

students reportedly have trouble

ecogmzing these connections. Some
professors
iailure is

due

to a deficiency in their

analytical

Teachers
'

in

who

are of the opinion that their
students'

way of thinking brought about by

patterns, while others think
this failure is
structure.

making or

due

to unfamiliarity with

favor the latter claim their students
are

every day situations than

in readtng.

I, is

different cultural

language and text

much more

“logical and

possible that these problems are
a

combination of both.

Professor K:

A

of our students don't understand relational
ideas, what would come
then second and why, what causes
what. They tend to see events and

lot

first

ideas as standing alone.

Professor

W:

Micronesian students have a lot of trouble
with dealing with sequencinu of
events and connections between events
in general. Part of it is due to
missing a lot of linguistic cues in English
speech, which help you do that.
But part of it is that they just fail to make the
connection. They do not tend
to think that way. Things are what
they are. They do not often think why
they are that way or what caused them to be
that way. Again, many
students often

fail to

make

the connection

the consequences of tomorrow.

They

between the actions of now and
and now. It is a

live in the here

cultural thing as well.

They are oblivious to lots of connections that we are
used to making everyday. But it does never occur to them
to think that
way about a lot of things. That is why you see a high default rate
on
banking loans, for example. Many people borrow to buy a pickup
truck,
but they do not plan on how to pay for it or for repairs
or gas.

Professor G:

With my students, when I ask questions. I am so surprised at the type of
questions they ask and they type of answers they give. For instance, if I
ask why did it rain? they might answer, .."because the drops fell”, or
because things go wet

.

They don’t

see cause and effect.
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Q:

IS there

A: Well,

any chance

that

it

could be a linguistic problem?
Could

it

be

maybe, but you are looking at
people who have been involved
me nc an based edu cahonal system for a
"
long time. These guys
p
now English,
and think they should know that.
it

J

!

.

,

1

culture,

that

people do not ask why. I think
when. There is not a lot of synthesis
of ideas

Q:

is

Do you

think they have problems with

it

is

What
more

is

not there in the

like

what, where

making connection between

things, like cause and effect in
general, and in reading as well?

A:

I think so. They have
problems with any of the thought processes,
hings that require a higher level thought
process.

Professor K:

Some new

students are very good at mathematical
operations.

other hand, very few of them
relationships.

came with any notion of the

On

the

logical

Any

idea of the logical structure of mathematics.
They had
had learned, they have skills of manipulating
numbers but
no sense of what mathematics was, no sense
of applying
rules that they

it.

independently from

ago

I

thought the

all

way

other subjects.

to attack that

It’s just

an exercise.

problem would be

to

go

It

A

was
few years

to a

simple

and concrete type of mathematics; but they
memorized the problems. So,
we thought to have a course that we called geometry,
although it was half
geometry and half logic. And the attempt was to bridge
this gap, to try and
take students and teach geometry for example,
how to build logic structure
from a few postulates and few logical arguments.
How to get proofs of

new

ideas, how to develop ideas. So, we tried to
design a systematic way
of doing this and also to put a lot of basic logic
and see how they did.

That turned out surprisingly unsuccessful. To give you an
example of
what kinds of problems I had. We started with simple logic. We
talked
about things like syllogisms, if a and b then c; and we talked
about various
forms an argument can take, the ones that are valid and invalid. We
also
learned

forms

it

how to draw diagrams to analyze this statement and find out what
had and whether they’re valid or invalid. As a take home set of

problems.

gave five arguments from the textbook and asked them
whether they were valid or invalid arguments. Every student
I

to find

misinterpreted every one of the questions. Not one of them identified the
correct statement as the conclusion. They always had one of the premises
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as the conclusion and one
of the conclusion as one ot
the premises. In
every single argument.

Let

me

tell

you some of the things
0

e

^ S 0oTh°dr
"d'
ad llsted

that

I

think went

wrong

8Umem

iUen a

there

In class

I

Propositiontrd

t
; major premise and minor
111 order
premise
nd conclusion. But a written
argument was written in differed
forms

c^dusto;
.

an

°‘' if

3

3nd b lhen c

would read “c”
COnnector llke "because"
I d 'due
and
w. , happened
n
due to
What
is they usually (not
always) simply took the
or er o the sentences, and
analyzed the arguments as if the
first one were
a premise second one premise
and third one the conclusion. But
they
always missed the conclusion. The
other interesting thing was that
every
single student would have had
every problem correct if what they
have
asserted as the argument had been
true. Interestingly enough,
some of the
rather absurd arguments they
concluded were valid because they
had
analyzed the wrong question. They
never went back and thought about
is
this making any sense? They
were just going through the mechanical
process of translating. So a lot of that
was reading, the logical connector
was just not there. Rather it was an
attempt to memorize form again rather
than go for content. So it was
frustrating because this was a class
where
were trying to break down their habit
of memorizing but it was quite
unsuccessful You can give them a lot
of invalid argument forms and if
they agree with the conclusion they
will say it's true. If they agree
with
the conclusion then the argument
must be valid, if they disagree with the
conclusion then the argument must be invalid.
The
since’ a” a H--h”

n

S°

me

“ tHe

'

°' her '° EiCal

.

’

biggest difficulty

is

thinking. That

Professor
I

1

see

the logical connections.
s

a real

Both within the language and the abstract
problem for our students.

M:

used

to think that they didn't analyze; but

I

found that they

trick

me

So they find ways of getting around my assignment,
often by
looking at the written material. So that again it
is motivational. When my
kids want to get something done they can do it.
They can do it quite
frequently.

analytically, although they refuse to analyze.
aren't quite the

same

as an

Interestingly

American converger.

guilty for analyzing. Analyzing

It is

more

enough they
like they feel

something you do to commit a crime,
or to get out of work, or to trick somebody. And often they
will have read
the material, and analyzed it, and will see the way around it.
Sometimes
the way around it is based on their reduced vocabulary, but
it is often quite
is

have seen these kids out of the classroom, when we have
field trips out in the ocean, and there is a lot of decision making,
planing,
organizing, on what to take, how to pack, how to solve last minute
intelligent.

problems.

I

And

the students were extremely constructive, hard working.
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But they are also very analytical

first-rate..

Am erican converger.

5

are doing.

8

“ 8°

oafsSome

boats.

and we

will

assroom

when

they do. they are not

They are analytical about wha,
They assess what gear they leave
out of the boat if they
if

We

nSed '° Send back a

We

students will get in the boat
and say

make

it

work

in the least.

like this”,

and so

forth.

I'll

llkeTwo

get such and such

It is

We have to empower them

usually

not like this in the

to be analytical in other
absolutely certain that our
approach to teaching is terrible
for our kids, and I don't know
what the solution is; perhaps if they
were on
an apprenticeship instead of a
classroom situation.

nations

am

I

hesis, dissertation, he actually
says, the students

ey come out of here.

I

Now in your husbands

seem more alive when
empowerment, the main thing we
empowerment for them to think now and

think this

are giving them.

is

And I think it is
then for themselves, not selfishly
but they think that
emselves

t

is selfish;

and

that is

where we

all

thinking for

are having the problem.

But by
sometimes, they have a right to think
tor themselves, about even ordinary
things that you wouldn't imagine
possible for another person. This is
where we are making headway.

empowering them

to see that, at least

Differe nt beliefs and assumptions

According

to

Schema

the process of constructing

how some

text

is

theories, the reader brings his beliefs

meaning from

the text. Belief, then,

is

and assumptions

important to determine

understood. Micronesian students have a very
different sets of beliefs

and assumptions about

reality.

Professor D;

The people who teach
problems
to

statistics told

that our students

me

that

it

looks like there are

have with predictive

cope with the ideas of predictive

statistics.

statistics.

It is

some

They don't

a cultural taboo in

like

some

places to foretell the future. They really resist the whole concept.

Professor

M:

In situations with

humans, they absolutely, the most offensive thing you
man out there who has committed five murders over
the last seven years might commit murder again. That is actually a
cultural taboo; and I am not sure if similar taboos, or cultural mental
can say

is

to

that that

blocks exist against other things. But expectation of one thing
another thing is not a part of their system.
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to relate to

One

of

my

ro uce

biggest successes in statistics
this year was a course
in

t

lings

happen

And we

things happen;

are going to study

we are not going to talk about
cause and
And now we are doing the mathematics

probabilities.

how

1

often

effect-

of things happen
are not building on a logic
system, we are building on the
fact that it is
more likely that someone is going
to be hit by a falling
coconut than bv a
tailing missile that missed
Quadjuland.

Magical view of renlitv

Magic

is

the ability to suspend natural
and logical laws to obtain the
result

wanted. To believe
observable.

Some

in

magic

is

to consider that

two events can be connected

professors state their students hold
a magical view of reality because

they are superstitious and see
connections between events that are
non-causal.

say those beliefs interfere with their
understanding of texts.

statements a

believes in a

bit

ways non-

in

biased and judgmental.

life after

By

the

same token,

I,

They

however, find those

a Buddhist or a Christian

death would be illogical and unable to
understand reading.

Micronesians have compartmentalized the
rules applicable

no problem functioning with Western

logic.

to traditional beliefs

This does not mean, however, that

still

deeply in a traditional belief of cause and
what else can I call it? For example; if

effect being related to magic; or

someone tell ot a cliff many would say it is because someone put a
magic
on him. They believe in casting curses on each other... Any way, that

spell

particular aspect ot looking for cause and effect in ways that
are not
clearly observable... I know that contributes to problems
in reading

because when you are reading any kind of college materials, they have
been prepared and written by scientists, or at least objective kinds of
perceptions. You know that the writers make assumptions about a
common understanding of how things work.... And I don’t just mean
western thought, because the Japanese also fall into this category...
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Many

many of

Professor C:

of these students are

who

and have

the students do not have problems with
logic.

Many

also

anyth, ng you read: take ecology
“The reef has been contaminated
because
ships ran aground and spilled
the oil, the oil causes
the death of the fish
h wtll make tor poor fishtng”.
That chain react,™ requires
appreciation for cause and effect.
It does not work
if you believe that if
1 CatCh fiSh
t0day “ was because you had
sex with y°ur wife the
nnd f
'

„

hf

,

|

S UperSti,ion

goes Tl,e lack

of ground, ng on wha,
wm call,
call for l~w
h
lack ot a better
word, “scientific-objective
certamly there.

don

'

1

western thought”

know

how significant it is, but I know it is
time, even with literature...
basic understanding of
dmg about suicide.... The use of the word
“because.” Teachers have
given the students the erroneous
impression that English is not a
precise
sigmftcttnt

anguage. But,

i

1

t

some of the

it is.

Also coupled with

that their religious views,
I will put
as believing in magic, because
it is.... that God's
not to do this, and not realizing
that that is subjective.
As lone as

in the

same category

p an is
they want to have that (religious
belief) and know that it is
subjective, it is
a right.... But they don’t.
Religious people in the United States
know that
not all people believe the way they
do. People here believe that

uiows

everybody

that that is part

re igious Christian

of reality, and

dogmas

believe that Christianity

in fact,

they have incorporated those

into their definition of traditional....

is traditional....

Kosraeans
So those two aspects believe in

superstition and black magic, and
religion as being absolutely the
explanation and par, of why it rains.... They
don’t have a typhoon because
O low pressure.
they have a typhoon as punishment
from God. or
somebody made a ram magic.... Anyway, those
kinds of
.

.

.

approaching knowledge,
science,

I

mean just

I

don’t

mean

scientific

.

ways of
knowledge to mean just

in

in reading

geography, social science, they don’t have
the perspective that not everyone is a
Christian, that not everybody

shares

that basic belief.

M:
One of my problems with

Professor

the

Typhoid Mary story was

that

I

had been

teaching in this class that disease was contagious and
they never believed
that, and just memorized the answers. Then,
Typhoid Mary just was not,

was

a

non

sequitur.

It

just didn't

make any

sense.

Professor K:
I think they will claim to
believe me about the age of the stars, and other
Western concepts to pass the class. But we know that this culture that has
been affected by Christian missionaries. In fact, rather the more

fundamentalist type. Yet, certainly

when we

teach astronomy

talking about ages of stars and ages of the universe and

They

are certainly in contradiction to the

all

we

are

of these things.

more fundamentalist

interpretation of the religion. But I’ve never had a single student ask a
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quesnon aboui
<

maybe

the possible conflict
between this
they just memorize
information.

two views. And

Maybe

all is

suspect

I

irrelevant

\
„ never seems to make anyone
upset but there might be
a
problem
hat s been a continuous
source of amazement.

leas

D ifficulty

with abstraction synthesis and
a pplication of iH»„,

Abstraction, generalization,
synthesis and application of ideas
are essential
abilities to

process information in a college
context. Professors believe
their Micronesia,,

students lack proficiency in these
skills because they have learned
to rely on different

mechanisms such as memorization of many
individualized
traditional

Micronesian society people see knowledge
as

They

instances.

report that in

topical, not general, zable.

instances as total separate entities.
Western discourse has a very different
logic.

Professor M:

They don’t believe

in building blocks in learning.
They don't see that you
apply one situation to another situation. If
you are carving a canoe, there is
nothing like it. You take the ax and you
see it strike the wood and it peals

the

wood

you

in a certain

way and
,

it

isn’t the

are taking the tops off coconuts.

that a lot

It

same kind of action

doesn’t peel in the

as

when

same way. So

of their learning

is social and kinesthetic and does
not have a lot
of extrapolation from place to place. So
that it is very hard for me to
convince the students that any subject has steps, that
you have to know the
foundation to learn the next steps. They are very big
on attempting to

and

sometimes even succeed for the purpose of passing tests.
To learn
amazing sets of facts in total isolation and then they will drop

those sets of

facts

and move on

to another one,

hanging

in

mid

air.

So

that

even though

the English department and the science department
course on the
Introduction of Science, are trying to overlap; they don't use building
blocks.

Professor A:

They have tremendous problem with
story

which theme

is

abstractions.

I

taught recently a short

love and everything was abstract.
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I

tried to get

them

and

to figure out

what the theme was, what
the idea
hut nearly no one got
to it.

was behind

the story

was

Professor D:

many
5

have trouble making

jump

in

math

skills,

different ideas to

draw

Professor E:
think most of my Micronesian
students have a very keen sense
of
observation.... superb, I would say.
They can distinguish very subtle
details between one species
and another, one behavior or another,
one
movement or another. So, I think that given
very specific concrete
directions to classify specimens,
they can do a good job. However,
if what
they have to classify is of a more
abstract nature, let us say two literary
currents, or two philosophies, I do
not think most students do well at
all. I
o not think that they understand
the
I

abstract characteristics of one entity
do not think they understand the criteria
according to
which things are classified; and I do not
think they understand that things
can belong to different classification
systems

versus the other;

I

simultaneously.

more,
sense

I

do not think

at all

that classification

What is
much

of abstract things makes
to them, or that they see a purpose
for it.

Professor G:

Q: What kinds of questions do you ask
A. Well,

found

in

your tests?

when I ask questions like why, or ask them to
and categorize, and things like that, they can't do it.
It kind of
forces you to ask more questions, like: “what
and where and how”;
questions that don’t really require any synthesis; questions
like: “list,
I

that

predict,

describe.

Q: Are they

questions that they can find in the book or are they
application questions?
literal

A. \ ou can ask application questions but you get low scores.
you are always trying to push to get higher level of analysis.

Of course,
You ask

higher level questions; but the students ability to answer higher level
questions is very limited. So, after a while you don't want to; you want to
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give people a reasonable
amount of success; to ask the
type of questions
they can answer. Very
literal.

Q: In your opinion, are there
subjects that are harder

for

them

t

to

read?

are not

is

with

Professor K:

seem

to catch the idea of generalizing
from the particular to the general
Inductive reasoning just doesn’t seem
to fit. Again, I think that comes
ack to the idea that they view the
world as a list of facts and that things
are the way they are. And that
being the case, there’s no reason to
find
underline structure and generalization.
Deduction, again they have
problem. Give them a general rule to
apply to a particular case, they have
a hard time with that because its,
again, “why do we have the general

rule?.

.

.

The world

is

made up of all particular cases”. It’s an unnecessary
way they view them. Most of our students are

step in their logic and the

able to do both eventually.

They don't

get either or they get both.

My

experience in science classes they seem
to be reasonable. If they get the
idea that you can infer a general idea
from particular cases or you can
analyze a particular case in terms of a
general idea. Once they get that
concept they can do it. That takes a lot of
effort, though.

Fragmented View of Reality

Many

in the faculty tee) that

the school and the

due

dichotomy between the belief systems of
home, the students have a fragmented sense of reality.
to the

Professor K:

Q:

Do you

believe that your students need to have a unified view of
reality?

A: No; it can be fragmented. In our western culture it would be
considered an untenable difference. Doesn’t seem to be a problem. Yeah,
in that sense, yeah they probably believe me but only within
the class
context.

It

doesn't have to correspond other experience or other ways of

thinking about the world.
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Professor G:

D°

V0U ' hin k

* at y ° Ur students look at science, for example,

2 m way you look
same
,

at

A: Definitely not! For example,
aching all about genetics. I
olution,

from single

in the

science?

was in an animal science class
and
showed them a video that talked
about
I

was

I

cell creatures

up to the dinosaurs, up until the
had showed this film, I asked
them -well
class believe that what you
have just seen is

present day animals. After

how many peopJe in this
true - And nobody raised

I

their hand.

Well, then

people believe the world is
6,000 years old?
her hand. Well then, I said
-So

I

asked

'

-how many

- Everybody

raised his or

basically

don

believe any of this junk that

t

Yup,

said

what you are saying is that you
you have just listened to-. And they

And they were very proud of that fact And
I
kind of show them an example of
how a single celled organism
could evolve into a higher creature.
I said
how many people believe
that
They said nobody, and then 1 said, -what
happens when you get
pregnant? A human being begins with a
single cell and when it is ready to
be born it has millions of cells, and
that happens in nine months, and
don't
you think that can happen in a billion or
two billion years? And then they
kind of started to believe it... in a very
limited context... But they reallv
believe that the world began
6,000 years ago, and there is no changing that
idea for many of them. So they kind
of live in a dualistic world where you
have different systems of knowledge for
different situations.
had

that is right”.

to

-

•

One

situation

might be church, another one might be your
friends, another might be
traditional, another might be school,
and they just have to memorize what
types of knowledge are applicable to each
situation.
is

of

not a very big part of their lives.

knowledge they have

It

Unfortunately school
only represents a fraction of the type

to be able to master.

Professors find that their students have a

information that

developed

to

in college

and

is

very different from theirs and their textbooks. This
different logic was

cope with the

to

way of processing and understanding

traditional

Micronesian world. In order

understand the texts the

way

same system of logic. The math department

to function effectively

the author intended, students

must use the

reported efforts to teach logic directly that

were unsuccessful; however, logic can and should be taught by professors
disciplines to help the students practice and generalize the process.
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in all the

Conclusions

A

compilation of interviews
with professors

•hat. for the

most

par,, the

materials very difficult.

akills

a.

the College

Mteronesian students find
reading

The students experience
problems

of Micronesia reveals

their college textbooks

in all

and

reading comprehension

such as finding the main idea,
nraktng inferences, applying
informat, on. making

generalizations, e, cetera.

difficulties.

The

These factors are

faculty tden.tfied

many

factors tha, create those

related no, only to the
language of , ns, rue, ion bu, also
to the

students' culture, motivation,
thought processes, learning
strateg.es, background, and

previous education.

I, is

hoped

that by recognizing these
difficulties

more

effective

Strateg.es for teaching and
advising can be designed. In the
next chapter the opinions of

the students on their

own

difficulties will be described.
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CHAPTER VI
STUDENTS' VIEWS OF THEIR

OWN DIFFICULTIES WITH READING

Introduction
In this

segment a compilation often extensive
ethnographic student interviews

and the results of two surveys of
approximately 200 students are presented.
These
interviews and questionnatres explore
the students’ opinion and
perspective in identifying
the major areas of reading
difficulties,

and

their suggestions to

participants

was

some

factors

difficulties,

improve teaching and advising. The
general consensus among

that reading college material in
English is difficult for

however, the reasons for these

difficulties are

more complex than just

Summary of Student
The students interviewed
difficulties.

which impact on those

identified

These factors are grouped

1.

2.

many

most students;

the language.

Interviews

factors

which impact on

their reading

into six categories:

Language Factors
Cultural Factors

3.

Factors Concerning Motivation

4.

Sociopolitical Factors

5.

Educational Factors

6.

The “Teacher Factor”

Language Factors

The students
textbooks

is

English

report the most important reason for difficulties with reading

is

not their

first

language.
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A Yapese student says:
English

is

island,

also had to learn Pohnpeian
to live with

1

our second or third language.
To come

to college

my

from

my

relatives. In

English
Also, in literature and poetry they don't give
us the straight meaning. It is like
pieces of a puzzle, and you are
supposed
to figure it out. They also
use high words and expressions
and
the vocabulary

complicated

,s difficult.

way of saying

The many complex
Micronesian students

a

things.

aspects of the English language

to fully understand their texts.

make

it

Some of these

difficult for

features include

specialized vocabulary, grammatical
structure, patterns of discourse, use
of figures of

speech and idioms.

A Chuukese student reports on difficulties with vocabulary:
The textbooks have a lot of new technical terms, and
many words in
English have more than one meaning. Also, there
are many words for the
same thing. There are hundreds of new words for me in
every subject.

A Kosraean speaks about difficulties with grammatical structure:
English grammar and spelling are complicated. There
are many rules.
Sometimes when you are reading - if you are not paying attention
to the

grammar, you get the whole thing wrong. But it is difficult to
concentrate
on grammar if you are trying to concentrate on what is going on.

A Mortlokese speaks about patterns of discourse

in English:

In literature, for example, they have a very complicated

something.
figure

it

It is

out.

English used

Also English changes from subject
in

way of saying

not straight. They don’t say what they mean.

readings

is

not like speaking,

have very long and complicated sentences

-

it

to subject.
is

You have
And the

to

The books

not natural.

‘high language,’ not normal

English.

Another student comments on the use of symbolism and metaphor:
English has many strange expressions. In English they say something to
mean something else. Like ‘it is raining cats and dogs.’ Then have to
think what does that mean? Is it true? Or if the boy says your lips are like
I
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an apple, he means they are
sweet. But first
because we eat sour apples with
soy sauce.

A

Mokilese describes

is difficult is

having

cannot say what

A

thought her

lips

were sour.

his difficulties with writing
in English:

Sometimes what
difficult is

1

I

not understanding the reading.

to write

about

want.

comes

It

it

in English.

What

is

don't write very well.
out like baby nonsense.
I

1

student explains her difficulties with
expressing what she means in English:

Sometimes because of poor English
ike nonsense; but

I

I can’t say what I
want.
can understand more than I can say.

Another student explains how
get contused

difficult

it

is to

do several tasks

at

It

comes out

a time in a foreign language:

am

taking notes, spelling, trying to understand
what the
all at the same time. Because my
English is poor, I get
contused trying to do more than one thing at a
time. It is too fast, and the
teachers are tricky. Like they say ‘the moon
is square’ to see if you are
paying attention; and students are copying ‘the
moon is square’ because
they are just concentrating on copying what
the teacher says. Then, the
teacher says: "what is this?" You are not paying
attention? Are you
I

if

I

teacher says

dumb?’

A

perceptive Pohnpeian student recalls comprehension
strategies she learned from local

Teachers

who

told her to use English to

When I was

memorize but her

first

language to understand:

elementary and high school, the teachers would give the
materials and some of the lecture in English; but when the
students really

wanted

in

to understand

something the teachers explained in our language.
used the local language in class a lot. It is hard to understand things
in
English now.

We

Cultural Factors

Many
in conflict

students reflect on the fact that the classroom and college environments are

with some aspects of Micronesian culture. They

between the two

societies in

difficulties in their studies

which they

and

live

feel that the

dichotomy

causes confusion, frustration, and added

in the interpretation
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of the American texts they must read.

A

freshman comments on

to

Micronesian

how the

college textbooks ate culturally
biased and irrelevant

life:

Most ot our textbooks are talking about
the United
and examples are from the States. There
is nothing
books.

A

girl in

day

It is

not

my

States.

The expressions

of Micronesia

in the

life.

her senior year reports that schoolwork

is

only a small part of a student’s day-to

responsibilities:

We

have a

lot

of responsibilities

at

home.

If

you

are the oldest in your

family and both your parents work, you are
expected to go home, clean the
house, prepare dinner or lunch for the whole

family, take care of your
then do the cleaning around the house, the
garden, feed the pigs, do the laundry on Saturdays,
you know... keep the
house orderly the way the mother would have done. It
is hard to find time

younger brothers and

sisters,

to read.

A young man

in the

second-semester agrees:

I

have to help with the pigs and the farming. And

I

need

A Pohnpeian

if

my

father goes fishing,

to help him.

student complains about

how

Micronesian cultural

rituals are

incompatible

with the college’s attendance policies:
In college the attendance policy

you

get an

F But

it

.

is difficult

custom. If we have funerals

is

we have

days, and other things. Sometimes

no question about
matter

if

you

fail

it.

If

there

very

with so

is

it

strict. If

many

you miss a few classes
we have to do in our

things

to help with the funeral feast for nine

happens a

lot in

a semester. There

a funeral, you have to be there.

It

is

doesn’t

your school.

A student comments about the excessive economic and day-to-day demands that being in
college imposes on most Micronesian students:

There

is

a problem with transportation.

are so expensive.

If

you come by

hours before class, because

all

The school

taxi in the

is

so

students are going at the
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far,

and the taxis

morning, you need

same

to leave

2

time, and the

taxis don't

walk a

come, or they take you

all

over town.

Some

students have to

lot.

Another reports how the architecture and
routines of the Micronesian household
makes
impossible for students to have private space
and time to read, study, and do
in their

a

because have
so noisy

have

to

to

to

get

TV

playing the

or Nintendo really loud, playing

same
American house with rooms. It
And we can not go anywhere else to study because we

is

very distracting.

open.

evening; but there

.

.

is

It is

We have to

hard.

.

.

We really

students think that

if

because they were raised

in

was

of their mouth

is

questions about

system,

I

it.

is

to the

viewed as disrespectful

in

classroom:

Don’t ask any other questions. Whatever comes out

So,

when

You

are just to follow

Don’t ask any

it.

they are used to that kind of feedback from

and then they come out

guess.

in the

you ask questions you are disrespectful
an atmosphere where whatever your parents

the right thing.

it.

need two or three hours

that asking questions

Micronesian culture and that these beliefs apply

their relatives

in the

no way.

Pohnpeian student explains

told you, that

all

stay with them. And when I am
chores after dinner and dishes, then someone usually
wants

my

watch a movie.

Some

-

not like an

It is

look after the kids.

done with

to study but not really

enough for
home, we don’t have much time to study
do some work to help in the house. All the little
ones are

When we

Our house

space.
is

-

of space and time

little bit

what we need.

A

homework

homes:

We have

A

it

They just don't want

to school,
to ask

Kosraean and a Pingalapese explain the deep

it is

of part of their

any questions.

cultural fear

Micronesian acceptance of ridicule as a response

sort

of making mistakes and the

to failure:

Some

times the reason they don't want to ask questions

don’t

know how. They might get this clear question in their minds, but
know how to clearly phrase the question to ask it, and then they

is

because they

they don't

would be laughed

at

by the

“Many students don’t
how to pronounce the

others.

like to read aloud,

words.

And

because they might not

they are afraid of
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know

making mistakes.

They don't want everybody to see they
don't know and
Making mistakes is really embarrassing.

get laughed at.
People keep talking about it.”

A

senior reflects on

opinions, and

how

how young

in

Micronesian culture are not allowed to
give

that affects their behavior in
college:

At home and
questions.

people

So

in the
it

schools you have to do things the way
you are told, no
a hard when American teachers are
asking: "What is

is

your opinion?"

Some

people are not used to it. They don’t know
what the teacher means,
or they don’t know how to contribute. They
don’t have any ideas. It takes
time.

A

student analyzes the cultural dilterences concerning
the concept of individual versus

group work:

1

is

he instructors want us to do everything by ourselves,
but I think sharing
good. If we share the teachers say it is copying or cheating.

Another comments on the Micronesian view on plagiarism:
Professors say that copying what someone wrote

you

steal

words?

English, if

A

I

think

is silly to try to

it

somebody already

Mortlokese student explains

said

how some

solve problems. She also explains

how

it

in

is

like stealing.

say something in

my

How can
bad

good English.

students defer to others to answer questions or

they communicate with the teacher through a

chosen spokesperson:

I

would say most students

may choose

outer islander

by the other students. They

a spokesperson for the group. Whatever they say

doesn’t matter

An

feel intimidated

if

they don’t agree.

comments on

It’s

is

good.

It

okay with them.

the importance of the correct

mix in-group formation

the classroom:

Sometimes

the groups in class don’t work, because the students are from

know each
the girls may

different islands and they don’t

other very well. Also if you

have boys and

not talk.

girls together,
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in

A

female student explains the value
given

modesty

to

in

Micronesian society and

how

it

affects class participation:

Some

students will hide what they

out, especially girls, if

know because

you have a male

they don’t want to stand

relative in the class.

But

it

definitely applies to females.

Another

talks about gender roles,

The males

way up
they

A

supposed

are

to

third discusses

how

impact in classroom behavior:

be the head of things. They are supposed
to be
are the ones supposed to do the things

the gender separation

There are some classes
together.

their

Whereas the females
them what to do.

there.

tell

and

most

The

girl

that a

may

affect the subjects

male and female

would probably not take

it.

one takes:

relative [s] cannot take

Like science or biology or
anatomy. In our cultural

wherever they have to go through the human
background the male and female are not supposed

to

know any of the

other gender’s anatomy.

A

perceptive Yapese explores

causes on people and

Many

some of the

how those changes

people do not

fit

made

can be

changes that an American education

difficult to

in their village or island

college. College changes people.

from college

internal

When my

cope with:

when

they return from

cousin returned to our island

he didn’t want to follow the customs. So people
fun of him, and told him: "do you feel too good for us because you
in the States,

went away?"; "Are you a white man now?". Some of the people who
return are very unhappy; they don’t feel comfortable anywhere.

might drink a

A

They

lot.

Pohnpeian adds:

Sometimes

the people

who come back

support their whole family.
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with a degree are expected to

Motivation and Attitude

The Micronesian
his or her studies:

some

students admit that no. every
student in college

The students interviewed discuss how
motivation and

fun.

attitude play an important role in
their success in school.

many

not doing well.

students

They

their students to read

A

who

and

They recognize, however,

are serious about their studies

also mention

freshman points out

interested in

are there to socialize others to
avoid hard farm work, others to

meet new people and have

there are

is

how

-

even among those

that

who

are

the teacher plays an important role
in motivating

learn.

that

some

students are not in school by their

own

choice:

1 here are some students that are not
interested in school. They are in
college just to satisfy their parents. They are
forced into school, but they
are not really interested. I would say the majority
is not like that, but there
are lots that are here just to get away from their
parents.

A

Chuukese discusses

the

many

forces acting on

young people

in college for the first

time and away from their parents:

Many

students have never been out of their

home island. They never met
other Micronesians from other states. So, for them to be in college
is very
interesting. They think they better spend their time with their
friends in
the town. There

a lot of peer pressure to go socializing or drinking at
night. For the girls is that they were never out of their parents
sight, not for
one minute, and when they are away in college they go boy-crazy, they

don

A

t

know how

Kosraean admits

that

is

to behave.

interested in the

diploma

to get a

job not in

in their field:

students are interested in getting good grades but most just in

getting passing grades.

counts most.
are

get pregnant and have to leave school.

most students are

becoming knowledgeable

Some

They

many

I

just

The diploma

want

things that

I

to get the

-

that

is

number

one. This

is

what

degree to get a government job. There

study because

I

interested.
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have

to but not

because

I

am

A

Mortlokese and a Mokilese disagree:
°f
in the future is

b C
ing somelhi "g.
?
what keeps me going.

T

'

What motivated me
eggar

A

is

thought of becoming successful

come to college is the fear of becoming
a loser or a
Since the Compact funds will be
decreasing

to

in the future.

education

*e

a priority.

Yapese comments on

the importance of liking to read
and

on the Micronesian

attitude

towards books:

Many

people don’t like reading, and books
are expensive. You almost
in a Micronesian house. I like
reading paperbacks

never see books

novels, and legends
I

An

things like that. That helps
don’t like reading textbooks. They are
boring.
-

outer-islander points out

how

important the teacher

me

is

in

with

my

English But

motivating students to

achieve and enumerates some specific teacher
behaviors that are particularly helpful for
students to understand and get interested in reading:

The most helpful things are when the teacher gives
us the background, of
what we are about to study, interest us in the topic and
motivation, and
give us the vocabulary necessary to understand the
piece. Only some
teachers do that. Others don’t. Especially Micronesian
teachers. They

lack

technique.

go

They

in circles.

know

it

are boring.

They don

t

They just

give us

or they don’t want us to

superficial.

It is

lecture, lecture,

the information;

all

know

it.

and

lecture.

They

maybe they don’t

Their explanations are

not motivating or interesting.

Sociopolitical Factors

In this category are all those factors reported

by the students

who

relate to the

greater political context of Micronesia as a former protectorate of the United
States.
fact that the

United States

is

phasing out

its

financial

while the American-styled education system

Micronesian students’

is

lives.
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and

political

presence

in

The

Micronesia

expanding has a direct impact on the

A

senior student complains about
the colonial character of
education at

don

COM:

why everything we are studying is about
the United
we studying American history and not
Micronesian
ustory Everything we are studying
is about another country.
All we see
on V and books are non-Micronesian
people. When we see them, we
I

understand

t

Why

ates.

are

.

sometimes

An

shocked. Sometimes their behavior
seems ridiculous.

feel

exceptional student despairs because
scholarships are connected to the
political and

economic

situation:

What

I

am

the future
get

my

learning

when

degree.

I

is

get

not so useful at the

my

don’t

I

moment, but it will be useful in
four-year degree. I really want to go
overseas to

know

if

I

can go.

My parents can’t afford

to

send

me. Before, anyone who wanted to go could
get a scholarship. Now only if
you have connections. If you have relatives with
high positions in the
government. It doesn’t matter if you have better grades.
Also the stipend
differs depending on your connections.
And it is even worse if you are an
ethnic minority

Even

you

if

scholarships
is

-

like a

Mokilese, Nukworoan, or Mortlokese or like

are the valedictorian

we

are getting

now come

only $250 dollars per semester.

think

you

that.

you may not get a scholarship. The
If

through the state government, but

you get

a scholarship to the U. S.

it

I

between 2,000 and 4,000 at the most - and that is nothing.
The parents have to pay tor the rest. The only thing people like
us can do
is go and work for a year. ... But it is
kind of a trap. Many students, even
good ones, go and all they end up doing is working... like COM’s
valedictorian a few years back. .she ended up working in a
McDonald’s,
and got back without money or education.
get

.

Another wonders about her future and

the future of her country after the

Compact of

Association with the United States expires:

Now that the money of the American government for the Compact
agreement is running out, we don’t know about our future. We are worried
that there

Some

won’t be any jobs for

us.

students, however, are planning to play a role in their country’s future:

After

we

get our degrees overseas,

future for our country. Besides
really

missed our home. The

showed

we want

we have

trips

I

don't

know what

is

make

how

for us.

we

Because

our country could develop as

keeping our country from
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a better

already been overseas, and

were a big motivation

us what our country could be

well as theirs.

to return to

it

S

dfce

’

Tf

'

,hans
that
is

,h S
'

why am
I

A new student comments on

tha * * his
can ma ke a big
planning on coming back
to Micronesia

the politics of language:

Because English
feel

we

is the language of
the college
are at a disadvantage all
the time.

and not our language
gUage we
’

Educational Factors
All students recognize the
importance

of a good high school preparation

well in college and to
understand college textbooks and
matenals. While

received

it,

most

felt

they did no,. There

is

some

to

do

feel they

disagreement as to wha, extent attending
a

private school affected their
current success or failure.

Some

think that only private

schools offer good preparation for
college; others seem to think
that a motivated student

could get a good education
In the

in the public

Micronesian schools as well

words of one of the students:
Part ot the problem that a

number of students are having with
understanding academic texts in college
has to do with a poor high school
011
d° n 1 thmk
WCl1 prepared in man subjects for
y

^

college

A

student compares public and private high
school education in Micronesia:
think that there are many differences
between the private high school,
and other public schools that result in better
college students First atX
everybody was supposed to speak only English
24 hours a day At the
other schools they speak the local language
all the time, even during class.
Second, at X when somebody made a mistake,
the person is told how to do
it, not laughed at like in
the public schools. At X the teachers
are always
I

there, in the public schools the teachers
are absent a

Some
some

teachers only
ol

them are

show up on payday. They have

lot.

so

a big issue.

It is

many

excuses,

and they go off island campaigning and just
leave their students. They call in sick, but then
they are seen drunk around
town or going fishing. That is a big problem. At X also
there are different
politicians,

courses offered than in public schools like calculus,
sociology, computers
psychology, and many other advanced courses. Also, many
at

X

of the teachers

are foreign or are graduates from X, so their education

They have workshops.
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is

much

better.

Other students disagree:
ne thing
they didn

I
t

can say about people

do well

in

who

high school.

are having trouble in college

It is

not their high school, but

it

is

that

is

themselves. Because one of the reasons
that I am doing well in college
because I did well in high school. Even
though I went to a public high
school, it really made a difference in
my life. To be perfectly honest I
really hate it when people say
‘You went to X? So you must be

is

a really

right student.’.
i

you go

to

I

don’t believe in

that.

Long time ago

X, then you would be a successful person

anymore. Now, the story

is

totally different.

better.

I

I

did.

believed that

I

in the future, but not

Other schools are getting
6
B

think success depends totally on the student.
Because

some of my
classmates were very good back in high school,
but now they are so
excited about college life, and boys, so they
aren’t doing well.

A student describes the effect that

lack of background

knowledge has on reading

comprehension:

One ol the problems am having reading my textbooks is that
don't
know many of the things the book is talking about. It is like you
are
supposed to know all these things already, but I don’t. It is like
coming
I

I

the middle of a conversation, and

were saying before you got

you

are expected to

know what

in

they

there.

Students identity several problems arising from the difference in
the teaching

methods used by

their previous

American teachers

Micronesian teachers

in

high school and their current

in college.

A Pohnpeian student states:
Some of my

teachers in other schools only copied from the book on the
board. Their teaching was not very good. All the students had to do was
repeat and memorize.

They

did not explain very well.

questions that they asked were in the book.
not in the book.

some

We

have

to give our

Now

The kinds of

in college the

opinion or figure

it

out.

I

answer

is

think that

students are having problems because they did not learn to answer

questions like

that.

They look

for the

answer

there.
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in the

book, but

it

is

not

Another student adds:

Most Micronesian teachers just tell
you what you have
know it. What they say is the way it is,
period.
be thinking

to

co lege

is

something the teacher is
confusing because you are used
if

give you the answer so you can

A

to

know, and you

Students are not supposed
saying is right or wrong. So

know

third student reveals the motivations
of

to just

waiting for the teacher to

it.

some Micronesian

teachers:

Some Micronesian teachers don’t explain very
well because they
know or because they don’t want you to know what
they know.

don’t

Students discuss the role that classes with
students of different ability plays in
their reading problems.

An advanced
I

here

student complains:

is

a big range of abilities in Micronesian classes.

to teach to the

A

lower end and that makes

it

The teachers tend

a waste of time, boring.

remedial student complains:

my

chemistry class I am really behind. Only a few students
understand
book or the lectures, but the teacher thinks we all know because
those
students know. The teacher just expects you to know everything
by
In

the

yourself.

A lot of us are failing.

Students complain that the level and content of their textbooks
inappropriate

-

some

are too childish,

previous knowledge, almost

A

all

some

are too advanced,

some

is

frequently

require a lot of

are foreign or irrelevant.

student reports:

Some of my

textbooks are too

difficult.

The vocabulary and

are too hard for me. Besides, they talk about things

about. Like in one of my problems in math

explained distance by saying

know how

far that is

it

is

like

I

from 4

nor have a picture of

Another student disagrees:
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it.

I

had an example
th

the content

have never heard

to 5"' avenue.

that

We

don’t

Some of my
is

A

assignments and handouts are too childish, not challenging.
easier than in high school.

student explains her lack of textbooks and

how

It

that affects her:

cannot aftord to buy most of the textbooks. 1 have to borrow
from my
tnends and study when they don’t need them. Many people are
the same
as me. The textbooks are very expensive, and I don’t have
a scholarship.
I

is

not realistic to ask

more than my
school in

my

father

all

It

buy textbooks. One book alone is
two weeks, and there are five people in

the students

makes

in

family.

Students report on their lack of study skills and

how

with reading

that interferes

comprehension:

I

would

like

my

instructor to help us to study for our courses. In

we just had

elementary and high school

memorize

it.

get confused

A

what the teacher wrote and

enough. But

Yapese student comments on her poor note-taking and outlining
I

have trouble with outlining and taking notes.

important and what

and

A

to read

now in college it is not good
how to study for those courses.

But

I

don’t

is not.

know how

to

I

do

It is

hard to

we sometimes

skills:

know what

is

did not have to do a lot of that in high school,
it

very well.

student explains her frustration in using a specific problem-solving technique she

unfamiliar with:

I

hate solving problems in math.

system that does not

fit

my

I

don’t like

Another reports on deficient time-management
Students do not

know how

It is

like

I

have

to use a

skills:

to use their time.

minute. They don’t plan their

Two

it.

brain.

They wait

until the last

work.

students talk about insufficient spaces to read and study quietly:

We

crowded with so much noise
and computers. The college needs a lot more quiet places

try studying in the library, but

from printers

it

is

study.
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so

to

is

Having a compulsory

study-hall period

people need the time and place

is

to study,

a

good idea because many

and they don’t have

it.”

The Teacher Factor

Most of the Micronesian

students see the teacher as a major factor responsible
for

their success or failure with reading in English. In
traditional

Micronesian culture, a

person seeking specific knowledge attaches him/herself to an expert
apprenticeship association.

pupil.

still

It

seems

It is

up

to the teacher-expert to pass

a close

in

on the knowledge

to the

views of the teacher as the keeper and giver of knowledge are

that those

alive.

A sophomore reports that more diversified teaching styles and methods
Not

all

students are good in the

are needed:

same way. Some like to do things with
good at solving problems, others

their hands, others in-groups, others are
at

numbers. But most classes are only one kind of learning. Lectures.
It can be boring. The instructor could

Lecture. Lectures. Abstract thinking.

make
trips

it

more fun

and things

for everybody,

more group work,

projects, stories, field

like that.

A freshman says that teachers assume students know background or vocabulary without
realizing their students’ lack of exposure:

Some
it.

more about

the reading before they assign

Like the background and the vocabulary. There are many things

books
to

teachers need to explain

that

know?

we need

We

help with. If they don’t explain

did not grow up

in the

it

how

are

in the

we supposed

U.S.

A second-year student adds:
There are teachers

that don’t realize all the

idioms and American

expressions that they use or that are in the books.

An

outer-islander complains that teachers

fail to
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explain expectations to their students:

It is

difficult

sometimes

know what the teachers want you to do if they
how to do it. They just expect you to

to

don't explain what they want or

know

everything by yourself.

Another student

teels “tricked"

by the professor’s

testing style:

Teachers are ‘tricky’

when they give tests about the readings. They change
things around, use different words, they change
the examples. “Some
teachers say that is because they want us to think.
But if you don’t know
the language so well, you just get confused.

A

third reports that teachers

One

expectations and requirements are inconsistent:

most difficult things with reading assignments is that every
teacher wants something different. For some, you just have
to understand
ol the

what

going on, for others you have to memorize everything. Like
X who wants us to do the things the way he wants us to do it,
period. So, it is scary to use our own words. Because he expects us
to use
the words he gives us. Others allow us to give you our opinion.
But most
is

Professor

teachers don’t.

How you dare

They say

want our opinion, but they really don’t.
have opinions? That is what is really annoying me about
that they

some

instructors, like X. In

my

but in

my own

got a D.

words, and

I

final

exam answered all the questions,
Some other instructors might say
I

I

was right because, at least, I had the idea. But for him, we have to give
him what he gives you. That means it is hard for us because we have to
memorize. Some instructors do

A

that.

student sees the need for the teachers to motivate the students and get more involved in

The

students’ lives outside of class:

I

think most teachers do not have a personal relationship with their

students. After the class

is

like they don’t

know

you. If teachers are

interested in the students, if they encourage them, if they talk to

them with what they don’t understand
students would do much better and would try harder.

class, if they help

I

them

think that

after

many

Another explains how Micronesian students read public admonitions and the

effect

students’ motivation and self-esteem:

There are times when the student
figure ‘this instructor

studying, that
a mind.’.

I

am

Maybe

is

feels put

saying that

not using

the teacher

my

I

am

not thinking, that

mind. So,

means

to

down, and they give

it

I

am

probably means

I

up.

They

not

don't have

be encouraging, but the student does
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on

not see

it

that

way.

If he gets scolded in public, if
the teacher

does not
saying those things because he wants the
student to
learn, if he does not talk to the student
in private and takes some time
to
explain then the student will be really
discouraged. It is lack of
explain that he

is

communication.

A

third explains

why

a professor’s personal relationship with
her students

is

so

successful:

we have is really special because she explains why we are
studying this and that and how we will need that later,
and she explains to
us how to study for her class. We are always in her
This professor

office.

A

student reports that teachers do not give students enough
time to respond/think about

answers:

Some

teachers expect you to understand everything right away: read

time

know

-

But people need time

We need

of English.

A

it.

second student complains

Sometimes

it

is

more time

not realistic the

class, at the

something

5 times

long

it

at

it

one

because

...especially

much

material to study /memorize:

amount of homework they give us. If we
memorize thirty definitions for each
really confused.

I

don’t think that

takes us to read. With science

and check many words

Because most teachers

it.

to

end of the week we are

know how

about

to understand.

that teachers give too

have five classes and we have
teachers

to think

COM-FSM

are

we have

to

read

in the dictionary.

from a different culture than the students

the friction caused by misunderstandings and stress affects interaction.

Some

students

characterize foreign teachers as culturally insensitive.

A

Pohnpeian says

Some

that teachers tend to underestimate or overestimate the students:

teachers overestimate what the students

it

or

you don't know the English or the background
doesn’t mean you are stupid. American teachers mostly

underestimate

book

know and can do

it.

If

in the

we know. It is .... don’t know how to put it in
words.... ’’offensive” when you know something, but the teacher talks
you like you don’t know anything, it is really... what’s the word?
underestimate what

I

‘Humiliating.’
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to

A

Yapese student expresses her feelings about several

particularly insensitive professors:

Some teachers criticize Micronesia and Micronesians a lot.
The things
they say are disgusting. Sometimes I feel sad.
Sometimes I feel mad.
feel

ottended.

It

hurts a

lot...

I

guess because some of it

the right to their opinion but the

A

Kosraean explains

how some

way

they do

it

is

too much...

I

They have

is true.

it

rude.

is

teachers misread student’s cultural behavior:

The teachers ask the students: ‘Do you have any questions?’ If the
don t say anything right away, they keep going. It does not mean

students

that

people understand.

only means they are shy. Then they get mad when
the exam comes because the students got bad grades,
and they say: ‘Why
didn t you ask in class. Also, scolding in public is very shameful.
The
teacher should talk to the student in private.

A

It

Chuukese gives examples of how foreign professors unwittingly demand behaviors
of

the students that are culturally unacceptable for them:

Some

know our customs, and they want us to do things that
we have a funeral, we have to miss
some topics that men and women can not talk about

teachers don’t

are really difficult or bad tor us. Like if
class or there are

together or
in the

we

cannot give an opinion

Another student explains the

Some

some people

(of higher rank) are

effects of social blunders

by professors:

teachers do things that are really bad in our custom, and

respect for them.

Most

things they do,

they are foreigners; but there are

have

if

room.

to

do a

traditional

we

some

don't

we

loose

mind because we know

things that are really bad, and they

apology ceremony

if

they want to be respected

again.

Summary of Student
Based on the students’ comments
questionnaire

was developed

Questionnaires

in the extensive ethnographic interviews, a

for the student-body at large.

Approximately two hundred

responses were received. The questionnaire was used to expand the data base for analysis

of the same basic questions

in this study:

what
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are

some of the major

difficulties students

at

COM-FSM

difficulties,

have with reading textbooks

in English,

what are some causes

for those

and what are some recommendations
for improving teaching.

Areas of Reading Difficulties

A

large percentage of students report
having difficulties with

reading tasks and

fable

6.

1

When you
tol lowing

skills.

These

results are

shown

in

Table

6.

Areas of Reading Difficulties
are reading college textbooks

and materials, do you have

aspects of reading?

Item
a.

most of the major

difficulties with the

never

seldom

often

%

%

%

%

0

1

60

39

Vocabulary

always

b.

Getting the main idea

4

5

53

38

c.

Understanding details

4

5

65

26

Organizing tacts (by importance)

4

9

51

36

1

7

59

33

d.
e.
t.

Organizing facts (by chronological order
Understanding Symbolic Meaning

)

3

8

38

51

g.

Understanding implied information

3

4

33

60

h.

Understanding humor

4

10

68

18

17

8

61

14

12

13

56

19

8

9

54

29

10

20

55

15

i.

j.

k.
1.

Applying the information
Recalling information

to real life

at a later date

Summarizing
Distinguishing fact from opinion

We

can observe that a high proportion

having frequent

-

more than 70%

difficulties in all reading-related skills.

have problems seem

to be:

The

-

of the students report

areas where

more students

not knowing the vocabulary (99%), being unable to

understand information not specifically stated
able to identify what the main idea of a piece

in the text but

is
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implied (93%), not being

(91%), or not understanding the symbolic

meaning of the
though

text as

opposed

to a lesser degree

-

are

to the literal

meaning (89%). Other areas of
difficulty

summarizing and recalling information,
distinguishing

from opinion, and applying information
read
survey are comparable

to the results

comp, led

Reasons

When

asked

to identify the

to real life situations.

for

in

Name

Reasons

factors that

for

reasons for their difficulties with
reading college

-

presented in table 6.2.

Reading Difficulties

make reading

college-level textbooks difficult for you.

Number of Responses

Advanced

or technical vocabulary

Complex sentence
Not knowing

structure

130

and grammar

102

the academic background

94

Unfamiliar or foreign situations and examples

80

Use of symbolism and American slang
bnglish not

68

extbooks expensive/too advanced/impractical

65

first

private space or time to study or read

Tack

60

of study skills: outlining, scanning, speed

Lack of interest

35

in the topic

20

Insufficient/complex/unclear instruction

16

Difficulties giving opinions or taking positions

15

Difficulties

The biggest

summarizing

14

obstacles to being able to read and understand college textbooks for

Micronesian students, according
in the

70

language/lack English practice

No

of this

Reading Difficulties

Response

1

results

fact

interviews with professors and
students.

materials, the students listed the following
thirteen factors

Table 6.2

The

-

to this survey, are

use of the English language.

and advanced vocabulary and an

Some of these

inability to

problems related

to their deficiencies

deficiencies are very limited technical

comprehend

the

complex grammar and

sentence construction used in academia together with the figures of speech and idiomatic
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expressions used in literary works. This

however, because English
very

little

is

is

most college freshmen worldwide;

true for

a second language for

all

Micronesian students and used

outside the classroom, their difficulties
are even greater. In addition, students

icport their difficulties also stem from
a lack of an academic and cultural
background to

understand their textbooks and readings.

A deficient academic background refers

shortcomings in previous education. Their lack of cultural
background speaks
that

most college materials used

American audience and imply
readers.

The students

at the

to

to the fact

College of Micronesia are produced for an

a cultural experience completely foreign to
Micronesian

feel that a

number of their textbooks

are not only too

advanced but

also impractical and expensive. Another major factor
that interferes with their ability to

understand college texts

is

their insufficient study skills

and reading habits. According

to

professors and students interviewed, poor reading and study skills can be
traced to the
lack of practice in their previous Micronesian schools

repetition are the

-

where memorization and

main methods of instruction. Poor reading

habits are

more

a result of

cultural factors, such as the lack of private space and time in Micronesian society, and
the

scarcity of

books

in their households.

Most Micronesians

are rarely given the privacy and

quiet-time required for reading with comprehension. Their

where many people
fishing,

shows

live.

Members of the

and household chores and must

that lack

of motivation and

significant role in their

homes have open spaces

family are expected to contribute to the farming,

to

be available on demand. The survey also

interest in reading their college materials plays a

low reading comprehension. This lack of interest

given their constraints. Finally, the survey indicates that students

problems with reading are related

to their current instructors.
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feel

Some

is

not surprising

some of their

students believe

if

they received dearer or

more appropriate

instruction they could be

much more

successful

readers.

Most

The students who

Difficult Subjects to

Read

participated in this study consider that

harder to read than others, for various reasons. This
information

plan their instruction and supplemental materials. The
to read

according to these students

Table 6.3

What

-

The Most

subject

is

is

list

some

may

subjects are

help professors

of the subjects which are harder

presented in table 6.3.

Difficult Subject to

Read

the hardest to read?

Subject

Number of Responses

Science (general)

60

Math/Calculus/Algebra/Geometry

40

Biology

30

Literature

28

Geography

20

Health Science

20

Physical Science

20

Poetry

16

No

8

Problems

Other

8

Psychology

8

Social Studies

8

All Text

Books

6

English (general)

6

Political Science

6

Chemistry

4

Journalism

2

Physics

2

The problem with
therefore, the

much

this data is that not

every student has taken every course;

numbers of each course might not
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reflect the real areas

of difficulty. For

that reason, all subjects are

English, and math.

We can

grouped

into four categories: natural
sciences, social sciences,

see that the natural sciences

anatomy), chemistry and general science

considered hardest. In a distant second
place

and journalism- with 52 students. The next
algebra, geometry and trigonometry

Micronesian College students

-

reflects the

is

is

btology, phystcs, health

(human

which most students (138)

English

-

which includes

mathematics

-

literature,

which includes general math,

and psychology

-

which include geography,

-

with 36 responses. This order of

natural sciences, English and literature,
mathematics

and social sciences

-

amount of technical vocabulary and previous preparation
required reading and

understanding these subject areas.

Problems with College Textbooks

The students

find a series of problems with the college textbooks they are

currently using. These problems range from the cost to the level of difficulty
to the

relevance.

poetry

with 40 responses. Finally, the easiest
subjects for

to read are the social sciences

social studies, political science

difficulty

-

the area

- is

-

The

results

of the students’ opinions are shown
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in

Table 6.4

Table 6.4

What

is

Problems with College Textbooks

your opinion of your college textbooks?

Item

Number of responses

a.

Expensive

b.

Difficult vocabulary

c.

1

d.

Irrelevant to Micronesia

e.

Boring

186

h.
i.

Not

g.

j.

165

122
114

my life
Too high for my level
Too low for my level

f.

180

lack background knowledge on the subject

Irrelevant to

112
91

90

clear

75

Not enough drawings

or graphics

45

k. Illogical
1.

20

Disorganized

10

This survey reveals that a great number of the students
are inappropriate in

the difficulty and

some manner. Major problems with

amount of new vocabulary,

Other problems with the textbooks are the

beneath their

ability; others believe

will tend to not read

When

is

they are above their

make

the textbooks are the high cost,

irrelevant to

level.

from the presentation of the material, lack of graphics,
these deficiencies contribute to

college textbooks

the fact that they require a level of

preparation the students don’t have, or that the content

their lives.

feel their

Some

ability.

clarity,

Micronesia and

feel the

books are

Lesser problems arise

and organization. All of

the books less than attractive to the students,

who

them or buy them.

they are selecting texts and preparing materials for future semesters, this

information could be used by professor and departments. Instructors
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who choose

to

work

with the more challenging textbooks

may

consider offering the necessary
support to the

students with additional definitions,
examples, explanations, and background
instruction.

Reading Comprehension Strategies
Understanding what comprehension and
metacognitive strategies Micronesian
college students use

when

they are struggling to understand the text

planning instruction. The teacher

may

is

valuable in

discard methods the students are not likely
to use

and take advantage of the methods the students are
already

utilizing.

Table

6.5.

shows

the

students most frequently used comprehension
strategies.

Table 6.5

-

Reading Comprehension Strategies

What do you do when you do

not understand college readings?

Item

never

seldom

often

%

%

%

%

Always

5

0

34

61

b.

Ask a friend (after class)
Ask a teacher (after class)

3

5

26

66

c.

Consult a dictionary

10

11

46

33

d.

Read

the material several times

18

36

11

35

e.

Read

class notes

8

30

36

26

19

33

24

26

21

29

29

21

a.

f.

Read supplementary materials

g.

Skip

h.

Other

it

Ask

and go on
(Number of Responses)

relatives

65

Library research

20

Consult reference material

15

Create an outline

3

Give up

2

Asking someone

employed

-

be

it

a friend, a relative or a teacher

strategy, as revealed by the

above

table.
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.

Going

-

is

the

most commonly

to the library, consulting

Asking someone

employed

-

be

it

strategy, as revealed

a friend, a relative or a teacher

by the above

table.

.

Going

references, or creating outlines are strategies
students

- is

the

most commonly

to the library, consulting

seldom ever

use. Consulting the

dictionary, reading class notes, or supplementary
materials given by the instructor are
strategies students use

An

on occasion.

instructor

existing strategies might consider having

his/her students instead of sending

them

who wants

to take

advantage of these

more frequent individual conferences with

to the library or

giving them references.

Suggestions for Teaching and Advising

The students were asked
are currently doing

which

to list

are helpful in their

some of the

things their college professors

comprehension of their college textbooks.

(See: Table 6.6)

It

can be seen that the student consider the following teacher practices helpful: giving

explanations beyond what

is

covered

in the

book, giving examples, simplifying the

material, giving assignments and opportunities for practice, giving instruction and

information prior to the reading and

after,

speaking clearly and slowly, breaking the

information into simpler steps, performing or acting out some concepts, giving additional
sources, and conducting class discussions.
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Table 6.6

What

are

Useful Things Teachers

some of the

Do

things your teachers do that help

read?

Item

you understand

126

Oive examples

50

Simplify material

30

Oive assignments/practice

24

Post-reading instruction

24

Pre-reading instruction

22

clearly, slowly

18

Individual instruction

Breakdown

18

steps

16

Perform/Act out

10

Give other sources

6

Class discussion

We

6

can also see that even though professors are using

which the students consider
While more than

75%

helpful,

attention.

some of these

of the respondents consider

material in their textbooks, only

examples and

you

Number of Responses

explain further

Speak

the materials

less than

10%

25%

all

of these techniques

activities are utilized

more than

others.

that teachers are explaining the

state that the professors are giving

them meaningful

feel that the professors are giving the students
individualized

Other suggestions for teaching improvement are presented
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in table 6.7

Table 6.7

What

are

Suggestions tor Improvement

some

things your teachers could improve
to help you better understand
the

readings and assignments?

Item

Number of responses

Explain more clearly

66

Nothing

48

Speak slowly, simply, loudly, less
Give handouts/notes/assignments/tests

30
28

Give individualized assistance/time
Give more time to read in class

Give more

/

more

27
21

relevant examples

20

Seek students’ questions
Use small groups in class

Change negative

10
8

Give background information

8

Review information

8

each longer classes

4

Get more organized

4

Do

4

not oversimplify

The suggestions

3.)

10

disposition

Simplify material

1

1 •)

12

tor the teacher can be

suggestions to improve instruction,

2.)

Suggestions to improve materials, and

behavior.

The suggestions

to

grouped

into four categories:

suggestions to improve class management,

lastly 4.)

Suggestions to modify teacher

improve instruction are

to explain further

and more clearly,

give more relevant examples, simplify content but not to the point of childishness, give

background information, and review. The suggestions
to give

for

improvement of materials

are

handouts with additional and simplified information and give class notes and

handouts. The suggestions to improve classroom management are to get better organized,

make

use of small groups, encourage students’ participation and questions, give more

time to read

in class,

and teach longer class periods. Suggestions
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to

improve teacher

behavior are to speak simply, slowly, loudly,
and
attention;

and show a positive disposition.
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less;

give the students individualized
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CHAPTER

VII

THE TOEFL AND GATES TEST RESULTS
Introduction

To enhance the validity of the data collected by
ethnographic methods
research project, a statistical study of 265 Gates-MacGinitie’s
tests and 127

was conducted.
add

These 434 standard

to the opinions

tests

on reading proficiency

in

of the faculty and students concerning reading

College of Micronesia. The overall scores of the
proficiency ol the students tested.

An

with.

TOEFL

tests

English were used to

difficulties at the

tests indicate the actual reading

item analysis of the questions that more students

answered incorrectly indicates the areas of reading

most students have problems

in this

These data

is

difficulty

and the type of material

discussed in reference to the information

gathered in surveys and interviews.
4 he

TOEFL

and Gates MacGinitie’s

tests

were given

the student population at the College of Micronesia.

Reading

I,

Reading

II,

sample of

to a representative

More than 65% of students

and Advanced Reading courses are included

in the study.

enrolled in

To make

the segment of the population tested as representative of the whole student body as possible,

entire classes

of Reading

I,

Reading

II,

and Advanced Reading students are

nineteen classes participated in this study. Reading

I,

Reading

II,

and Advanced Reading

are beginner, intermediate, and advanced classes respectively. Reading

remedial courses, and Advanced Reading

Advanced Reading

is

tested. In all,

I

and

II

are

a freshman English course. Students taking

are typically taking several other freshman college courses in various
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disciplines. Students taking

Reading

1

and Reading

II

are typically taking only remedial

courses in English and math.

TOEFL

Results of the

The

The

first

element of the

TOEFL

and Gates

overall score of the Gates MacGinitie's test

competence of COM-FSM students
the

and Gates MacGinitie’s Tests

TOEFL

Gates and

test indicate their

TOEFL

tests

in

tests to

shows

be analyzed

the overall score.

the current reading level of

terms of grade equivalence. The overall scores
of

readiness to read college level materials.

can be seen

is

in tables 7.1

and

7.2,

and figures

The

results

of the

7.1 to 7.15

Presentation of Gates Test Data

After examining the results of the Gates-McGinitie’s tests (table
7.1) the following
general points can be observed:

2.

There are students of very different abilities within each class and level.
There is a very high percentage of students reading below 5 ,h grade level
across campus, even among those taking regular college-level courses.

3.

Only a

4.

Very few

1

.

fraction of all

COM students are reading at the high school level.

of the students taking college courses can read at the post-high

school or college level.
5.

Deficiencies in reading ability are present not only in knowledge of

vocabulary but also in comprehension; however, generally speaking,
students have a lower vocabulary level than a comprehension

COM
level.

These

results

their interviews

results

seem

to corroborate several issues raised

by faculty and students

and questionnaires. Though not mentioned by students or

of the Gates

students in Reading

test also

I

seem

and Reading

faculty, the

to indicate significant gains in reading ability

II,

between

while there seems to be only a slight difference
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in

in

reading ability between students
in Reading

segments of the Advanced Reading

comprehension than the Reading

II

II

and Advanced Reading.

Number of students

classes.

II

Reading
78

4

3

4

10%

22%

77%

and 6.9 grade

39%

48%

20%

and 8.9 grade

29%

25%

3%

16%

3%

0%

6%

2%

0%

grade level

35%

23%

55%

grade level or above

18%

30%

31%

grade level or above

19%

27%

10%

grade level or above

11%

17%

4%

Post High School Level

17%

3%

0%

25%

28%

63%

grade level or above

37%

37%

32%

grade level or above

18%

23%

5%

grade level or above

13%

10%

0%

7%

2%

0%

tn

ested below 5

I

ested between 5

Tested between 7
ested between 9
at

Reading
60

1

Tested

Test (Reading Section)

127

Number of classes

1

s

Adv. Reading

tested

some

class scored higher in vocabulary
but lower in

Results of the Gates-MacGimtie

Vocabulary Section

In fact,

tested

grade level
111

l

"

111

and

th
1

grade

Post High School Level

Reading Comprehension Section
1

1

ested below 5
ested at 5

I

ested at 7

I

ested at

Tested

at

U1

m

9'"

Total Reading Score
Tested below 5 th grade level
th

Tested

at 5

Tested

at 7

,h

th

Tested

at

9

Tested

at

Post High School Level
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Levels

all

across

Scores
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Chart

Composite

7.2

Figure
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A nalysis and discussion of G ates
The
(table 7.1

.)

issues that

MacGinitie’s

became apparent from

test

scores

the results of the Gates-MacGinitie's
tests in

are discussed in reference to the
information previously gathered in
interviews

and surveys.

1

.

There are students of very different
In

students.

reading classes there

all

The higher

Reading classes

is

abilities

within each class and level.

a wide range of reading proficiency

among

the level of the course, the greater the
range of ability. In

24%

of the students tested as reading below the

th

5

the

Advanced

grade level, while

tested as reading at the post-high school level.
This difference represents a range of

than 10 years in reading ability. In Reading

below the

th

5

12%

grade, while

II

classes

28%

8%

more

of the students tested as reading

tested as reading at the high school level

and only

2% at the

college level. This difference represents a spread of years
in reading ability. In Reading
9
classes 63

tested

% of the students tested as reading below the 5
th

above the 7 grade

level.

No

students in Reading

I

th

grade

level,

while only

tested as reading

I

5%

above the high

school level. This represents a range of 4 to 5 years in reading proficiency.

These
the level of

all

results point to

how difficult

it is

to

provide instruction that

the students in a class. This problem

feel that a large portion

of the students

is

in their classes

a

between students

is

appropriate for

major concern of instructors

who

does not have the background or the

tools to understand the materials, and of a series of students

either infantile or too hard.

is

who

feel that the material is

Delivering instruction to classes with such extreme differences

a great challenge, to say the least.
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According
different ways.

and students’

to faculty

Some

reports, instructors

meet

this

faculty addresses their instruction
to the highest

ignoring and failing those

instruction to the lowest

who do

challenge in

segment of the

class,

not perform at that level. Other
professors gear their

segment of the

class by using

handouts and not the textbooks and

simplifying the content and the language.
The more advanced students complain that
these

were neither challenging nor productive. Other

classes

instruction to the middle of the class

-

faculty,

ignoring or doing

little

for the

There are also reports of some professors who use
multi-level

members address

some

certain exercises to the lower segment,

to the middle.

These

however, address
needs of the extremes.

instruction.

some

These faculty

to the highest

segment, and

instructors also use a variety of time-management
strategies

out-of-class projects to handle multi-level classes.

No

statistics

were compiled as

and

to the

percentages of faculty in each category.

2.

Even among those taking

regular college-level courses, there

is

a very high percentage of

students reading below 5 lh grade level across campus.

There
grade

level:

the Reading

is

24% of the Advanced
I

Reading

class test in this category.

English use the

students

a high percentage of students at

TOEFL,

who meet

COM who test as reading below the 5

class,

Some

28%

of the Reading

minimum

standards.

class,

and

63% of

departments such as Math, Science, and

Gate’s, and other standardized exit

certain

II

th

exams

to

promote only those

However, they also report

that

many

students get promoted eventually by instructors regardless of the students’ low scores or
lack of ability after failing the

same course

several times.

This fact would explain

portion (almost one fourth) of the Advanced Reading students

level.
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is still

how

reading at the 5

th

a

grade

This problem ol reading ability
level because

study

Reading

skills courses.

I

at a

low grade

level is less critical at the beginners’

students have to take at least a year of
remedial English, math, and

However,

it

is

not realistic to expect that these students will
be able to

increase their reading ability by seven to ten grades
in only one year of remedial instruction.
It is

to

uncommon

not an

spend several years

A problem

complaint of students and professors that a number of
students had
in

remedial courses before ever taking courses in their
chosen major.

with habitual repeaters

is

that they will probably run out

of financial aid

(Pell

Grants) before completing their programs, leading to their
withdrawal from school.

3.

Less than one third of all

COM students tested scored as reading at the high school

level.

Only 21% of all Advanced Reading
of Reading

I

students,

background or the

tools to handle college materials.

FSM require a post-high school reading level.
understand material that

more

chosen for

of Reading

II

students, and

students test as reading at the high school level. These numbers

agreement with reports by faculty and students who

matters

12%

is

between 4

find that

many

above

in

students do not have the

Most of the textbooks used

This means that

to 10 grades

seem

0%

many

at

COM-

students are trying to

their reading ability.

To make

serious, several faculty report discontentment with the particular textbooks

their classes. Professor L, for

example, views some of the textbooks as

“unnecessarily abstract, pompous, stagnant, and pedantic

Some

faculty report that they use a

-

even

for native speakers.”

wide range of strategies

discrepancy between the students’ level and that of the textbooks.

to deal

with the

Some of the

strategies

mentioned were: slowing the pace of instruction, reducing or increasing the reading
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load.

giving a

list

Of technical vocabulary

to

be memorized before each lesson,
producing

handouts with supplementary or simplified
information, paraphrasing, covering
only a
portion of the textbook, giving
simplified explanations in class, giving
class notes, teaching

students

how

to take class notes, requiring

and reviewing class notes, summarizing
material

reading out loud to the class with interruptions
to paraphrase, giving extra time
to read,
leaving time for peer discussion

at the

end of the class period, providing students
with a

study guide of questions that follows the
text of the lesson, giving the necessary

background belore each

lesson, reviewing, simplifying the material,
designing their

textbooks, looking for books used in other
developing countries, watering
instruction, simplifying questions or the level
of process

asking only

literal

who can

the

and analysis of the material,

questions, lowering expectations, ignoring the textbooks
and working on

group projects, allowing the students
students

down

own

to struggle with the text, focussing

handle the material, failing students

who

can’t

make

on only the

the grade, and

lowering or increasing expectations.
Students, on the other hand, report that they use the following strategies
to read and

understand material that

is

above

their reading level:

memorization of the

memorization of definitions, memorization of answers

by the teacher, underlining and highlighting of the

to previous tests

text, dictionary

text,

and examples given

usage, asking friends

outside of class, re-reading ot class notes and texts, copy of someone’s notes, reading of

simpler lower level books to understand concepts
material, and study of teachers’ review.
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at

a

more

basic level, re-reading of the

4.

Less than

1

high school

Only

0% of the students taking college level courses test as

reading

at the

post-

level.

8% of the Advanced

Reading students and

2% of the Reading

II

students

test

as reading at the college level.
These results, together with the high percentage
of college

students

faculty

in

is

who

test as still

reading at the elementary school level,
seem to confinn reports by

and students about the poor overall quality of
the elementary and high school
system

Micronesia and of English instruction

in particular.

not producing college-ready students

especially

students are the best of a large

These

statistics also

-

aspects of the college

-

might be

when one

fair to

say that the system

considers the

COM-admitted

number of applicants.

show

the population of

much of remedial work.

students in need of

It

COM-FSM

is

largely

comprised of

This fact has serious implications for

from the structure and duration of the programs,

all

to the curriculum,

the textbooks, the funding, to the very philosophy and
role of the College of Micronesia.

The College of Micronesia

finds itself in a difficult position, caught

populations to serve and two roles to play.

between two types of

The question of whether

COM-FSM should be

the next step in the Micronesian educational ladder (offering remedial
education) or a

competitive junior college for students

COM-FSM

is still

who want

to continue studying

abroad

is

one

struggling with.

Several suggestions the College could adapt to meet this challenge are

to:

•

raise the standard

•

lower or adapt the standards and content of academic programs

•

offer

•

help raise the standards of the high schools.

of admissions

more nonacademic or continuing education program
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that

These changes, however, are not
without complications:

COM-FSM
enrollment.

7"

1

If

is

undergoing

social, political,

and financial pressure

COM-FSM were to restrict admissions to only those

grade level, for example, only

less

38% of the current

than

to increase

reading above the

student population

would

be admitted. (See figure7.2).

By

the

same token,

to

maintain

its

Western Colleges and Universities,

accreditation status with the

to qualify for Pell

Board of American

Grant funding (on which the

college depends), and to achieve articulation
of its courses with 4-year colleges
overseas, the College of Micronesia

is

comply with academic standards

required to

similar to colleges in the United States. For
these and other reasons,
likely that

COM-FSM would officially endorse the

standards, however, in reality,

certain classes

is

certain classes

which students

rates.

many of the

to this

and students report the content of

find very difficult and

problem. There

is

handle the discrepancy between the

knowledge required by

would not be

idea of lowering academic

“high schoolish” or “watered down”.

These two extremes represent the

have given

faculty

it

On

the other hand, there are

which have extremely low passing

different “unofficial” solutions that faculty

no consistency or

real ability

official policy as to

how to

of many admitted students and the

the “stated “ goals and objectives of the academic programs of

COM-FSM.
Concerning the idea of offering more adult education and non-academic
certificates,

COM

has been expanding

its

vocational and short-term continuing

education programs. In the past two years the College has begun to offer training

programs

for tour guides, telephone operators, or
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employees of the public

utilities

company. (President’s Report, 1997).
These programs represent a new and
promising
trend in the continuing education
role of the College; however,
vocat.onal programs
are costly to implement, and the
need for specialized

a microstate. Moreover,

PATS

manpower

(a trade school) is presently

is

quick to be

filled in

providing effective and

high-quality vocational training at the high
school level.
In recent years,

COM-FSM has promoted and housed the Talent Search

program. This program represents a serious
collaborative

effort to

work with

the high

schools in Micronesia to identify, promote, and
encourage academic excellence

among

students by ottering tutoring, enrichment, and
scholarship programs (President’s

Report, 1997). This program

step in

5.

working

to

is

funded by the Department of Education and

improve the education

level of the

is

a

first

in-coming students.

Deficiencies in reading ability are not only in vocabulary but also
in comprehension.

A large number of professors and students interviewed view lack of vocabulary as
the major obstacle in reading academic texts.

the

Advanced Reading

students,

70%

The

results

of the Reading

II

of the Gates confirm that

and

students,

93%

49% of

of the Reading

I

students are functioning with a reading vocabulary below the 7" grade. These statistics
1

underscore the need to teach vocabulary, especially technical vocabulary, in

all

content

areas and subjects. Professors and students interviewed report that definition and

memorization of terms
results

level:

is

already a major part of most courses

of the comprehension segment of the Gates

53%

of the

advanced students,

53%

test reveal

at

COM-FSM.
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7"'

the

a very low comprehension

of the intermediate and

students test as having a comprehension level below the

However,

grade.

86%

of the beginning

These numbers point

to

the need to also teach
comprehension strateg.es in content
courses.

using the following comprehension
aids in their
underlining, graphing, re-reading, and

making

own

faculty could

6.

There

Reading

prediction quest.ons; but only

The

two professors

students polled identify the need

and additional explanation of the textbooks
as the major improvement the

make

in their instruction.

a significant gains in reading ability
between students in Reading

is

II,

professors report

teaching: paraphras.ng, diagramming,

reported teaching cognitive strategies
to their students.
tor simplification

A few

while there seems

Advanced Reading.

to

In fact, for

be only a slight gains between students

in

some segments of the Advanced Reading

I

and

Reading

II

and

class vocabulary

improves but comprehension declines.
Neither students nor professors acknowledged this
issue. There

number of students reading above

the 5

th

is

an increase of 30%

and Reading

Reading

II,

while there

classes.

numbers seem

1,1

and the 9

This

II

reading at the

and

II

are remedial classes

on upgrading the reading

level

and Reading,

and Advanced Reading
9"’

II,

classes.

grade level between Reading

only an increase of 4% between Reading

is

I

in the

II

and Advanced Reading

Reading

II

is

not.

in particular, are

These

having a

of the segment of students reading between

level.

on

table 7.1

seem

to indicate that all students, regardless

of their reading

continue improving their vocabulary after finishing their remedial reading classes.

may

be due to the

fact that

much emphasis
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I

and Advanced

th

Statistics

ability,

I

in the students

to indicate the remedial reading classes,

substantial effect

the 5

Reading

an increase of 35%

grade level between Reading

while only a difference of 4% exists between Reading

There

is

in

academic courses

is

given to

memorization of terms; however, these
the 7" grade level or

above continue improving

their remedial classes. In fact,
the

show a

class) that

reading

at

the

courses while

9'"

results also indicate

their reading

after finishing

greater growth in their reading
comprehension are the ones

who managed

who were

to take college

reading below the 7" grade, no
comprehension growth or decline was

recorded. This gives support to the faculty’s
opinion that

below

comprehension

a.

segments of the Advanced Reading class
(not a remedial

grade level or above. For those students

still

only those students reading

some

students (those reading

the /'-grade level) are unable to
understand the content and text of college
courses

and tend

to

memorize

the definitions and the answers without
real comprehension. These

students, faculty say, should be kept in
remedial classes
stiategies are taught.

The data seems

comprehension without remedial

where reading comprehension

to indicate that in order to continue

instruction students

above.
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need

growing

to read at the 7"’

in

reading

grade level or

Reading Level
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Presentation of TOEFL Data

The scores of the
Test

&

critical

tested

TOEFL

have a range from 200

Score Manual (1996), the
score rage of 450-600

TOEFL

when

to 680.

test renders the

the test

is

semester of remedial instruction

is

to the

TOEFL

most accurate measures

of moderate

below 350 or above 650. The expected
increment

According

in

difficulty.

TOEFL

50 points; therefore, the data

is

No

COM

in the

students

score during a

presented in

increments of 50 points from 350 to 650.

Only the reading section of the
the reading section.

The

overall scores

test is

used

in this study.

There are 50 questions

of the Reading Section of the

TOEFL

tests are

presented on table 7.2 and figures 7.9 to 7.16. The
explanation of how the raw score

converted into

mean

TOEFL

score

is

presented on Table 7.3.

An

is

explanation of what the scores

in practical terms is given below.

1 able 7 .2

Results of the

TOEFL

Test (Reading Section)

Adv. Reading

Number of

classes tested

Number of

students tested

Reading

II

Reading

2

2

4

48

41

80

below 400

0%

0%

2%

above 400

10%

20%

34%

Students

who

tested

Students

who

tested

Students

who

tested

450 and above

36%

34%

45%

Students

who

tested

500 and above

29%

44%

19%

Students

who

tested

550 and above

19%

2%

0%

Students

who

tested

600 and above

6%

0%

0%
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in

I

Table 7 3

TOEFL

Conversion Table of Raw Scores

Score

into

TOEFL

Number ot

2 nioA
j
ju-jyu

Scores

correct answers out of 50

c

"

14-17

a
nn /i /i c
4UU-44j

—

18-26

440-490

17-31

500-540

3217“

500-590

"

38-43

600-650

44-48

Studies by Liskin-Gasparro (1985) and Bachman,
Kunnan, Vanniarajan, and

Lynch (1988), who analyzed
competencies required

to

the grammatical, sociolinguistic, and discourse

answer the

successful performance in the

competencies required

to

TOEFL

TOEFL

requires a wide range of competencies, though the

answer each section vary

the passages in the reading section ot the

The

test

was found

to

to the

should not be applied

TOEFL

have a marked American

claim that knowledge of that content

According

questions correctly, concluded that a

TOEFL

test

is

greatly. Their studies also suggest that

tend to be entirely academic in focus.

cultural content

though

its

manufacturers

not required to answer items correctly.

& score manual (1996), TOEFL tests results alone

to predict scholastic

performance. They don't

test scholastic

aptitude

or subject matter competency; they are only a baseline to indicate the applicant’s language
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read, ness to begin

academic programs. Even with a high

not academically prepared

In

most colleges

are acceptable, the

remedial English

transfer students,

may

TOEFL

who

is

all

other academic proficiency
tests

scores required of foreign students
for admission without

500-550 for undergraduate

is

score, the student

not succeed in a given program
of study.

United States, provided

in the

TOEFL

and 580-600

studies,

550-580

for graduate

programs or

for doctoral degrees, or teaching
assistantships. Native

English speakers score around 625.
Students with lower

TOEFL

scores but

good academic aptitude

admitted with a limited load but with concurrent
English instruction.

TOEFL

accepted that a

It is

to begin

remedial English classes. Likewise, a

score of 475

-

500 may be acceptable

begin graduate work with concurrent remedial English classes,
provided the

of Micronesia

400

is

Looking

points. English

at the

TOEFL

for

SAT scores

low load academic studies with concurrent

TOEFL

The TOEFL score required

be

generally

score of approximately 450, accompanied of
required

shows enough language proficiency

acceptable.

may

tests

GRE

admission into remedial programs

Department Report

results presented

on

scores are

at the

College

to the President (1997).

table 7.2, the following general facts

can be observed

L

Virtually

all

students at

COM-FSM have a score of 400 or above.

2.

A

3.

Approximately half of the Reading

4.

One-fourth of the students taking college courses (Advanced

large percentage of all classes score
I

above the 450

level

and Advanced Reading students

score above 500.

Reading) have a score of 550 or higher.
5.

There are significant gains

6.

There

wide

is

to

in score

between levels

a wide range of scores within

medium

range

in

Advanced Reading

intermediate classes and a

beginner classes.
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to

classes, a

medium

range in

COM

at

Students

all

for

Scores

TOEFL

</>

£
o
o
c

n
Reading

LL
LU

o
of

Charts

Composite

7.9

Figure

sjueprus jo on
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600-Above
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Analysis and Discussion
of TOEFL Data

The issues uncovered by the
interviews, surveys and

1

Virtually

.

These

all

A

2.

at the

students at

in light

of the

COM-FSM have a score of 400 or above.
because a 400 score

is

required for admission at

information seems to show, nevertheless,

is

the reliability of the admission

College of Micronesia, and of the

TOEFL

test for this population.

big percentage of all classes score above the 450
level.

Ninety percent (90%) of the students
in

be analyzed

guidelines

results can be expected,

COM. What this
process

TOEFL

statistics table 7.2 will

Intermediate classes, and

64%

in the

ol those in the beginner’s class

above. These scores show that a large portion of

manufacturer

s

guidelines,

Advanced Reading

class,

80%

of those

have a score of 450 or

COM students, according to the

would meet the basic English readiness

level to begin

undergraduate studies with heavy remedial English courses, provided

SAT scores

low load
are

satisfactory.

3.

Approximately half of the Reading
This

about to

statistic indicates that

start

II

and Advanced Reading students score above 500.

approximately half of the students

academic programs

at

COM,

would meet

undergraduate admissions without remedial English

not.
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who

are enrolled, or are

the English requirements of

in the

United States; but half would

A

4.

quarter of the students taking
college courses (Advanced
Reading) have a score of

550 or higher.

These numbers show
college courses at

that the

TOEFL

scores of only

25% of the

COM would meet English eligibility requirements to

students taking

transfer to four year

colleges and universities in the
United States.

It

must be remembered however,

determine academic readiness. The
those students had a passing

that

statistics in points

SAT score.

TOEFL

alone should not be used to

2 to 4 would be reliable provided

Information on

Micronesia; but according to faculty reports,
are not adequate. Therefore, the

TOEFL tests

many of the

SAT scores

is

not available in

students’ academic backgrounds

scores in themselves

may

not

mean adequate

readiness in these cases, and the percentages of
students ready for academic programs might

be actually lower.

5.

There are significant gains

The average gain

in

in score

TOEFL

The aveiage gain between Reading

show

that students

semester.

between

levels.

score between Reading

II

I

and Advanced Reading

and Reading

is

47

points.

II is

55 points.

These numbers

meet the expectations of COM’s English Department of a 50

The gains of Micronesian

% gain per

students are a few points above gains obtained by

students in language programs in the United States, as reported by Swinton
(1983). Gains
in

TOEFL

If

Swinton’s findings are correct, the increase

scores decrease, according to this author, as the students

in score
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become more

proficient.

required to pass from Reading

I

to

Reading

II

should be higher than the increase
required for promotion between
Reading

II

and Advanced Reading.

There

6.

is

a

wide range of scores within Advanced
Reading

range in intermediate classes and a

The scores of the
test.

There

Reading

II,

is

TOEFL

to

medium

range in beginner classes.

a range of 200 points in the scores of students
in Advanced Reading,

and

1

00

in

Reading

I.

These

without the necessary requirements.

promoted

Advanced Reading
indicate that

do not increase

are

still

make

testing

some of the

statistics point

They

It

to higher levels.

students with very low scores

may

wide

are consistent in this issue with the
scores of the Gates

classes with such a range of abilities.

ability gets

medium

classes, a

50

in

again to the difficulty of teaching

also bring up the issue of passing students

seems

that over time a

The spread

way

group of people with

little

gets wider the higher the level, as these

up.

The

below the 450

level

their

1

fact that

10% of the

students in

(100 points below requirements),

students were promoted without merit; and that these students

their English proficiency (e.g.

remain with the same

TOEFL

score) despite

several semesters of instruction, probably because the courses are too high for
them. These

students don't

7.

seem

to benefit

from these courses.

Six percent (6%) of the Advanced Reading students tested above the 600 level.
Six per cent of the students

proficiency. This statistic

at

COM scored at close to native English speaker

would explain

in part

why

a small

number of students

of the classes, especially English, are not challenging for them.
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It

would

feel

some

also correspond

to reports that a

small

number of students have

lived

and studied

in the

United States for

an extended period.

Comparison between the
If

TOEFL
on the

we compare

(table 7.2.)

TOEFL

is

it

TOEFL

and Gates Test’s Results

the overall results of the Gates test
(table 7.1.) to those of the

can be observed that the overall performance
of students

higher than their overall performance

higher academic content and level of the

somewhat used

to reading materials

reflect the familiarity

TOEFL.

above

in the

Gates

test,

COM

despite the

much

This seems to suggest that students are

their actual proficiency level.

of Micronesian students with the

240

at

TOEFL

test.

It

might also

Figure

7.

1

1

figure 7.12

Results of TOEFL (Reading Section) for 80 Reading

Results of TOEFL (Reading Section) for 41 Reading

I

Students
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Below 400

500-545
19

3%

%

44%

Figure

7.

Results of TOEFL (Reading Section) for 80 Reading

14

Results of TOEFL (Reading Section) for 41 Reading

Figure 7.15

600-Above

II

I

Students

Students

400-445

29%

Figure

7.

16

Results of TOEFL (Reading Section) for 48 Adv. Reading Students
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Item Analysis of the

The purpose of the item

TOEFL

analysis

and Gates-MacGinitie’s Tests
determine some of the characteristics
of the

is to

reading material and reading tasks
that Micronesian students find
hardest and easiest to
understand.

tests,

The

materials chosen were the reading
sections of the

TOEFL

because they contain readings from many
disciplines. After the

and Gates

were

tests

administered and scored, the results were
tabulated question by question. The
20
questions (10 from each
the hardest.

test) that

fewer students answered correctly were
assumed to be

The 20 questions (10 from each

were considered the
materials had

some

easiest.

test) that

most students answered correctly

Then, these questions were analyzed to

characteristics in

common. The

try to

determine

if

the

item analysis was based on the

following parameters:

•

Language complexity

•

Content of the passage

•

Organizational structure of the passage (cause and effect,
narration,
process, description, comparison, poem)

•

Readability of the passage (the Flesh Reading Ease Index
that measures the difficulty of a passage and rates it from

of the passage (vocabulary, syntax,

higher the number, the easier
•

Grade
to

it

is

to read

is
1

a calculation

.0 to 100.

The

)

level (the educational level, according to U.S. standards,
required

understand the passage)

•

Taxonomy of the

•

Kind of mental task required

•

grammar)

(scientific, literary, cultural)

question

(literal, inferential,

evaluative, application)

to answer the question (synthesis,
deduction, induction, inference, and/or application)

Passage length (number of paragraphs, sentences per paragraph and

words)

The numerical

calculations were

made

using a computer and the determination of

the type of passage into one category or another

ESL

instructors at

COM. The

was made by consensus of three separate

item analysis of the
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TOEFL

test is

presented on tables 7.4

and 7.5
script

and the analysis of the Gates
MacGinitie’s

of the paragraphs and questions can
be found
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test

in

on tables

7.5
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Discussion of

The

It

em

Analysis Data

analysis of the

TOEFL

and Gates questions on tables
7.4

to 7.7

show

that

the reading texts and materials
that Micrones.ans college
students find hardest to read

have the following

characteristics in

common:

Fewer longer paragraphs, wordier sentences,
and longer words.
Language complexity: complex syntax,
IZe:

’

grammatical structures,

•
•
•

construction, tenses, and higher
incidence of passive voice use.
Vocabulary: technical, archaic, or very
advanced

Content: either technical and scientific,
or literary
Organizational structure of passage: Cause

and

effect or

mixture of

structures in a single passage
•

•

Task required: judge emotions, make synthesis
and inferences, or infer
an obscure second meaning of a word
in context
Type of question: inferential evaluative or

application
Readability: lower index of readability
(more difficult to read than the
other passages).
,

•

•

Corresponding grade level of the piece:

10'"

grade to college level.

In contrast, the texts and materials that
Micronesian college students find easiest
to read

have the following
•

common

characteristics:

Language complexity: Simple syntax, simpler grammatical
fewer tenses, and

More and

little

structures,

or no passive voice usage.

•

Size.

•

Vocabulary: Basic, occasionally technical.

•

Type

shorter paragraphs. Less

wordy and

shorter sentences.

of organizational structure: Narrative, description,
simple simile

(poems)
•

Type of questions:

•

Task required: Locate the answer or identify the primary meaning
of a
word in context

Literal

•

Content: Biographies, stories, social and earth science.

•

Readability: 8

lh

grade or below
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A

review of the results of the item
analysis makes

it

reasonable to assume that

language complexity, vocabulary,
content, type of question and
length are characteristics

ofa

text that

have an impact on reading
comprehension

for

Micronesian students.

Language complexity:

The hardest readings

for

Micronesians college students have a
more complex

syntax, grammatical structures and
In contrast, the readings that

more frequent use of the passive

Micronesians had

little

voice.

difficulty understanding

had a simple

syntax, low incidence of complex tenses
and complex grammatical structures,
and

infrequent or no use of the passive voice.

The vocabulary

advanced, or archaic. Conversely, the vocabulary

in these

in these

readings was technical,

passages was basic or

occasionally technical.

These findings are

in

agreement with reports by faculty and students who

the language used in the textbooks

assume

that

made them

harder to understand.

comprehension might be enhanced

grammar, and vocabulary

if faculty

were

in their explanations, class notes or

were chosen with language simplicity

in

It

would be

felt that

fair to

to simplify the syntax,

handouts; or

if

textbooks

mind.

Length of the piece

I

he reading passages that Micronesian students had trouble understanding had

fewer, but longer paragraphs, longer and wordier sentences, and longer words. In
contrast, the readings that

most Micronesian students understood had more but shorter

paragraphs, shorter and simpler sentences, and shorter words (tables 7.5
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and 7.7

).

These

results

show an

the sentences and the

assume

that reading

inverse relationship between
the length of the paragraphs,

words and

the students reading
comprehension.

comprehension may increase

students were to be broken into
a bigger

if

It

is

reasonable to

the informal, on presented to
the

number of smaller and simpler

p.eces.

Content
The type of content that appears
hardest for Micronesian college students
technical, scientific or literary; in
contrast the materials that are easier
for

biographies stories, social and earth science.
These findings

fall

is

them contained

along the lines of what

the students reported in questionnaires
and interviews. Students feel that they lack
the

necessary educational background for the
sciences, and the cultural and historical

background
text

it

lor literature.

Professors might increase their students’
comprehension of a

they scan the text in advance for possible cultural
or technical voids, and then

provide pre-reading activities that introduce the necessary
background.

Type of organizational

structure

The organizational

structure that students find

most

difficult to

understand

is

cause and etfect essays, or essays with several organizational structures
combined such as

comparison and contrast and cause and

effect.

The

structures that are the easiest to

understand are narratives, descriptions, and simple verse. These results support reports of
patterns ol discourse in Micronesia, where information

story, as

opposed

to

an analysis or dissection, as

is

is

described or presented in a

the case in cause and effect.

It

also

gives support to claims by professors that their students have difficulties making causal
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connections (in English). Teachers might take
advantage of narrative styles or story
telling to explain

complex subjects more

effectively.

Type of questions
The types of questions about a reading passage
inferential, evaluative or related to application

little

trouble with literal questions

-

those

the students find hardest are

of the information. Conversely, they have

whose answers

These findings are supported by reports of teachers

who

are explicitly written in the text.

say their students have trouble

with inference, evaluation and application of information read

in their courses.

comprehension of difficult passages easier the teachers may begin
series of literal questions

To make

text analysis with a

and make questions progressively more analytical.

Task required

The students

are the least successful

when

they are asked to judge emotions,

synthesis or inferences, or recognize an obscure meaning of a

when

word has

that

tasks tor

them

in context.

for

them

to

other

more

are to locate the

familiar meanings.

answer or

why

and

may

for

Students say that

way

it

is difficult

they do”. This

is to

be

determine the way certain actions are judged,

inferred. Students also say: 'English has

meanings

results.

meaning of simple vocabulary

the people in the story feel the

expected since cultural background

in context, especially

the other hand, the easiest reading

to recognize first

The ethnographic data supports these
“understand

On

word

make

many words

for

one meaning and many

one word.’ Obscure or secondary meanings are frequently unknown.
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In the

facuity’s opinion their Micronesian
students have a difficult time

making

synthesis, and

other “higher order” thinking
tasks in English.
Instructors

may enhance comprehension

explained, so that students

m the text. They

may

do not need

to

if the cultural

background of the piece

appropriately recognize motivation,
emotions, inferences

sympathize. For example, a Micronesian
student would

not have trouble understanding the
plot

in

Romeo and Juliet,

since the values of family

loyalty, hidden love, honorable
suicide are part of their culture as
well.

an explanation, however, of how the
about birds

at all,

but about whether

talk

is

it

month

They would need

about birds “the nightingale or the lark”

morning or

still

would need an explanation of why Hamlet was upset
brother less than a

is

alter his death (not

an

his

night.

On

the other hand, they

mother married

uncommon

not

is

his father’s

occurrence in Micronesia).

Readability and level of the piece

Predictably, the questions that

that written tor the

th
1

COM students tailed the most concerned passages

grade and above. In contrast, the questions that were easiest
for

the students were written for an 8 th grade level. This
information
data. Material written

may

above the

8' h

to 9

lh

grade-level

is

consistent with other

becomes problematic.

aid comprehension by simplifying their handouts and explanations.

should be a criterion for choosing textbooks for Micronesian students.
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Instructors

Language

level

Conclusions

The study of the Gates MacGinitie’s and
TOEFL
what professors and students report

in previous chapters,

information as well. The most important
findings

1

.

2.

3.

4.

tests

gives support to

much of

and reveals some new

are:

Students at the College of Micronesia have
a very low proficiency level on
the
average - many years below the level of
college textbooks
The level ot reading comprehension of
Micronesian students is higher than
their level of vocabulary
All classes have students of very different
abilities, the range
higher the level

Gains

in

is

greater the

reading ability are taking place with reading
instruction, especially

at

the lower levels
5.

Students in classes

much

higher than their level of ability are not improving

reading comprehension
6.

Texts above the

th

level

8

of reading complexity begin

to

be problematic for

students
7.

Texts with complex structures or grammar and technical
or
are hard for Micronesians to understand.

8.

Texts with narratives and descriptions are easier than analytical
texts
fexts that require technical, cultural or educational background
to interpret are

9.

difficult for

These

results

application or synthesis of reading passages are

many Micronesian

make

it

more appropriate

interpretation.

students

reasonable to assume that the college textbooks the

Micronesian students are using are above
to either find

vocabulary

COM students

10. Inference, evaluation,

difficult tor

literary

their level

of reading

ability.

The

faculty needs

materials or provide a great deal of support and

The professors need

to help students not

only with vocabulary but also

with the technical and cultural background, the structure, and the content of the texts
they wish to increase comprehension. These instructional adaptations need to be
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if

incorporated to

w,th

many

all

classes, not only remedial
reading classes.

different abilities requires a strategy
that includes

The problem of classes

more

consistent promotion

standards, and multi-level instruction.
These strategies can only contribute to
the impact
that remedial reading

programs

at

COM seem to be having

and improve the reading comprehension
gains
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at the

on reading comprehension;

non-remedial

level.

CHAPTER

VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Findings

Why
their

do the students

academic

texts

at the

College of Micronesia have problems understanding

and materials?” That

is

the question this study explores through

extensive interviews with professors and students, and more than
400 reading proficiency
tests.

The most important findings
all

aspects of reading, and that there

Those

are that Micronesian students have difficulties with

is

a series of factors that contribute to the problem.

factors fall into the following areas: language, educational background,
culture,

motivation, learning and reading strategies of the students; and the teaching

methodologies, institutional policies and sociopolitical conditions of the school.

Although Micronesian students speak English without much of an accent, English
their native language. Tests

show

that the reading proficiency

and vocabulary

is

is

not

below

high school level for most of the college population. The textbooks require, however, a

degree of language complexity

many

years above the level of the students.

Micronesian elementary and secondary education
rote learning,

and deference

relies heavily

on memorization,

to the authority of the teacher. In college, students are

expected to do independent work, analyze and critique information, and make their

own

conclusions. According to reports most of the students do not have the educational

background required

for college courses, both in content
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and

critical

and study

skills.

Most students

at

COM-FSM

have lived

their

whole

lives

on small islands, and

have never experienced the world
outside of Micronesia. College
textbooks are from the

Umted

States

and assume a certain

cultural perspective

and

literary tradition.

language and background are frequently
foreign or irrelevant

day

life

and forms of discourse. Moreover, Micronesia

Books, newspapers,

literary discourse are not

is

to the

The

content,

Micrones.an day-to

basically an oral culture.

an important part of the experience
of most

students.

norms require

Cultural

economic and

that

Micronesian students participate actively

social affairs ot their families.

students living at

home have

responsibilities interfere with

The

outside of school

private space

and time

schoolwork and attendance. College courses require a few
after classes.

There are students with a wide range of abilities

in

every class. Materials and

instruction are therefore frequently inappropriate in level
for one

The curriculum and content of courses

designed as the

COM-FSM

first

COM

very limited. Frequently social

is

hours of quiet time and space for reading and studying

another.

that

in the

is

segment of the

class or

mostly academic in nature, and

step towards a four-year college degree. In actuality,

most students

at

do not pursue or complete four-year programs.

Many new

professors

at

the College of Micronesia are imported from colleges and

universities in the United States or abroad. Their assumptions and expectations about

previous education of the students, learning styles, methodologies, materials, student
behavior, ethics, and

Many have

little

many

other related matters are based on their previous experiences.

or no international background.

Some of those

professors

adaptations once they realize their assumptions do not work; others do not.
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make

Discussion and Recommendations
It is

textbooks

not hard to sense that

in

English difficult for

reported to have
readings.

Many

little

interest or

is

it

those factors combined

many

make reading

Micronesians. Not surprisingly,

college

many

students are

motivation to learn the content of their
courses and

students attend college to achieve the economic
rewards of a degree, and

are willing to “play the

forget

all

game of school”. Many memorize

the information and promptly

after the tests, never incorporating or
understanding the underlying principles.

It

easy to see also that professors have a difficult job in
their hands, and that they need to

make some
If

adaptations.

we assume

that reading is not

simply a mechanical process of decoding words,

but mostly an active interaction between the reader
and the text in an attempt to construct

meaning, then

we have

background play an
the context or the

It is

to recognize that the reader’s experience,

knowledge and

essential role in comprehension. If the reader lacks the
background,

words then the meaning intended by

the author will be misinterpreted.

necessary therefore that professors become informed about their students’

educational, cultural, social and linguistic background to help provide the necessary

elements for reading. Seen from

The following
more
•

are

some

this perspective

specific

“every teacher

recommendations

to

is

a teacher of reading”.

make

the reading process

successful:

COM-FSM

might consider providing a pre-service training

consisting of information about Micronesia,

its

for

new

cultural heritage,

its

professors

education system,

the social realities of the islands, the teaching experiences and adaptations
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made by

others. This course will not only help
the

but

•

The
is

it

will also give

newcomers adjust teaching and materials

them an appreciation of their students and

faculty needs to

remember

that English

is

not the

first

their world.

language of the students.

It

important to simplify the length, syntax, vocabulary,
grammar and idiomatic

expressions in class and in handouts and materials.
However,

it

is

as important not to

oversimplify. Students need to expand their lexicon
and language use. Textbooks

whenever possible should be chosen with language simplicity
literary

in

mind. Technical and

vocabulary should be introduced and explained in every
lesson. Simple terms

should be used, not arid dictionary definitions. Keep

new vocabulary

lists to

reasonable amount, reinforce vocabulary over a long period of
time, teach

it

a

in

context for better recall.

•

Given the educational deficiencies of many of the students,

assume
It

that they

may prove

It is

have the necessary background

it

may

be helpful not

to understand readings

to

and courses.

useful to conduct a preliminary assessment of the students’ knowledge.

also important to preview the texts for cultural biases and assumptions.

An

important part of every Micronesian class should be to give the background to the

new

information being presented, to put

it

in a familiar context, to relate the

information -whenever possible- to the experiences of the students. In the words of

an experienced professor: “

need

to

know

to

understand

If

you had

lived

this piece?”

on an

is

your

life,

what would you

Educational objectives are important, but

they should be kept in mind as an ideal to strive

instruction

atoll all

for,

not a point of departure. If the

not based on the students’ actual level they will not benefit from

input needs to be optimal to maximize learning: not too low or not too high.
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it.

The

•

It is

important for professors to become aware
of the aspects of Micronesian culture

that

have a direct impact on classes and school.
Gender obligations and restnctions.

delerence to authority, intercultural conflicts
frequently impact on classroom
behavior. Cultural trespasses can

some accommodations
cetera.

Given

for funerals,

professors loose respect.

It

is

possible to

group composition, length of homework,

make

et

the limited time and space Micronesian
students have once they get

home, the school could
not too hard to do, and
•

make

Many Micronesian
lack of motivation

can do to increase

institute

compulsory study

make room

students have

is

hall periods.

These adjustments are

for Micronesian culture.

little

or no motivation to read and study. Although

not necessary caused by the instructor, there are
things that she

interest.

It is

important to explain expectations for the course and

the students from the beginning, to set a purpose for learning,
to

show how

information can be applied. Students are more likely interested in issues
and topics
that

have a relationship

involvement
projects.

is

to their lives.

Other ways of increasing motivation and

by designing hands-on

projects, practices, internships

Micronesian leam better by doing, than

in

and small group

any other way. Micronesian

students respond particularly well to closer relationships with professors.

prove beneficial for professors and students
of class.
•

COM-FSM

The type of analysis,

is still

small enough to

logic, synthesis,

and

to

It

may

have a more personal contact outside

make

critical

this contact possible.

thinking expected by professors

not part of the Micronesian culture or of the type of education of

many

is

Micronesians.

Professors cannot simply expect students to solve problems without the tools. Formal

courses in logic and syllogisms have been tried and
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failed. Partly,

I

believe, because

hey

are using the

same methods

to teach

them

that they are

trymg

to break.

“Talk

throughs” or “talk alouds” have
been used with some success
to teach problem
solvtng techniques and though,
process. These techniques.
together with model,
ng are

more

in line

with Mtcronestan learn,
ng

styles,

and shows

how the mtnd

instructor goes

from one tdea

Ideas. Students

should be instructed on other
metacognittve strategy

reading.

These

strategies

need

to the next,

and how he makes connect,
ons between

form part of all

to

of the

to

monttor their

classes.

Traditional Micronesian learning
and teaching practices are carried
out in a practical,

concrete, hands-on, visual context
and

makes heavy use of story

telling.

Thts

is

a

learning style in great contrast to
the abstract, theoretical, dry and
written context of

college courses.

Most

students might benefit greatly from
panic, paling on projects

with some real use, and other practical
hands-on experiences; the same might
apply to
the use of videos

Most

classes

and other

visual aids, and the use of stones and
anecdotes.

have students of many different

abilities.

have better screening and placement. But, that
efforts. It is also

not

uncommon

in colleges

become acquainted with

different

suggestions proposed by

members of the

activities

methods

is

The

ideal solutton

would be

a situation that persists despite

around the world. Instructors need
to teach multi-level classes.

faculty at

and exercises that are supplementary

to

many

to

Some

COM-FSM are to have a series of

for the

needs of the upper and lower

extremes.

The general academic and reading
standards.

COM-FSM finds

institution or a

level

itself in the

competitivejumor

of the Micronesian students

is

below college

dilemma of becoming a remedial education

college.

The college has taken

the recent position to

offer

more and more continuing education
programs of shod

dura., on

on

areas, such

as tourism, secretanal work,
and the like. These students
do no, need to meet the

academic admission requirements.
The College of Micronesia

is

strict

also working with

the h.gh schools to improve
their standards, through
tutorial programs for the
students

m high
step

rest

An

school and enrichment programs
for the most talented. These
programs are a

m the nght direction.

The college needs

to

work

in closer

collaboration with the

of the school system and with the parents
and community.
area that could use

and High school
from more

some improvement

levels.

is

the quality of teachers at the
elementary

The teacher education program

strict standards,

at

COM-FSM

and from frequent workshop participation

would

benefit

in practical

methodology and material production. The
Department of Education currently
requires

all

teachers to attend such workshops at the
end of the school year. However,

reports state that

little

to design follow-up

In short, the

transfer to the classroom actually occurs.

programs

that

promote and encourage

work of professors

at

COM-FSM

It

might be important

transfer of

new methods.

should not be to impart a

list

of

foreign facts, but to serve as a bridge between the
culture and knowledge background of
the students

and the culture and content of their textbooks. Seen from

this perspective

reading for Micronesians will become an active interaction
between their world and the

world of the writer, and no longer an oppressive memorization of
meamngless
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facts.

^^g^iinEligati ons and Cons.'deratmnc

The object of this research was
college students and suggest

problems and suggestions

is

how to make
the result.

hours of conversations and interviews,
picture.

Reading

be made more
reader, if there

there

is

skills

no

reading

more

However, as
I

feel these

I

problems

for

M, crones, an

effective. Therefore, a

look back at

list

of

those hours and

all

conclusions are only a small part
of the

can be developed, texts can be
simplified, and methodologies
can

effective.

is

to identify reading

real

However,

if

purpose or

is

read

is

interest in reading, if there is

no way of applying what one

foreign, then the process

the content of what

reads, if

of reading -however

what one reads

is

not

owned by

the

no need for reading,

if

about something totally

efficient- is equally inconsequential

and

alienating.

For hundreds of years Micronesians have
passed on their

knowledge and

skills, values,

beliefs through a highly functional education
process

of participation

in

the life of the community. Starting in the
seventeenth century there have been four alien

administrations that have used schooling as a tool in the
process of cultural assimilation.

This process, besides imparting basic numeracy and
literacy

change the character of Micronesian
allocate social position,

society, to control

and ultimately

to define

skills,

human and

and legitimate

has been used to
natural resources, to

reality for the subordinate

Micronesians. Micronesians, impressed by the technological
achievements of the
foreigners,

and wanting

to partake

of the material rewards have agreed to participate

the institution of the formal school, which

is

the

mechanism

required.

in

They surrendered

the education of their children to the foreign school. Parents enter their children
in school

so that they have a chance to the economic rewards of a salaried job. However, today
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only a minimal percentage
of the Micronesian
population enrolled

in

school will graduate

from college and actually
get the coveted
employment. The whole system
of education
designed not to produce

Mi crones, an

citizens, as

it

was

in traditional society;

produce a hand-full of college
graduates. They are the
motor

Much of the
M, crones, an

education in elemental and
high school
society,

and does not have a

lot

is

is

but to

that drives the system.

irrelevant

and foreign to

of mtnnsic value, unless one
eventually

graduates from college. This
means that most of the youth of
Micronesia are engaged in
Ihis alienating, irrelevant,

time, children

who are

and ultimately pointless

in school are prevented

activity

of memorization. At the
same

from actively participating and
learning

the cultural practices, and
traditional Micronesian

skills.

Micronesians are

of rebuilding their system of
education, hopefully, the new
system
and consistent with the needs and
the

reality
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of Micronesian

life.

will

in the

process

be more relevant

APPENDIX A

GATES-MAC

GINITIES

mOSt

READING TEST QUESTIONS

UirtlCUlt Onectinne

V™rs"* rsj;
^

’

it

hit the
thp earth
parth
nit

From

<-aa

some 500

....

gigantic meteor

million years ago.

^

.P

which exploded when

the aerial photographs, the
scientists learned that the scar

(A)

existed.

(B)

was warm.
was a dry lake.
was 500 million years

(C)

(D)

Marian Anderson

As my
happened

-

^

“*

i*n,,rj;h

tells

old.

of a singing contest early

my

turn approached,

her career.

coach Mr. Boghetti whispered that no
matter what
to be sure to sing the trill
It was

must continue to the end of my aria and
ovely of him to refuse to be intimidated
by the
I

in

clicker, but

listening to the other singers, and
at least six of

hernando

I

had been

them had launched

sitting there

into

“0 mio

and had been interrupted before they reached
the middle. I made up my mind
that I would not defy the rules of
the contest. I would stop when the
implacable clicker
sounded.
I

was

finally called,

proper, with one part of
di d not

and

I

began with the

my mind

recitative and then launched into the aria
waiting apprehensively for the voice of doom
upstairs.

come.

I was allowed to sing
the whole aria, including the trill. There
was a
burst of applause from the other contestants in
the auditorium because no one had gone
through an entire number. An indignant voice reminded
everyone that the rule against

It

applause must be observed.
another song?”

Why

was

it

Then

a judge called from the balcony,

important for her to sing the

(A)

She could sing

(B)

She had never sung

(C)

It

(D)

Singing

launched the
it

it

very well.
it

before.

aria.

was one of the

rules.
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trill?

“Does 44A have

Sarah Inbutt had an ambition.
Perhaps

15

.

The problem with Sarah's ambition
was
(A)

we

all

that

it

do, and this

is

commendable

if not

was

balanced.

(B)

bad for her

(C)

all-important.

(D)

commendable.

health.

A

moderately successful city milk dealer named
Jacob Fussell had long been
finding himself over-supplied with cream.
The problem stemmed from
dairies
erratic.

the fact that his

were giving him a constant supply of it whereas
its pattern of sales was highly
By 1851, the problem was such that it threatened
Fussell’s business, and he was

lard pressed tor a solution. After
exploring several possibilities, he decided that
his
surplus could be profitably disposed of as
ice cream for 25 cent a quart, which
compared
ramatically with the prevailing price of 65
cents a quart charged by city caterers and
others who made and sold ice cream in very
small quantities. In short
order, Fussell found

that his ice

cream business was more

profitable than milk, and he lost no time in

converting his entire plant to the production of ice
cream, thus making him the
fledged manufacturer/wholesaler in the field.
24.

What
(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)

did Jacob Fussell do?

He supplied dairies.
He invented ice cream.
He made an unlucky decision.
He undersold the caterers.

Fussell’ s

problem was

that the

amount of cream

(A)

growing.

(C)

irregular.

(B)

constant.

(D)

declining.
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that

he could

sell

was

first full-

firs,

years'crf

impart knowledge that
Child s

mind

is

Hke a

&

made

so nleis

it

sha^w

bl^ wh

its education and
reflects here
She attempted to guide mv mind on it*
mountain streams and hidden

a brook to describe

is

(B)

rushes eagerly to

(C

follows the easiest course.
thinks briefly of many things.

(D)

whom,

its

"*
to

rea 'ized >'«< a

° Ver the stony

’

how

a child’s mind

goal.

’

ShT

“

-

“look at her!” 1 turned and saw
that my nunil
had established ,n the schoolroom
with a sheet of
''
Y ° f niCe r° Und °' S ” n ° W PreSen,ed herself t0
a<

ten minutes before.

3

ope? dToT

’

d'

fresh and pure.

Bless her!” said Mrs. Grose
Flora

me She
memly

™

moment

,

(A)

)

Which

flower^the^
'"‘Th
re 3
busd yonder a fleecy cloud,
1,
'‘ ke 3 br °° k
" should be fed b >’
•’

springs.

The author mentions

‘°

n
a

g

eCdUSe she Seized the n
£ ht

h

course of

37.

T ™ ^
l0

my^ education

7“

1

T^™
,

y 3"

e

“^
in

'he

detachment

from
disagreeable
agreeabie duties, looking to me,
however, with a great childish light
that seemed to
er it as a mere result of the
affection she had conceived for
my' Pperson which hhadd
rendered necessary that she should
follow me.
’

40

3 §aVe thC naiTat0r thC

im P ression

that the onI
Y

that"

41

.

(A)

she had finished her work.

(B)

she needed

(C)

she thought

(D)

she liked the narrator very much.

The

narrator

seems

(A)

nice

(B)

unpleasant

(C)

childish

(D)

difficult

some more white
it was her duty.

to

have expected

mason Flora had stopped was

paper.

that Flora
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would

find the

work

*

erence betwee " the

and Mars as

far as seasons are
concerned is
or elliptical, than the earth’s
orbit As a result the
Mart, an seasons are of unequal
duration and intensity.
(They are all longer than
terrestrial seasons because the
Martian year is 687 earth days long.)
The planet makes its
c oses. approach to the sun
(perihelion) late in the southern
spring

f^
Mars is more ecc entric

thaf
,
at the
orbit ot

t"

6

'

,

W ,en
'

P'^' " “

™

which

is

Stance

52 eTrtt

Tm

‘Z

the
(aphelion)
(aphdiorfT" aT
At perihelion Mars receives about
40 percent more solar radiation than it
does at aphelion; the corresponding
difference for the earth is only
3 percent. Compared
‘
the northern seasons the southern
spring and summer are short and hot.
and the fall
and winter are long and cold.

43.

45.

What does

eccentric

mean

(A)

Strange.

(B)

(C)

Around the sun.
Not circular.

(D)

Of unequal

On

in this

passage?

duration.

Mars, the greatest seasonal difference

is

between

(A)

the southern

(B)
(C)

the southern winter and the northern winter.
the northern summer and the northern winter.

(D)

the southern

summer and

summer and

the northern

summer.

the southern winter.

While the mathematical sciences exemplify the ascertainment
of
reasoning, those physical sciences which are not
mathematical show us
perfection the other

mode

ot arriving at certain truth, by observation in

form, that of experiment.

48.

The passage

links

mathematics most closely with

(A)

geometry.

(B)

reasoning.

(C)

observation.

(D)

experimentation.
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its

truth
in

by

equal

most accurate

Easiest Questions

ofweigSrS^
made
eigm lining

five

that

^^

hundred pound weights he

JZdXddr
Nobody
(A)

eff° n

l

lifted

° Uft

Ma "

were

in U,e S de Sh0W a " d
Nobodv suspected th»,
'

”^

malTof

"" Wm

painted

wood

8™ «„ exhibition
,i,„

,

hr ,„ rnm

“fa

.

In

,

t

<** terrific^strain^tthey

suspected that Perce was

Hercules.

(B)

in the

(C)

under a

(D)

only pretending.

n the

show.
strain.

1950

s, Canadian researchers
scanning aerial-mapping photographs
of
across a huge and almost perfectly round
scar in the ground. Intrigued by
size and shape, geologists made
borings in

Ontario
its

5 Str ° ng

H
the audience
gasp.

came

the area.
The samples brought up
identified the scar as a fossil crater, a
pit left by a gigantic meteor which
exploded when
it hit the earth some
500 million years ago.

What made

4.

the scar?

(A)

Fossils.

(B)

(C)

A
A

(D)

An

meteor.

Volcano.
ancient people.

Men ian Anderson

As my
happened

tells

of a singing contest early in her career.

turn approached,

my

coach Mr. Boghetti whispered that no matter what

must continue to the end of my aria and to be sure
lovely of him to refuse to be intimidated by the clicker, but
I

listening to the other singers, and at least six of

to sing the
I

trill.

had been

them had launched

It

was

sitting there

into

“O mio

Fernando'’ and had been interrupted before they reached the middle. I made
up my mind
that I would not defy the rules of the contest. I would stop when
the implacable clicker
sounded.
I

was

finally called,

proper, with one part of
It

did not come.

I

and

I

began with the

my mind

was allowed

recitative

and then launched

waiting apprehensively for the voice of

to sing the

whole

aria,

including the

into the aria

doom

trill.

upstairs.

There was a

burst of applause from the other contestants in the auditorium because no one had gone

269

v oice reminded everyone
that
uu the
me rule against
auai
,

In the passage,

(A)

Marian Anderson

O

(C)

44A

(D)

the voice of doom.

What
(A)

(C)

(D)

called

a great singer.

(B)

(B)

is

mio Fernando.

did not

come ?

The aria.
The trill.
The signal to stop.
Her chance to sing.

Midsummer Morn

A

tom-tom sun awakens day's jungle with
heat beats

The moon was a white war canoe moored
to the night

Morning

stars scurry to cover like
shaking hares fearful of the Great

Yellow Hunter.
Last night's

tall

hunchback fishing

a pool of raven’s breasts

is

in

a

green elm tree

Thin wings of grass pound helplessly
against hard ground

And

Why

the robins are

does the sun’s warmth seem

(A)

It

(B)

It

(C)

It

wakes everything up.
beats the moon.
makes plants grow.

(D)

A

storm

is

like a

coming.

270

no longer afraid

drumbeat?

.

.

Does 44A have

12.

13.

The

tree

(A)

magic

(B)

darkness

(C)

water

ID)

Great Yellow Hunter

Why

are robins

(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)

1

4.

looked like a hunchback because
of the

no longer afraid?

Day has come.
The Hunter is gone.
The ground is hard.
The war canoe is moored.

The poem suggests
(A)

that the

day will be

still.

(B)

rainy

(C)

noisy

(D)

hot.

The most abundant bottom dwellers preserved

in the Cambrian fossil record are
had a hard exoskeleton divided into three sections
and
that grew, like modem crustaceans,
by molting, thereby producing numerous fossils.
The limbs of one fossil trilobite indicate that it was a
predator; other trilobites
were sca\engers, deposit feeders that grazed on
organic matter from the sea floor, or filter
feeders that gathered food particles suspended
in the water.

marine creatures

trilobites.

Where

that

did trilobites live?

(A)

On

(B)

Under ground.

(C)

In lakes.

(D)

In the fossil record

A

the sea floor.

moderately successful

city

milk dealer named Jacob Fussell had long been
The problem stemmed from the fact that his

finding himself over-supplied with cream.
dairies
erratic.

were giving him a constant supply of it whereas its pattern of sales was highly
By 1851, the problem was such that it threatened FusselTs business, and he was

hard pressed for a solution.

After exploring several possibilities, he decided that his

surplus could be profitably disposed of as ice cream for 25 cent a quart, which compared
dramatically with the prevailing price of 65 cents a quart charged by city caterers and
others w-ho

made and

sold ice cream in very small quantities. In short order, Fussell found
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that his ice

cream business was more

profitable than milk-

°f

Why
(A)
(B)
(C

)

(D)

did Fussell start

making

ice

“ Cream

cream?

He had been successful selling milk.
He had to get rid of a cream surplus.
He couldn t buy it from the caterers.
His customers were asking for

272

it.

'

an H u

i

*

““

appendix b
TOEFL TEST QUESTIONS
Most

Diffi cult

Questions

Marianne Moore (1887-1972) once
sa,d that her writing could
be called noetrv
only because there was no other
name for it. Indeed her poems appear
to be extremely
compressed essays that happen to be
printed in jagged lines on the
page
Her subjects
were varied: animals, laborers, artists,
and the craft of poetry. From her
general
reading
came quotations that she found striking
or insightful. She included
these in her poems
scrupulously enclosed in quotation
marks, and sometimes identified in
footnotes Of this
practice, she wrote “ 'Why the many
quotation marks?' I am asked
When a thing has
been said so well that it could not be
said better, why paraphrase it?
Hence my writing is
ot cabinet of fossi s, a kind
of collection of flies in amber.” Close
observation and
concentration on detail are the methods of
her
.

.

.

poetry.

Marianne Moore grew up in Kirkwood,
Missouri, near St. Louis
After
graduation from Bryn Mawr College in
1909, she taught commercial subjects
at the
Indian School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
Later she became a librarian in New
York City
Durmg the 1920’s she was editor of The Dial an
important literary magazine of the
period. She lived quietly all her life,
mostly in Brooklyn, New York. She spent
a lot of
ime at the Bronx Zoo, fascinated by animals.
Her admiration of the Brooklyn Dodgers before the team moved to Los Angeles was widely known.
Her first book or poems was published in London
in 1921 by a group

of friends
on her poetry has been read with
interest by succeeding generations of
poets and readers. In 1952 she was awarded
the
ulitzer Prize for her Collected Poems.
She wrote that she did not write poetry “for
associated with the Imagist movement.

From

that time

money

or fame. To earn a living is needed, but
it can be done in routine
ways. One
writes because one has a burning desire
to objectify what is indispensable to one's
.”
happiness to express
.

14.

.

Which of the following can be
(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)

20.

.

They

are better

known

inferred about

Moore's poems?

Europe than in the United States.
they do not use traditional verse forms.
in

They were a;; published in The
They tend to be abstract.

The word

“succeeding''

(A)

inheriting.

(B)

prospering.

(C)

diverse.

(D)

later.

... is

closest in
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Dial.

meaning

to

TheEmh's gravity pM s ff
crystals. Why doesn't
rain or snow'
Earth.

bT"

C ‘° UdS f° r the

W

crystals in clouds are
exceedingly small.

The

r

etS

and they

on y

7'
0
0004 inch
; in diameter.
0.0004

It

is

mile

,n perfectly still air.

it

does no,

— — --

effect

chaotically without fixed direction.

Wate d

r

falls to

“

” et d

moving about

same reason “ything

flnaily falL

,hlm

d

But

The

so small that

of grav.tv o

,

m™ne°' i“

*

in fact dust particles
are
P

—se

!“

size

7

much

a cloud dr pfe

would take sixteen hours to fall half a
moving air a, all. On when h
y
droplet grows to a diameter of
0.008 inch or larger can it fall from
the cloud. The average
raindrop contains a million times
as much water as a tiny could
droplet. The growth of a
cloud droplet to a size large enough
to fall is the cause of rain
and other forms of
precipitation. This important growth
process is called “coalescence.”
24.

The word “minute”
(A)

second

(B)

tiny

(C)

slow

(D)

steady

People appear

and

... is

closest in

fall

it

ou, of

meaning

to

which of the following?

be born to compute. The numerical skills
of children develop so
it is easy to imagine
an internal clock of mathematical
maturity guiding their growth. Not long after
learning to walk and talk, they can set the
table with impressive accuracy - one plate,
one knife, one spoon, one fork, for each of the
five chairs. Soon they are capable of
noting that they have placed five knives, spoons,
to

early and so inexorably that

and forks on the table and, a bit later, that
Having thus maters addition, they move on

this

amounts

to subtraction.

to fifteen pieces

of silverware.

seems almost reasonable to
expect that if a child were secluded on a desert island at
birth and retrieved seven years
later, he or she could enter a second-grade
mathematics class without any serious
problems of intellectual adjustment.

Of

It

course, the truth

is not so simple.
This century, the work of cognitive
psychologists has illuminated the subtle forms of daily learning on which
intellectual
progress depends. Children were observed as they slowly grasped - or,
as the case

might
concepts that adults take for granted, as they refused, for instance, to
concede that quantity is unchanged as water pours from a short stout glass into a tall thin
be,

bumped

into

-

one.

Psychologists have since demonstrated that young children, asked to count the
number of blue or red pencils, but must be coaxed into
finding the total. Such studies have suggested that the rudiments of mathematics are

pencils in a pile, readily report the

mastered gradually, and with
abstract

numbers

-

effort.

They have

also suggested that the very concept of

the idea of a oneness, a twoness, a threeness that applies to any class
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of objects

and

setting a table

38.

39.

is
-

a prerequisite for doing anything

is itself

The word

from

far

“itself’

.

.

refers to

.

(A)

the total.

(B)
(C)

the concept of abstract numbers.
any class of objects.

(D)

setting a table.

With which

more mathematically demanding than

innate.

of the following statements

would the author be

agree?

(A)

likelv to

Children naturally and easily learn mathematics.
Children learn to add before they learn to subtract.

(B)

40.

LEAST

(C)

Most people follow

(D)

Mathematical development

Where

in

the

the

same

pattern of mathematical development.

is

subtle and gradual.

passage does the author give an example of a
hypothetical

experiment?
(A)

Line 3-6

(B)

Lines 7-9

(C)

Lines

(D)

Lines 17-20

11-14

Botany, the study of plants, occupies a peculiar position

in the history

of

human

knowledge. For many thousands of years it was the one field of awareness
about which
humans had anything more than the vaguest of insights. It is impossible to know

just

what our Stone Age ancestors knew about
preindustrial societies that

must be extremely
all

ancient.

still

plants,

but from

exist, a detailed learning

This

is logical.

living thing, even for other plants.

what can observe of
of plants and their properties

Plants are the basis of the food pyramid for

They have always been enormously important

to

the welfare of people, not only for food, but also for clothing, weapons, tools, dyes,

medicines, shelter, and a great
the

Amazon

recognize

them botany,

literally

as such, has

branch of “knowledge”

many

other purposes. Tribes living today in the jungles of

hundreds of plants and

no name and

is

know many

properties of each.

To

probably not even recognized as a special

at all.

Unfortunately, the more industrialized
direct contact with plants,

we become

the farther

away we move from

and the

less distinct our knowledge of botany grows.
Yet
everyone comes unconsciously on an amazing amount of botanical knowledge, and few
people will fail to recognize a rose, an apple, or an orchid. When our Neolithic ancestors,

living in the

Middle East about 10,000 years ago, discovered
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that certain grasses could be

harvested and their seeds planted
for richer yields the
next season the
H n t great Step 111 a
new association of plants and humans
was taken
a
dlSC
°
Vered and from *em
flowed the marvel of agriculture:

rw ^
'

^

cultivated crops. From then
on, humans would
increasinelv take their i,v
controlled product.on of a few
plants, rather than

;;e
.

42

.

H
rs

tStmg

a

Me

r

,

ndTlMe'dr

vaneties that § rew Wlld - and the
accumulated knowledge of tens of
thousands
o experience and intimacy
with plants in the wild would
begin to fade away.

The word peculiar
(A)

clear.

(B)

large.

(C)

unusual.

(D)

important.

What does
(A)

the

There

...

is

closest in

comment “This

is

no clear way

meaning

logical”

is

...

to

mean?

to determine the extent

of plants.
(B )
(C)

(D)

It is

not surprising that early

a detailed

knowledge of plants.

reasonable to assume that our ancestors
behaved very
people in preindustrial societies.
It is

Human knowledge

The phrase

tribe.

(B)

hundred.

(C)

plant.

(D)

purpose.

According

ol plants

“properties of each”

(A)

(A)

humans had

of our ancestors’ knowledge
&

to the passage,

why

.

.

.

is

like

well organized and very detailed.

refers to each

has general knowledge of botany declined?

(B)

People no longer value plants as a useful resource.
Botany is not recognized as a special branch of science.

(C)

Research

(D)

much

unable to keep up with the increasing number of plants.
Direct contact with a variety of plants has decreased.
is
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Easiest Questions

^H§i~=~===-=
The people of the pueblos raised what
are called “the three sisters" corn beans
Tley n de eXCellent 011
and wove marvelous baskets, some
P
so fine

oo^hTm' W

e

^

^

S° U hWeSt

The^Honf
Hopi and
a nd 7
;
Zunt ^
brought

they

T

b “" a d

^

“untry, where water is scare"
their fields and gardens
through

water from streams to
irrigation ditches.
Water was so important that it played a
major role in their religion
8
They developed elaborate ceremonies and
religious rituals to bring

'

rain.

The way of

of less-settled groups was simpler and
more strongly influenced
such as the Shoshone and Ute wandered
the dry and mountainous
hT
lands between
the Rocky Mountains and the
Pacific Ocean. They gathered seeds
and
hunted small animals such as rabbits
and snakes. In the Far North the
ancestors of
today s lnuit hunted seals, walruses, and
the great whales.
y

I

Sma

T

life

trlbcs

They

seas in shelters called igloos built of
blocks of packed snow.
fished for salmon and hunted the lordly
caribou.
the

lived right

on the frozen

When summer came

The Chevenne, Pawnee, and Sioux tribes, known
as the Plains Indians, lived on
grasslands between the Rocky Mountains
and the Mississippi River. They

commonly called the buffalo. Its meat was the chief
food of these
hide was used to make their there clothing
and the covering of their tents

hunted

bison,

tribes

and

5

.

they

The author uses
(A)

the phrase “the three sisters”

family members.

(C)

important crops.

(D)

rain ceremonies.

According

(B)

(C)

(D)

to refer to

Hopi women.

(B)

(A)

...

and

tipis

The
The
The
The

to the passage,

which of the following

Shoshone and Ute.
Cheyenne and Sioux
Hopi and Zuni

Pawnee and

lnuit
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tribes lived in the grasslands?

its

Which of the following animals
was most important
(A)

The salmon
The caribou
The seal
The buffalo

(B)

(C)

(D)
10

-

Which of

early North

to the Plains Indians?

the following

Americans?

(A)
(B)

Log Cabins
Adobe houses

(C)

Tipis

(D)

Igloos

is

NOT

mentioned by the author as a
dwelling place of

Marianne Moore (1887-1972) once
said that her writing could
be called poetry
y because there was no other name for it.
Indeed her poems appear to be
extremely
compressed essays that happen to be
printed in jagged lines on the
page. H
were varied: animals, laborers, artists,
and the craft of poetry. From he?

“K

general reading

came quotations

that she found striking or
insightful. She included these
in her poenB
scrupulously enclosed in quotation
marks, and sometimes identified in
footnotes
Of this
practice, she wrote, “ ‘ Why the
many quotation marks?' I am asked
When
a *,ng has
Sai
S
e
hat l C0Uld n0t be Sald better
' why
°
'
P ara P hrase it? Hence my writing is
ifnof
h
ot cabinet
otf ffossils, a kind of collection
of flies in amber" Close observation
and
concentration on detail are the methods
of her poetry.
.

r

.

.

'|

Marianne Moore grew up in Kirkwood,
Missouri, near St. Louis
After
graduation from Bryn Mawr College in
1909, she taught commercial subjects
at the
Indian School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
Later she became a librarian in New
York City
Durmg the 920’s she was editor of The Dial,
an important literary magazine of the
period. She lived quietly all her life,
mostly in Brooklyn, New York. She spent a
lot of
time at the Bronx Zoo, fascinated by animals.
Her admiration of the Brooklyn Dodgers before the team moved to Los Angeles was widely known.

Her

book or poems was published in London in 1921 by
a group of friends
associated with the Imagist movement. From that
time on her poetry has been read with
interest by succeeding generations of
poets and readers. In 1952 she was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize tor her Collected Poems. She wrote
that she did not write poetry “for
first

money or fame. To earn a living is needed, but it can be done in
routine ways. One
writes because one has a burning desire to objectify
what is indispensable to one’s
.”
happiness to express
.

.
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What

13.

(A)
(B)

9.

The influence of the Imagists on
Marianne Moore.

(C)

Essayists and poets of the
1920’s.
The use of quotations in poetry.

(D)

Marianne Moore's

(A)

movement.
school.

(C)

region.

(D)

time.

Where

did

is

and work.

life

closest in

meaning

Moore spend most of her

(A)

In

Kirkwood

(B)

In

Brooklyn

(C)

In

Los Angeles

(D)

In Carlisle

wanted

(B)

was

(C)

felt

(D)

wanted

adult life?

Why

win awards.

to

dissatisfied with

what others wrote.

a need to express herself.

What makes
The Earth s

to raise

rain?

it

money

Rain

gravity pulls

doesn’t rain or

for the

falls
it.

snow

move and

lifts

though the droplets are

Bronx Zoo.

from clouds

same reason anything falls to
made of water droplets or ice
from all clouds? The droplets or ice
for the

But every cloud
fall

constantly

crystals in clouds are exceedingly small.

currents

to

can be inferred from the passage that Moore
wrote because she

(A)

crystals.

...

(B)

It

Earth.

the passage mainly about?

The word period

18.

1

is

The

effect

droplets so that the net

is

of gravity on them

moving about

To

air

made

the casual observer, dust seems to act in a totally

chaotically without fixed direction.

larger than water droplets and they finally

only 0.0004 inch in diameter.

It

mile in perfectly

it

still

minute.
is

zero,

Air

even

in constant motion.

Droplets and ice crystals behave somewhat like dust in the
shaft ol sunlight.

is

downward displacement

air,

and

But

visible in a

random

fashion,

in fact dust particles are

much

The average size of a cloud droplet is
is so small that it would take sixteen hours to fall half a
does not fall out of moving air at all. Only when the
fall.

droplet grows to a diameter of 0.008 inch or larger can

raindrop contains a million times as

much water

279

it

fall

from the cloud. The average

as a tiny could droplet.

The growth of a

cloud droplet to a size
large enough
precipitation. This important
growth

to fall

process

25

'

The word "motion"
(A)

29.

... is

closest in

is

the eause of rain and
other forms of

called “coalescence.”

meaning

to

wind.

(B)

change.

(C)

movement.

(D)

humidity.

How much

bigger

is

a rain drop than a cloud
droplet?

(A)

200 times bigger

(B)

1,000 times bigger

(C)

00,000 times bigger
1,000,000 times bigger

(D)

is

1
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